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ABSTRACT
Informal Learning Spaces (ILSs) are increasing in popularity in many educational
and community settings (Berman, 2020). One such ILS is a makerspace, where people
participate in general activities of creating, building, designing, and tinkering (Oxman
Ryan, Clapp, Ross, & Tishman, 2016). Makerspaces have been touted as spaces that
provide students with opportunities to build fundamental knowledge, hone
communication and social networking skills, offer intergenerational learning
opportunities, fabricate artifacts for personal interests, and take an active and situated role
when learning design skills (see: Barniskis, 2016; Blikstein, 2013; Cohen et al., 2017;
Curry, 2016; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019; Lakind et al., 2019; Li & Todd, 2019;
Quigley et al., 2017; Schad & Jones, 2020; Tomko et al., 2017). There is a lack of
scholarship investigating student influences for participating in makerspaces on
university campuses. There is also a need for increased research on the types of artifacts
made in these spaces (Mersand, 2020; Peppler et al. 2016). Further research is needed to
provide an empirical understanding of (a) why students are engaging in campus
makerspaces, (b) what types of artifacts they are producing, and (c) how students are
drawing connections between “making” and their in-school and out-of-school interests
related to their current and/or future aspirations. To fill this gap in the literature and add
to previous investigations of ILSs, I explored student perspectives and experiences of
these spaces through a descriptive case study approach using a Connected Learning
framework as a lens for analysis and interpretation of findings (Ito et al., 2013). This
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research captures rich insights from two multi-disciplinary, student-led makerspaces on a
Southeastern university campus. This work demonstrates the many benefits and learning
outcomes of offering a university makerspace to students, as told by their perspectives.
These perspectives were also triangulated with questionnaire responses, semi-structured
interviews, participant-interviews, observations, and artifact analyses. By understanding
student perspectives of their makerspace practices, educators and makerspace facilitators
can help students identify ways of engaging with their personal interests in meaningful
ways that hold strong implications for learning and success in their academic work and
future careers.
Keywords: informal learning spaces; making; makerspaces; connected learning;
student perspectives; connections
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Overview
Informal Learning Spaces (ILSs) are increasing in popularity in many educational and
community settings (Berman, 2020). One such ILS is a makerspace, where people participate in
general activities of creating, building, designing, and tinkering (Oxman Ryan et al., 2016).
Numerous models of informal learning, such as makerspaces, are derived from pedagogies and
learning that occur outside of classrooms (e.g., flipped classrooms, collaborative and problembased learning, and learning with digital technologies) and have caught researchers’ and
educators’ attention (Berman, 2020). Scholars believe these informal learning practices will
prepare learners with the necessary 21st century skills for success in future careers (Gilbert, 2017;
Sheffield et al., 2017; Walan, 2019). The new attention toward these spaces is warranted.
Makerspaces have been touted as spaces that provide students with opportunities to build
fundamental knowledge, hone communication and social networking skills, offer
intergenerational learning opportunities, fabricate artifacts for personal interests, and take an
active and situated role when learning design skills (see Barniskis, 2016; Blikstein, 2013; Cohen
et al., 2017; Curry, 2016; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019; Lakind et al., 2019; Li & Todd, 2019;
Quigley et al., 2016; Schad & Jones, 2020; Tomko et al., 2017).
A primary aim of these modern learning spaces is to combine new technologies and
individual interests within a space that provides a democratic orientation toward collaboration
and knowledge sharing through making or tinkering (Dougherty, 2013). Universities have
attempted to foster inclusivity and exploration by developing ILSs within the institution’s
library—often seen as the most neutral physical locations on campus (Lee, 2017). The number of
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hours students work in ILSs is three times greater than the number of hours most university
students spend in formal or virtual learning spaces (Augeri & Kajita, 2017). Although these
spaces are designed to be neutral and utilized by diverse disciplines (Lee, 2017), there is a lack
of scholarship investigating student influences for participating in makerspaces on university
campuses. There is also a need for further research on the types of artifacts made in these spaces
(Mersand, 2020; Peppler et al. 2016). Makerspaces engender the development of multiple
learning potentials such as learning through social contexts, learning through doing, and learning
within contexts (situated learning); however, little is known about how university students
conceptualize the learning afforded by makerspaces, the activities within, or the products that are
created by these participants (Mersand, 2020).
Further research is needed to provide an empirical understanding of (a) why students are
engaging in campus makerspaces, (b) what types of artifacts they are producing, and (c) how
students are drawing connections between “making” and their in-school and out-of-school
interests related to their current and/or future aspirations. This study aims to fill this gap in the
literature and adding to previous investigations of ILSs by exploring student perspectives and
experiences of these spaces through a descriptive case study approach. My study will capture
rich insights from two multi-disciplinary, student-led ILSs (makerspaces hereafter) on a
Southeastern university campus. Findings yielded implications for university and makerspace
leadership and educators to inform decision-making for approaches to supporting and developing
makerspaces for diverse interests. Finally, this research drew on Connected learning framework
to extend the current research on student perspectives of makerspaces and help fill the literature
gap related to bridging in-school and out-of-school interests through making.
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Rise of Makerspaces
Informal Learning Spaces & Makerspaces Defined
Informal Learning Spaces (ILSs) are an increasing topic of interest for scholars across
research fields including the learning sciences, the information library sciences, and computer
sciences. As such, there have been multiple attempts to define these informal spaces. To better
understand the variety of ILS definitions, it is important to first briefly acknowledge the
scholarship’s evolution. As technology and workplace advancements evolved, the definition of
ILSs and possibilities within the spaces similarly progressed.
The Early 2000s. Within ILS literature’s early years, educational and work experiences
were void of mobile and communication technologies that are commonplace today. Thus, the
approaches to conceptualizing ILSs reflect these earlier circumstances. For example, Livingstone
(2001) describes informal learning as “any activity involving the pursuit of understanding,
knowledge or skill which occurs without the presence of externally imposed curricular criteria”
(p. 5). Golding and colleagues (2009) later add that informal learning is truly a lifelong process
that is often an unintentional byproduct of social interactions in daily lives of every person.
These social contexts include interactions and activities with families, workplaces, communities,
and leisure activities (Golding et al., 2009). However, according to Kontovourki et al. (2017),
neither definition considers incorporating modern technology within this approach.
Current Conceptualizations. One recent way ILSs have manifested within academic
and public settings is through makerspaces. In contrast to the earlier conceptualizations of ILSs,
makerspaces, as Halverson & Sheridan (2014) describe, are a space to express creativity and
“communal drive” by kids, adults, families, and educators who are drawn by the potential of new
technologies (p. 495). These spaces for making have exploded across the United States within a
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variety of settings, including academic and public libraries, museums, independent nonprofits or
for-profits, K-12 schools, after-school programs, and universities (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014).
The noted explosion of these settings is labeled the “maker movement.”
The Maker Movement
Halverson & Sheridan (2014) describe the culture within the maker movement as people
who are “engaged in the creative production of artifacts in their daily lives and who find physical
and digital forums to share their processes and products with others” (p. 496). Here is where the
unique distinction between previous forms of human expression of making and modern
makerspaces occurs: the recent advancement of digital technologies integrated into the practice
of creating artifacts. This integration distinctively affords participants a unique ability to share,
connect, and iterate designs within a much larger community of similar Makers like never before
(Dougherty, 2012). This “interconnectedness” rendered by new digital technologies has enabled
the significant movement in tinkering and making culture today (Dougherty, 2012). Before
advancing modern technologies, Makers were confined to micro-communities centered around
their particular hobby or craft (Dougherty, 2012).
Most scholars agree that the foundation of Make magazine in 2005, and subsequently the
establishment of Maker Faires in 2006, are the two key events that triggered the Maker
Movement (Cohen et al., 2017; Halverson & Sheridan, 2014; Hynes & Hynes, 2018; Schad &
Jones, 2020). Make magazine made the consumption and dissemination of making accessible to
a diverse set of readers. Simultaneously, the Maker Faires extended the opportunity for
collaboration and connectivity for the magazine’s readers (Dougherty, 2012). The founder of the
magazine, Dale Dougherty, claims the movement resulted from people’s need to “engage
passionately” with artifacts in approaches that make them “more than just consumers”
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(Dougherty, 2012). More recently, Dougherty has noted the Maker Movement has wholly
changed what gets made, where and how artifacts are made, and who gets to make them
(Dougherty, 2016).
Makerspaces are discussed in literature by many different names: Fab-, Prototyping-,
Manufacturing- or Maker-Labs; Hackerspaces; Tech Shops; Innovation Sandbox; or TechStudios
(Barrett et al., 2015). Consequently, literature presents making in a variety of terms. For the
purposes of this study, I will draw on the more recent work of Berman (2020),Blikstein and
Worsley (2016), and Cohen and colleagues (2017) to define makerspaces as spaces that support
student-centered pedagogies and student engagement in the hands-on creation of artifacts with
technologies that ultimately foster multidisciplinary learning and 21 st century skills. For this
research, I also draw on Dougherty (2012; 2016) and Halverson and Sheridan (2014) to define
the types of learning spaces this work seeks to explore. This research will consider the
incorporation of digital tools alongside participants engaged in making as makerspaces. Spaces
lacking an academic orientation or the digital tools for networking or connecting with a broader
community (e.g., a community bike repair shop or sewing guild) will be excluded from the scope
of my research. This work will focus on research conducted in makerspaces in higher education
settings.
Learning Potentials of Makerspaces
There is a limited body of research on the learning outcomes of university makerspaces.
Still, within these few studies, scholars claim that makerspaces offer a unique ability to construct
new knowledge “remarkably well,” especially when students engage in building, making, and
publicly sharing their artifacts (Blikstein, 2013, p. 207). Extending these claims, Blikstein (2013)
adds that this engagement also enhances a students’ sense of empowerment and self-esteem.
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Burke (2015) supports Blikstein’s (2013) claim by offering that problem-based approaches found
in makerspaces build and reinforce participant knowledge. Santo and colleagues (2015) state
makerspaces are ample opportunities to encounter diverse forms of knowledge and an
opportunity for sense-making and critique of knowledge. Others claim that makerspaces offer the
ability to draw connections between out-of-school and in-school knowledge and learning
(Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019). This claim represents a key point of investigation this study
seeks to address: understanding how students might connect their in-school and out-of-school
learning and practices—if at all—to their making activities. This focus builds on the Connected
Learning framework described below.
Further, Tomko and colleagues (2017) describe other learning outcomes in university
makerspaces as spaces that engender a culture that embraces failure by expecting things to break.
To that end, a culture is established propelling students to engage in the iterative design process,
which cycles between failure and redesign until a final solution is produced. Tomko and
colleagues (2017) also claim that aspart of their participation, students will seek out physics and
engineering concepts to construct a solution that adds to the sophistication of the learning
occurring within these spaces.

21st Century Learning
Some scholars (e.g., Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019; Lakind et al., 2019) claim that 21st
century skills are commonly fostered in the student-centered and hands-on practices in
makerspaces. Twenty-first-century skills are defined in various ways (e.g., Silber-Varod et al.,
2019; Silva, 2009). For example, Silva (2009) describes 21st century skills as “an emphasis on
what students can do [emphasis added] with knowledge, rather than the units of knowledge they
have” (p. 630). Noticeably, Silva (2009) omits a list of specific skills and instead positions the
7
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thinking necessary for 21st century success. Conversely, Silber-Varod and colleagues (2019)
identify seven core 21st century skills essential for learning with digital technologies: (1)
collaboration; (2) communication; (3) creativity; (4) critical thinking; (5) information literacy, or
“the ability to think and reflect critically about information” (Silber-Varod et al., 2019, p. 3101);
(6) problem-solving skills; and (7) socio-emotional skills, or “the capacity to conduct
communications within virtual (non-face-to-face) settings” with limited social cues (e.g., images,
text voice; Silber-Varod et al., 2019, p. 3101).
New Media Literacies & Participatory Cultures
Jenkins et al. (2009) add to the research by offering a definition of the New Media
Literacies they claim are necessary for the 21st century, specifically within a new media context
(often found within a makerspace environment). These authors state new media literacies are “a
set of cultural competencies and social skills that young people need in the new media
landscape” (Jenkins et al., 2009, p. xiii). I provide the complete list of competencies in Chapter
2, which includes, but is not limited to: play, multitasking, distributed cognition, distributed
intelligence, networking, etc., where, according to the authors, “almost all involve social skills
developed through collaboration and networking” (Jenkins et al., 2009, p. xiii). I have chosen to
draw on these competencies to inform my approach to answering my research questions for a
few reasons. The way Jenkins (2009) has defined at least five NML are closely aligned with the
skills valued or needed for working within makerspaces.
For example, the way in which Jenkins and colleagues describe play—as a mode for
active engagement—aligns with Brahms and Crowley’s (2016) claim that makers are doers who
explore through stints of purposeful play. Jenkins et al. term multitasking is defined by learners
approaching tasks and problems from multiple lines of inquiry, and a mental reflexivity when
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focus needs to shift to more “salient details” (2009, p. 62). These authors also note transmedia
navigation as is a skill learners need in the 21st century as they learn to and practice with
navigating multimodal digital tools. Similarly, Brahms and Crowley (2016) state that makers are
known to be critical and complex thinkers wherein they tend to forage new pathways and
possibilities in their work. Jenkins et al. (2009) describes distributed cognition as a literacy that
requires and ability to interact meaningfully with resources to expand mental capacities.
Collective Intelligence according to Jenkins et al. (2009) captures a learners’ ability socially
construct knowledge toward a common goal (p. 67). In the same way, makerspace literature
contends that makers are resourceful. Resourcefulness, according to Brahms and Crowley (2016)
was the most common quality of makers in their research. Additionally, these literacies defined
by Jenkins (2009) are foundational constructs of Ito et al. (2013)’s connected learning framework
such as shared purpose. Ito et al. (2013) describes this principle as when learners work on
projects around a common goal or interest—commonly found in makerspaces. The foundational
work of Jenkins and colleagues (2009) provides perspectives of NML deemed necessary for
work with and around new media—that are frequent in makerspaces. These perspectives were
helpful in evaluating findings of this study.
Jenkins et al. (2009) conceptualize these competencies within the context of
Participatory Cultures. Participatory Cultures are spaces where (a) there are relatively low
barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement, (b) there is strong support for creating and
sharing creations with others, (c) informal mentorship is exhibited, (d) members believe their
contributions matter, and (e) members feel some degree of social connection with one another
(Jenkins et al., 2009, pp. 5-6). This participatory culture framework is offered as a new way to
think about learning as people shift from passive consumers to active creators and producers
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(Jenkins et al., 2006; Jenkins et al., 2009). This concept is a key departure from more traditional
learning theories in the literature, because the Participatory Cultures that can be found in
makerspaces are created by participants’ unique desire to actively engage in reciprocal learning
activities (Halverson et al., 2018; Marsh et al., 2018; Pandey & Sirvastava, 2016).
Previous research draws on Jenkins et al. (2006) and Jenkins’ et al. (2009) work on the
new media literacies necessary for participatory cultures as frames for exploring 21st century
learning, particularly in digital media spaces (Halverson et al., 2018; Marsh, et al., 2018; Pandey
& Sirvastava, 2016). Halverson and colleagues (2018) conclude from their work “the idea of
participatory cultures [is] a robust model for how to think about the emerging practices of
learning in digital media spaces” (p. 2). These authors also suggest a participatory culture
framework may also help in making sense of learning in- and out-of-schools (2018). Finally, new
digital literacies and participatory cultures are essential constructs in my research because they
are also key in the development of the Connected learning framework, which I rely on as the
framework for this study.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework I use to situate this research is Connected Learning Theory
(CLT) (Ito et al., 2013). Ito and colleagues (2013) claim this framework advocates for learning
that is socially embedded, interest-driven, and oriented toward educational, economic, or
political opportunity (Ito et al., 2013). Connected learning is realized when “a young person is
able to pursue a personal interest or passion with the support of friends or caring adults and is, in
turn, able to link this learning and interest to academic achievement, career success or civic
engagement” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 4). These scholars suggest providing opportunities for
connected learning “addresses the gap between in-school and out-of-school learning” (Ito et al.,
10
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2013, p. 4). Also, the infrastructure of most university makerspaces meets the core design tenets
of the theory, as evidenced by their digital tools and online platforms. These tools make
engagement accessible to participants and aid in producing artifacts of mutual interest within the
learning space. The notion of linking or bridging the gap between in-school and out-of-school
aligns with my research’s focus, making this framework essential to understanding and
interpreting the results.
Below I discuss two foundational theories that CLT builds upon, which ultimately
informed the creation of the six learning and design principles as seen in Figure 1.1 (discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2). Although the theories mentioned below are foundational to CLT,
Connected Learning is the only framework I use to situate this current work.

Figure 1.1
Diagram of Connected Learning Framework (Connected Learning Alliance, 2020)

Historical Conceptualizations
A common theoretical underpinning of scholars’ research on makerspaces is Papert’s
(1991) theory of Constructionism, which has roots in Piaget’s (2013) theory of Constructivism.
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Papert’s (1991) concept of how learning occurs emphasizes the potential for learning that is
available in embodied, production-based experiences. Meanwhile, Constructivism builds on the
theoretical assumptions of social development originated by Vygotsky (1980). The combination
of these theories support claims that learning happens best when (a) it is active, or found in the
hands-on activities afforded by making; (b) continually tested in a social setting, or found in the
constant connection, collaboration, and feedback from peers often through the use of digital
technologies; and (c) with an overall appreciation for iterative problem-solving.
Another common framework that is utilized in the scholarship, and ties to CLT is
communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Communities of practice is a framework that
supports the Maker Movement’s foundations, as articulated by Dougherty (2012; 2016). The
similarities in these two theories—communities of practice and CLT—lie in the overlap of the
value placed on interconnectedness with people who share a particular interest. This connection
is described by Dougherty (2012) and Lave and Wenger (1991) as a community. Lave and
Wenger (1991) postulate a Community of Practice is created by participants engaging in
distributed, socially constructed learning, situated in the practices of the community. These
practices and interactions with the broader community, over time, provide ample potential for
participants to develop a deeper understanding of the topic and form an identity as a member
within the broader community (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2011).

Critiques of Makerspaces
Despite these promising claims of makerspaces’ learning outcomes, some researchers
have observed challenges when incorporating multiple lines of inquiry for learning, a key
construct to makerspaces. In a study of fifth graders working in a makerspace, Kajamaa and
Kumpulainen (2019) report that the participants in their study struggled to find the “script” for
12
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their making activities (p. 276). Although the makerspaces in Kajamaa and Kumpulainen’s
(2019) study aimed to position student interest at the center of all activities, the lack of clear
direction from a teacher presented a challenge for students. Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019)
attribute this underperformance to a lack of teacher or textbook-driven learning. Left to their own
devices, the fifth-grade participants within the study struggled with one of makerspaces’ core
elements, which is to construct and direct one’s own learning trajectory and objectives. It is
important to acknowledge these challenges of makerspaces and use them to inform the current
study. These authors conclude that the initial challenge of navigating their own learning, at their
own pace, eventually diminished over time. Students in the makerspace were eventually able to
progress and successfully navigate their new, interest-driven activities. It is also important to
note that Kajamaa and Kumpulainen’s (2019) study included fifth-grade participants, whereas
the current study will focus on university students. Due to the difference in age, the participants
in the current study will likely not face these challenges to the same degree as the adolescents in
the 2019 study.
The makerspaces examined in this study are self-contained within neutral, informal
locations on campus. These university makerspaces are constructed within a different context
than those of K-12 spaces. For example, in the studies of makerspaces within K-12 settings, there
are teachers who lead and direct the activities, learning, and usage of those spaces. Whereas the
makerspaces of this study are student-led. These spaces do have a faculty advisor, but the role of
this person is only to make connections across campus that may be difficult for students, what
students choose to make and why, is left to student-choice.
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Accessibility Challenges. Tomko and colleagues (2017) caution that makerspaces can
only realize full benefits and potential if the space and the act of making are made open and fully
accessible to a wide pool of participants. Ethnographic studies conducted on makerspaces (e.g.,
O’Connell, 2015; Tomko et al., 2017) report the following factors that impact the accessibility to
making and makerspaces: physical characteristics, material resources, interactive and social
features, emotional qualities, and student content and process knowledge (Tomko et al., 2017).
Finally, others have raised concerns that some cultural shifts are forming which pushes
the act of making into an economic machine (Barniskis, 2015). This shift is seen in the
development of for-profit organizations like Etsy and Make magazine that capitalize on making
by turning the process into an entrepreneurial endeavor. Lakind, Willet, and Halverson (2019)
underscore this concern by adding that Make magazine abounds with advertisements, which
convey the message to the reader that Makers purchase certain products. Barniskis (2015) urges
this culture could undermine the original goals of the making culture, such as inclusivity.
Although discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2, an example of this progression can be seen in
Figure 1.2 (Appendix A), which traces the advancements in main-stream developments of forprofit business models focused on making.

Makerspaces in University Settings
Broadly, investigations of makerspaces on university campuses were observed to have
the following characteristics: the most common equipment used is a 3D printer, the most
common staffing structure is a combination of student and specialized staff, the most common
allowance for access is limited to the campus community (i.e., faculty, staff, and students), and
the most common location is within the university library (Barrett et al., 2015). The makerspaces
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used for the purposes of this study include all of the previously listed attributes. Curry (2017)
notes that there has not been an in-depth analysis of makerspaces within libraries yet.
Meanwhile, Halverson and Sheridan (2014) argue that these venues hold particular promises for
democratization based on their historical purpose of serving as free and embedded community
resources. The Library and Information Science body of literature has started to consider what
the library’s current and future roles will be within the Maker Movement (e.g., Kouame et al.,
2019; Lakind et al., 2019; Lee, 2017; Wong & Partridge, 2016).
Who Are “Makers”?
In addition to these lines of inquiry within the library sciences literature, researchers have
only recently begun to describe the types of participants of a makerspace. Peppler, Halverson,
and Kafai (2016) describe the basic practices of makerspace participants as working across
boundaries by piecing together everyday objects and processes in innovative ways and
acknowledge a disparity in the readers of Make magazine (representative of the broader
community of Makers) as being primarily men (81% of readers) (Brahms & Crowley, 2016).
These authors observe that the research-based understanding of making is still “far behind the
growing enthusiasm” for making in education (p. 27). Another description of Makers’ identities
is offered by Anderson (2012), who organizes Makers into three characteristics: (1) people who
use digital tools to create new designs for immediate prototype, (2) people who are in a cultural
environment that fosters collaboration and sharing, and (3) people who use common design
standards (Anderson, 2012).
Brahms and Crowley (2016) observe Makers as those who value the iterative process of
engagement in making and testing out ideas just as much as the finished product. The authors
elaborate on this definition by describing more of the documented, common actions of Makers.
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For example, Brahms and Crowley (2016) list the following common actions by a Maker: tinker,
test, and iterate; seek out resources; hack and repurpose; combine and complexify; customize;
and share.
What Are They Making and Why?
Supporting Peppler et al.’s (2016) claim that a research-based understanding of making is
lacking, there is little research that investigates or categorizes what artifacts or products students
are making in makerspaces. Further still, why students are making these products is also
underrepresented in the literature. Barron and Martin (2016) contribute to this body of literature
by documenting activities of digital Makers and how they spend their time. The authors provide
the following examples of the types of products American middle school youth were making:
digital videos, digital art, animations, robots, other “inventions” using technology, digital music,
websites, computer programs (codes), 2D and 3D models or drawings, and computer games. Of
these categories, Barron and Martin (2016) report the top two activities of these youth were
playing video games and creating digital videos. Another noted contribution to the literature is
the work with e-textiles as creating an on-ramp into making for adolescent females (Kafai et al.,
2014). Making e-textiles is described as combining a trilogy of skills: (1) sewing, (2) designing
circuits, and (3) programming light sensors on fabric with conductive thread (Searle et al., 2016).
Rusk (2016) offers a qualitative analysis of youths’ (ages 8 and up) motivations for
making and using Scratch, a creative programming software designed specifically for youth ages
eight and up (MIT Media Lab, 2003). A central claim this author makes is that the identified
motivations of makers are all rooted in an intrinsic motivation to make and a basic enjoyment of
the making process. Rusk suggests that this intrinsic motivation is a key distinction between the
Maker Movement and traditional classroom learning. The latter, according to Rusk, is often
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based on developing extrinsic motivations for students to participate and learn. The five themes
for motivations for why youth choose to engage with Scratch (MIT Media Lab, 2003) are:
creating, connecting (with the broader community), sharing (to receive feedback), learning new
skills, and just having fun (Rusk, 2016). Other work investigating youth engaging with this
digital tool (Koh, 2013) reports how youth—who grew up immersed in a technology-rich
environment—value the power of learning and communicating using visual information (e.g.,
graphics, images, videos, etc.). Finally, as it relates to university student motivation for making,
Tomko et al (2017) observe a significant fluctuation in attendance rates in a university
makerspace due to class, personal projects (e.g., for Valentine’s Day), and extracurricular needs.
However, descriptions of the types of artifacts the students created are still missing from the
findings of the current literature.
Significance of Making Artifacts. Scholars claim that when students are making
something, the object they create is a demonstration of what they have learned to do; thus, in this
way, they are providing evidence of their learning (Dougherty, 2012; Kwon & Lee, 2017). Once
these products are created, according to Cohen and colleagues (2017), students’ ideas and
learning are represented by their concrete artifacts and are more easily shared with others as
opposed to abstract thinking or ideas. This process can be called learning by making which is an
important component of problem-solving and linking educational contents to the real-world (Ito
et al., 2013; Kwon & Lee, 2017; Schön et al., 2014).
Research Questions and Term Definitions
Using a descriptive case study approach, this study will address the following research
questions:
RQ1. What influences students’ decisions to participate in a university makerspace?
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RQ2. What are students making within a university makerspace, and how do these
products connect to their in-school or out-of-school interests?
a. How do these products connect to students’ current work or imagined future
careers?
Although the following terms have been defined internally, I provide a short list of frequent
terms and their respective definitions that will be used throughout this manuscript.
Informal Learning Spaces (ILSs): any activity involving the pursuit of understanding,
knowledge, or skill which occurs without the presence of externally imposed curricular criteria
(Livingstone, 2001)
Maker: refers to a unique constellation of characteristics with the design and making
realms (e.g., collaborative, distributive, and creative approaches to making).
Making: refers to the general human activities of creating, building, designing, and
tinkering (Oxman Ryan et al., 2016).
Maker Movement: describes a recent, cultural movement in people who are “engaged in
the creative production of artifacts in their daily lives and who find physical and digital forums
to share their processes and products with others” (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014, p. 496).
Makerspaces: spaces that support student-centered pedagogies and student engagement
in the hands-on creation of artifacts with technologies that ultimately foster STEM (science,
technology, engineering & mathematics) learning and 21st century skills.
New Media Literacies (NML): include the traditional literacy that evolved with print
culture as well as the newer forms of literacy within mass media and digital media (Jenkins et al,
2009). NMLs are social skills, “as a way of interacting within a larger community and not simply
an individualized skill to be used for personal expression” (Jenkins et al., 2006, p. 20).
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Research Contributions
As outlined above, there is a need for further research to investigate what influences
students to participate within a university Makerspace (Brahms & Crowley, 2016). Equally
important is understanding what students are making, as it remains under-researched in the
current literature. This research addresses this void by narrowing a focus on university
makerspaces and seeking rich, descriptive qualitative data to inform exploration of the spaces
and conclusions. To address these noted disparities within the makerspace research, this study
will utilize a descriptive case study research design (Merriam, 1989) to expound on what is
currently known in the literature. This descriptive case study report offers basic information
about informal learning spaces (makerspaces) on a university campus so that future work may
use these findings to build a broader knowledge base for future comparison and theory building
in education. This work demonstrates the many benefits and learning outcomes of offering a
university makerspace to students, as told by their perspectives. By understanding student
perspectives of their makerspace practices, educators and makerspace facilitators can help
students identify ways of engaging with their personal interests in meaningful ways that hold
strong implications for learning and success in their academic work and future careers. Finally,
the findings of this study will offer insights for educational professionals, workforce managers,
and those working in makerspaces to the perceptions of the makers who use two university
makerspaces for their personal and academic needs.
Manuscript Organization
Here, I have briefly outlined the problems this research aims to address. In Chapter 2, I
discuss in deeper detail the rise of maker culture; the benefits and challenges to makerspaces;
and current approaches in university makerspaces. I review Connected learning framework and
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how it is an appropriate framework for this research. Next, in Chapter 3, I discuss this study’s
proposed methodologies including a description of the participants, procedures (recruitment plan,
data collection strategies), and data analysis plan. I detail why a descriptive case study design is
the best fit for approaching this problem within research. Chapter 4 includes the findings of this
study relative to each of the aforementioned research questions as well as emergent findings.
Finally, in Chapter 5, I conclude with a discussion of the findings of this study and how these
findings extend the knowledge base of informal learning spaces, discuss limitations and
implications for my work, and future directions of inquiry to consider.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In Chapter 1, I briefly described the Maker Movement and introduced reasons for the
proliferation of the movement within the educational sector (K-20) as well as the public sector.
As stated in Chapter 1, the driving research questions for this study investigate what influences
students to participate in a makerspace (RQ1); what types of artifacts they are producing, and
how students are drawing connections between “making” and their in-school and out-of-school
interests (RQ2) related to their current and/or future aspirations (RQ2.a). To establish a strong
understanding of the current scholarship on makerspaces, in this Chapter I examine literature
describing the evolution of makerspaces and the Maker Movement. After establishing this
foundation, I then extend this discussion to various descriptions of Makers, and explain why they
choose to make. Next, I draw on research that highlights the learning outcomes of makerspaces
and provide a synthesis of the learning potential of makerspaces. Then, I narrow the focus of the
literature review to current practices of makerspaces on university campuses. Finally, I discuss
how I plan to position my research within a Connected Learning framework and how this
theoretical approach is best suited for the study.
The articles used for this review were found using an initial, broad search of electronic
databases including EBSCOhost, ERIC, Taylor and Francis, and ProQuest. A more directed
search was then used to identify articles from a narrower range of databases. The broad search
was used in order to make substantiated claims regarding the current state of the literature (i.e., if
the topic was well or under-searched). Next, parameters were used to narrow further the articles
yielded from the searches these qualifiers were: articles that were from peer-reviewed journals,
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age of the article (typically 2005 and newer), and articles that investigated makerspaces across
settings or makerspaces in specific settings (K-12, higher education, community centers,
libraries, or museums). To further narrow my search to relevant articles for this study, I searched
key terms which aligned with each of the heading one sections found in this review. These terms
included: makerspaces or making or makers; and maker movement. For each of the sections, I
used combinations of the aforementioned terms along with some of the following: participatory
culture; economy; impact; identity; perspectives; dispositions; motivations; learning outcomes;
learning potentials; 21st century skills; challenges; universities; colleges; higher education;
learning theory; connected learning framework.
In addition to these database searches, I chose to draw on two books. The first is an
edited book, Makeology: Makers as learners, edited by Kylie Peppler, Erica Halverson, and
Yasmin Kafai. This book is a second volume and published in 2016. Along with the editors, the
chapter authors are scholars within academia and makerspaces specifically. This book discusses
three key issues of making: (1) identities of Makers; (2) Makers’ leverage of materials and tools
for their learning process; and (3) how making connects with disciplinary learning. Additionally,
I have selected a book, Free to make: How the maker movement is changing our schools, our
jobs, and our minds by Dale Dougherty (2016). This book is representative of perspectives from
Dougherty, who is the creator of Make magazine. The creation of this magazine is viewed by
researchers as the event that initiated the Maker Movement (Cohen et al., 2017; Schad & Jones,
2020). I draw on Dougherty’s (2012 & 2016) work in order to provide a background to the
Maker Movement and views on making, and then discuss how empirical researchers agree or
dispute some of his claims. Finally I discuss the research trajectories that emerged from this
movement.
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The Maker Movement
Before discussing the growth of making in educational and public settings, I will review
some historical instances of “making” prior to the establishment of makerspaces of today.
Dougherty (2016), known for his significant contribution to the Maker culture and subsequent
“Maker Movement,” speculates that the act of making, or being a Maker “describes each one of
us” (p. x). He explains that cooking, gardening, knitting and sewing, or repairing a car are all
skills that reflect the tinkering skills of the common American in the mid-twentieth century.
Further, Dougherty (2016) claims that his creation of the Make magazine only reemphasizes and
celebrates the making that was highlighted in the popular magazines of the mid-twentieth
century, such as Popular Mechanics. He is careful to acknowledge the importance of these
previous magazines for helping establish communities of like-minded tinkerers. This community
aspect is what Dougherty aimed to create by the development of the Make magazine and
subsequent Maker Faires (Dougherty, 2016).
A few authors have extended Dougherty’s claims. Cohen and colleagues (2017) contend
that the instinct to make not a new phenomenon, nor is sharing made products with peers.
Additionally, scholars claim learning in K-12 classrooms through hands-on making activities is
common and not unique to makerspaces (Cohen et al., 2017; Schad & Jones, 2020). Similarly,
Blikstein (2013) describes how engineering education, specifically, evolved from basic and
advanced tinkering and inventing to incorporation of sophisticated mathematics and scientific
methods. Blikstein (2013) claims this shift in education (around the 1950s and 1960s) is when
the progression away from “shop work” occurred in American education. He adds that this
newer model replaced the previous engineering or design labs with hands-off theoretical courses
(Blikstein, 2013).
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Trends in education have shifted back toward open-ended, hands-on, discovery-driven
inquiry pedagogical approaches such as Problem-Based Learning (PBL) (Cohen et al., 2017).
Research with PBL is well-established in the literature (e.g., Veale et al., 2018; Steck et al.,
2012; Woods, 2014). PBL approaches aim to situate learning within practical experiences or
provide experiential learning within real contexts (Chin & Chia, 2004; Hmelo-Silver, 2004;
Quigley & Herro, 2016). Woods (2003) claims that PBL is not about problem-solving per se, but
rather the utilization of appropriate problems (a means) to increase knowledge and understanding
(an end goal). Therefore, literature demonstrates that making, or the Maker Movement, is not a
novel practice because it relies on PBL and other accepted educational practices.
The Catalyst of the Maker Movement: Technology
Technological advancements have been a catalyst to the “rebirth” of the DIY culture and
making (Dougherty, 2016, p. 16). Dougherty suggests that new digital technologies (e.g., the
Internet and social media) enable Makers to connect with a global audience. Other authors argue
that new digital technologies or “emerging Maker technologies” incorporated into makerspaces
are poised to extend what is possible for student learning (Cohen et al., 2017, p. 222; Halverson
& Sheridan, 2014). The idea of technologies expanding human capabilities is supported by
O’Donovan and Smith (2020); these authors suggest that makerspaces provide opportunities for
participants to extend their making capabilities due to how technology is situated within
makerspace settings. In contrast, earlier Makers interested in mechanics or clothing design were
limited in their connections with similar Makers and often sought connection with a broader
community by magazine subscriptions. In his book, Free to Make, Dougherty (2016) claims
technology is an important accelerant to making. He also claims modern making and
makerspaces are the democratization of technology, and since technologies are now cheaper and
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faster—and constantly at our fingertips—information is now completely accessible and so is
learning itself (Dougherty, 2016, p. xx). Collier and Wayment (2018) confirm these claims by
adding that the advent of the Internet aided in the growth of the Maker Movement as well as
enabled Makers with “unlimited access to information, designs, and techniques, as well as shared
communities of people with common interests and knowledge” (p. 1218).
Other Catalysts of the Maker Movement
Participatory Culture—A Theory for Interest-Driven Engagement
Although Dougherty (2012) does not use the term participatory culture, the motivation
he describes as the driving force behind the creation of Make magazine and Maker Faires is a
need for community around a specific interest. Later in 2016, he acknowledges the term
participatory culture and describes how the phenomenon plays a critical role in creating the
maker community (see Dougherty, 2016). Makers are now connecting and engaging with their
crafts and communities, or affinity groups of their crafts, in radically new ways that only
technology could provide. For example, those who participate in the cultures that Jenkins (1992)
describe are intrinsically motivated to participate out of personal interests. Here is where we see
the connection between participatory culture and making: all of those involved are present out of
personal interests and a desire to engage with their crafts in a social, reciprocal environment.
Henry Jenkins was the first to discuss the implications of user participation with new
digital and social tools, which he termed participatory culture in his book, Textual Poachers
(Jenkins, 1992). Jenkins and colleagues define participatory culture as “a culture with low
barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement,” also involving strong support for
developing and collaborating around one’s creations and some type of informal mentorship and
where members feel their contributions are valued (Jenkins et al., 2006, p. 3). These digital and
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social media spaces uniquely transcend both time and space, by breaking the bondages of
traditional qualifiers for a community, such as age, geographical location, gender, or social class
(Jenkins et al., 2006). Some benefits associated with participatory culture include (1)
opportunities for peer-to-peer learning, (2) alternative views toward ownership of information or
knowledge, (3) diversification of cultural expression, (4) development of new skills valued in the
modern workplace, and (5) a more empowered concept of citizenship (Jenkins et al., 2006).
Halverson et al. (2018) claim that participatory cultures result from interest-based
interactions—over time—that incorporate networks of contribution and communication. These
authors point out a critical facet to a participatory culture which overlaps with Dougherty’s
(2016) description of the Maker Movement; a focus on personal interests and contributions to
interest-based communities. However, despite the potential of these modes of collaboration and
interaction, scholars agree educators face a unique challenge when incorporating these
approaches into the current model of education (Halverson et al., 2018). Both Halverson et al.
(2018) and Fields et al. (2015) describe the reality that schools are not organized around learners’
interests. For this reason, participatory cultures typically develop within the margins surrounding
institutions and not within formal classroom settings (Halverson et al., 2018).
Student members of participatory cultures and Makers have developed their own spaces
for collaboration, especially within online communities such as Scratch that occur outside of
their school schedules (Koh, 2013; MIT Media Lab, 2003; Rusk, 2016). As mentioned in
Chapter 1, Scratch (MIT Media Lab, 2003) is a creative programming software designed
specifically for youth ages 8 and up (Rusk, 2016). Peppler & Kafai (2007) claim the Scratch
platform creates a space where students can express their cultural heritage, develop a broad
commutative value, and allow for information and resource exchange. While Scratch is an
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example of participatory cultures and learning for children, Waldron (2013) identifies YouTube
as similar platform for older users (MIT Media Lab, 2003). Waldron (2013) draws a connection
between the platform and the Maker Movement by stating YouTube was launched in the same
year as Make magazine and quickly grew to be a part of “everyday living”(p. 257). An example
of making and participatory culture within an even older population (i.e., retirees ages 60 and up)
is presented by Rogers et al. (2014). Rogers and colleagues conducted research with retirees and
their experiences using MaKey MaKey tool kits. Rogers et al. (2014) describe the tool kits as “a
simple invention kit for beginners and experts” (p. 3914). One of this study’s prominent findings
is the critical social aspect of making. Even in this older population, the authors note the
significance of an individual’s innate urge to make, create, and learn.
Dougherty (2016) connects participatory culture with the Maker Movement by pointing
out a key construct wherein knowledge is passed from a more knowledgeable other (MKO) to
novices. This knowledge passage is not constricted to the typical school model where there is
one knowledgeable other, often older, speaking to a crowd; rather, the more knowledgeable other
often changes with topics and is completely dependent on the subject matter at the time (Gee &
Hayes, 2012). The MKOs can vary by project or procedure—affording participation and
leadership opportunities for multiple members rather than only one (Gee & Hayes, 2012).
Dougherty (2016) describes how the participatory culture that exists in making is unique in that
“there is no unified message or theme; all forms of making (e.g., tribute bands, knitting, Tesla
coils) are very different forms of participation, and yet they all seem to belong” (p. 268). In
contrast to rich potential for making in a participatory culture, Dougherty (2016) claims that we
often find a consumer culture in schools. Dougherty defines consumer culture as “based on what
most people will agree on, what most people will prefer, what most people will choose”
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(Dougherty, 2016, p. 269). He claims this consumer culture is found in the endless pages of
textbooks and the mind-numbing questions found on standardized tests. This contrast between
participatory culture and consumer culture described by Dougherty (2016) is one of the essential
shifts the Maker Movement and makerspaces have offered modern learning: freedom and choice.
Dougherty (2016) describes this opportunity as “the freedom for us with our hands to make the
world we live in” (p. 270).
The Public’s Transition from Consumers to Makers
Despite these noted shifts in education discussed above, the Maker Movement occurring
outside of schools and educational settings is of great importance when considering the
incorporation of making into pedagogy. Below, I describe how society has shifted from a Do-ItYourself (DIY) or Maker Mindset (discussed later in this chapter) into an economic movement.
Peppler and Bender (2013) point to the transition from “blind consumerism” into an orientation
of personal fabrication, touting it as a basis for a prosperous economy (p. 1). Some of the
transitions Peppler and Bender (2013) allude to are explored below.
Development of New Media Literacies
New Media Literacies is a construct established by Jenkins et al. (2006) that describes a
necessary way of thinking for interacting with modern media. The authors note almost all
involve social skills developed through collaboration and networking (Jenkins et al., 2009).
Below I list the eleven new media literacies identified by Jenkins et al. (2009, p xiv).
Play: the capacity to experiment with the surroundings as a form of problem-solving.
Performance: the ability to adopt alternative identities for the purpose of improvisation
and discovery.
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Simulation: the ability to interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world
processes.
Appropriation: the ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content.
Multitasking: the ability to scan the environment and shift focus onto salient details.
Distributed Cognition: the ability to interact meaningfully with tools that expand mental
capacities
Collective Intelligence: the ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with others
toward a common goal.
Judgment: the ability to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information
sources.
Transmedia Navigation: the ability to follow the flow of stories and information across
multiple modalities.
Networking: the ability to search for, synthesize, and disseminate information
Negotiation: the ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning and respecting
multiple perspectives, and grasping and following alternative norms.
Jenkins et al. (2009) tout informal learning communities as one of the greatest opportunities for
change in learning.
The literacies listed above, in combination with the participatory culture are key
constructs to my research because of their contributions to the CLT framework I use for the
current study. Connected learning theorists (e.g., Ito et al., 2013) claim that new media is
particularly suited to afford new entry points into learning, opportunity, achievement, and civic
participation, which are all central to achieving connected learning. I also use these constructs to
help me think about the data during the data analysis phase.
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Descriptions and Motivations of Makers
Defining Makers
To provide background on the current research on motivations of Makers and influences
on their making practices (RQ1), I discuss these motivations within traditional and digital
landscapes. I take a deeper look into how Makers are presented within the limited available
literature. To do so, I define the personalities and motivations of who Makers are, how they
describe themselves, and what appears to propel and sustain their need to make. To that end, I
explore the mindsets of Makers as well as what they are making (RQ2) to provide insight into
the types of communities and affinities currently known about this population.
One way literature has described the mindset of Makers is a do-it-yourself (DIY) mindset
(Fields et al., 2015; Peppler & Bender, 2013; Schad & Jones, 2020; Turner, 2018). The DIY
mindset is described as an orientation around activities of personal creation (Peppler & Bender,
2013). These activities can range from cooking, robotics, textile crafts, digital fabrication,
electronics, woodworking, or nearly any other interest (Peppler & Bender, 2013). The authors
report this Maker mindset “empowers” people to not only seek out STEM (science, technology,
engineering, or mathematics) related jobs but to create their own jobs and industries (p. 1).
Brahms and Crowley (2016) performed a content analysis of articles within the Make
magazine to identify and characterize the qualities and behaviors of Makers through the review
of one year of articles (volumes 30 to 33). The combination of these three volumes yielded a
total of 162 articles. The authors articulate a list of qualities and dispositions of Makers,
evidenced within these articles. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this study uses Make magazine
readers as a representative sample of the broader community of Makers. The qualities identified
by Brahms and Crowley (2016), ranked from highest to lowest percentage are described below.
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Interest-Based. The majority (61%) of Makers’ self-identities were most associated with
their diverse—often playful—interests, rather than their professional discipline interests. This is
true even when the Makers of the articles would identify the discipline their professional work
was associated with.
Genders. Makers’ genders featured in the articles was overwhelmingly male at 89%.
Even when women were featured, 64% of the time they were part of a team that included at least
one man. This finding is substantiated by other researchers. In a questionnaire of college students
(n = 465; 73% female, 27% male) the authors reported on a scale of 1-5, an average score of 3.17
was given for those claiming to have a Maker identity (Collier & Wayment, 2018). Although
percentages are not provided, the authors report more males were identified as having a Maker
identity than females in all four of their structural equation models. The authors suggest that the
term “Maker” in popular media is often associated with technical skills (e.g., robotics,
technology, electronics, etc.) and may reflect some traditional gender norms (Collier &
Wayment, 2018).
While the above two qualities are important contextual attributes of Makers and the
current Maker culture, the following qualities are representative of Makers regardless of gender
or professional sector:
Resourceful. The most common quality of Makers was their affinity toward
resourcefulness. Represented in 51% of Makers, this quality is the process Brahms and Crowley
(2016) describe as the seeking of and reliance on others for guidance and collaboration. The
authors describe how the Makers will utilize the tools at their disposal for communicating with a
larger community (most often Internet searches or online forums) to find solutions to the
problem at hand. They also note this resourcefulness is often operationalized through the
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recruitment of fellow makers, friends, or colleagues with diverse skill sets to assist in identifying
a solution.
Curious. The second most-prevalent attribute (49%) of Makers is their curiosity. Brahms
and Crowley (2016) conclude that Makers are generally curious people, who often approach
projects or making through an iterative process of exploration and questioning.
Customizers. Brahms and Crowley (2016) report 43% of Makers in Make magazine
made artifacts for personal pursuits. These Makers customize and tailor the features and
functions of technologies to make it their own. The authors claim this finding supports one of the
original aims of Make magazine, highlighted in a previous subtitle of the magazine: “technology
on your time” (Brahms & Crowley, 2016, p.25).
Openly Sourced. Another attribute noted by Brahms and Crowley (2016) for 42% of
Makers is their tendency toward open access and sharing of both products and the process of
making. The authors describe Makers’ repository of information they keep for the benefit of the
whole community. These repositories include information, tools, kits, materials, and methods of
design or fabrication. Similar to the customizing quality, the authors tout this attribute as also
adhering to one of Make magazine’s core principles.
Hackers. Hacker is a term that has previously been associated with a malicious skill or
practice of criminal intent (e.g., stealing information), but it recently has grown to take on a more
benevolent meaning, describing the actions of repurposing, tinkering or modifying (Kostakis et
al., 2015). Brahms and Crowley (2016) report that 38% of Makers studied in this research exhibit
a tendency for repurposing pieces and platforms for their needs; representative of the positive
connotation of hacking. The authors suggest the Makers in the study see the world as being made
of component parts, all poised to be manipulated, deconstructed, modified, or repurposed to
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create something new, improved, or remixed to better suit the needs of either an individual or the
broader community. They summarize these practices by suggesting these approaches are
problem-solving skills, creativity skills, and opportunities for expression of individuality.
Doers. Another noted attribute of Makers (29%) is their bias toward doing rather than
planning. Makers explore the materials and processes through stints of what they call
“purposeful play,” (p.26) experimentation, and continual reevaluation. Brahms and Crowley
(2016) are careful to note the iterative and sequential nature of the design (i.e., doing) process.
They report this cycle often involves Makers trying, making mistakes, and failing a lot. This
cycle of trying, failing, making adjustments, and trying again is valued by Makers and the Maker
community. To this end, the authors argue Makers value the process just as much as the final
product (Brahms & Crowley, 2016).
Critical and Complex Thinkers. Finally, at 28% of the Makers studied, Brahms and
Crowley (2016) report a shared affinity of Makers to combine resources and materials (digital
and physical) and processes of construction in order to develop a new process or product and
ultimately extend what is currently possible. This foraging of new pathways and possibilities is,
according to Brahms and Crowley (2016), rooted in an innate impulse of Makers to learn. The
authors conclude that this attribute of Makers describes their enthusiasm and view of the future
and its endless innovative possibility (Brahms & Crowley, 2016).
Digital Makers
Before discussing motivations of Makers in the next section, I briefly review findings
from a body of literature which focuses on Digital Makers and the connections to Makers of
makerspaces or physical artifacts previously considered. The research on Digital Makers
investigates various types of digital media production practices by consumers of a variety of
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media. These media include video games (e.g., Gee, 2003 & 2007; Herro et al., 2015); Minecraft
(e.g., Niemeyer & Gerber, 2015; Wu, 2016); Scratch (e.g., Fields et al., 2015; Koh, 2013; Rusk,
2016); social media (e.g., Ito et al., 2015); YouTube (e.g., Waldron, 2013); and computer games
(Jöckel et al., 2008). These Digital Makers have been termed “Prosumers” (Jöckel et al., 2008, p.
104), which is a term that describes how Makers move between the role of both a consumer and
a producer of digital media. Some of the common claims from these researchers on the value of
digital media making include the ability to forge their own jobs or industries (Jöckel et al., 2008);
opportunity to hone 21st century skills (Gee, 2009; Herro et al., 2015; Jenkins et al., 2006);
foster civic engagement (Ito et al., 2015); increase learning and literacies (Gee, 2003, 2007;
Jenkins et al., 2006); productive play engenders development of soft skills such as problemsolving, creativity, and critical thinking (Gee, 2005; Ito et al., 2013); and provide greater
opportunity for equitable participation within a larger community (Fields et al., 2015).
Digital Maker productions (e.g., video game mods, YouTube videos, music, music
videos, computer codes, social media posts, etc.) may look different from the digital fabrication,
models, or physical artifacts most often associated with makerspaces, but Digital Makers still
play an integral role within the Maker culture. The fundamental motivations driving making,
regardless of the media used, described in the literature are consistent.
Understanding Makers
Just as there is little literature documenting Makers type, studies investigating Makers’
motivations is also limited. However, below I synthesize some findings of this limited body of
research. One example of motivations for making described by research is an intense curiosity
and an underlying itch to learn (Brahms & Crowley, 2016; Herro et al., 2015). Brahms and
Crowley (2016) describe this disposition as:
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Inherent in this practice is an impulse to learn and an acknowledgment that there is
always more to learn—that what is not yet known is of deep personal interest, is
learnable, usable, and useful to oneself and to the community of Makers. The practice of
[making] is a practice of lifelong learning. (p. 23)
In contrast, Collier and Wayment (2018) claim that the reasons for engaging in making appear to
be quite variable among Makers.
Drawing on the potential for personal growth and well-being a making identity can
provide a person, Collier and Wayment (2018) aimed to investigate if the presence of a Maker
identity might be a potential pathway toward subjective well-being (Collier & Wayment, 2018).
In a sample of (n = 465) college students, Collier and Wayment (2018) report the three mostcommon motivations for making were: (1) mood repair, (2) social connections, and (3) present
focus. Mood repair is defined by these authors as making with the objective of putting the
student in a better mood. Social connection is defined by Collier and Wayment (2018) as a
motivation for being in contact with others or making things for others. Finally, the present focus
is described by the authors as making for the enjoyment of the process and taking a more active
role in their lives (Collier & Wayment, 2018).
These authors also report Maker identity’s association with high positive mood scores.
They are careful to note negative mood scores might be associated with the frustration of the
process of making, while the final feeling upon completion is a positive mood (Collier &
Wayment, 2018). Another researcher of informal learning (particularly game-based learning),
Jim Gee, has described the process documented by Collier and Wayment (2018) as “pleasantly
frustrating” (Gee, 2004, p. 19). Gee (2004) contends that learning happens best when challenges
are felt by learners to be “at the outer edge of, but within, their ‘regime of confidence.’ That is,
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these challenges feel hard but doable” (p. 19). Gee (2004) goes on to describe the importance of
learners being able to see their efforts paying off, even if they fail, it is important for them to
know they are making progress.
According to Tomko et al. (2017), the three driving motivations of Makers include
invention, art, and process. The authors define the motivation of invention as an enjoyment of the
quest to solve a problem. Art is a term used to represent the desire Makers have to create beauty,
and the process is the term that describes Makers being driven by their love for making (Tomko
et al., 2017). There are two similarities between Tomko et al.’s (2017) claims and Collier and
Wayment’s (2018). First, Collier and Wayment’s (2018) definition for mood repair can be
connected with Tomko and colleague’s (2017) description of process motivation. Both
constructs allude to the enjoyment and pleasure (better mood) Makers feel they receive from the
act of making. Secondly, Collier and Wayment’s (2018) definition for present focus can be
associated with Tomko and colleague’s (2017) description of the invention. Both constructs
described by the authors are based on a Maker’s appreciation for the process of making and
solving problems.
Equally as important as where connections between findings can be drawn are the
differences. According to Collier and Wayment (2018), a need for social connection is a major
motivation for Makers to make, while Tomko et al. (2017) seem to omit the element of
socialization from their constructs of motivations propelling Makers. Tomko and colleagues
(2017) point to a motive to create beauty for most Makers, not found in the previous literature
discussed here. Not only is this claim absent from the noted motivations of Makers, it seems to
be contrary to some of the products researchers report Makers are producing. For example,
Makers are known to produce artifacts such as music videos on YouTube, computer
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programming codes, game mods, blogs, songs/music, social media posts, 3D printed models, etc.
(see Gee, 2007; Herro et al., 2015; Ito et al., 2015; Waldron, 2013). Due to this variance in
previous studies, it is clear additional research is needed to validate or refute these claims and
work toward a solid understanding of what motivates Makers to make, and why.
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivations Found in Makerspaces
Makers in makerspaces have been found to be propelled by intrinsic motivation.
According to Farritor (2017) intrinsic motivation is “behavior that is driven by internal rewards
rather than rewards coming from another source” (p. 390). Farritor claims intrinsic motivation is
essential for “more innovative thinking,” and is made possible due to the inclusion of passion
and excitement in makers’ work and problem-solving (pp. 390-391). He describes how this type
of motivation differs from the external factors propelling most college students in learning
environments outside of the makerspace. For example, assignments, class times and attendance,
or exams are all requirements of their formal learning experience that are not generated by the
students. For this reason, Farritor argues that most of the college students’ energy in their formal
academic experiences is spent adhering to externally imposed requirements. Farritor’s definition
detailing the proposed benefits of intrinsic motivation align with one of the principles of CLT,
interest-powered, which states “when a subject is personally interesting and relevant, learners
achieve much higher-order learning outcomes” (Ito et al., p. 12).
Within the makerspace ethos, however, there are also at least two opportunities for
extrinsic motivations: (1) other makers in their community; and (2) class assignments to use the
makerspace (Tanenbaum et al., 2013). Kwon and Lee (2017) offer an explanation of motivation
theory, and how it can be applied to makerspace experiences. These authors posit that intrinsic
and extrinsic motivations exist as opposite poles on a continuum. Thus, it is possible for making
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activities to be largely intrinsically motivated while simultaneously including some extrinsic
motivations.

Potential Learning Outcomes of Makerspaces
In Chapter 1, I outlined some of the known opportunities and potentials for learning
through making or within makerspaces. This study seeks to expand understanding of the claim
that makerspaces offer students the ability to begin to “build bridges” between practices and
learning in-school and those outside-of-school (Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019, p. 277).
Therefore, I review literature of transdisciplinarity and metacognition as ways of understanding
the mental skills that students need to use to successfully connect their in- and out-of-school
practices. Specifically, I briefly discuss the transdisciplinary context in which learning is
occurring within makerspaces. Then I address how these contexts lead to the unique,
metacognitive thinking that is needed for drawing connections between informal and formal
learning.
Learning Through Transdisciplinarity
A common learning potential described within the literature is that makerspaces have a
unique way of building basic cognition (Blikstein, 2013) and new skills (Li & Todd, 2019; Schad
& Jones, 2020). Specifically, new knowledge is created in makerspaces because projects rarely
fall within traditional discipline boundaries (Blikstein, 2013). Schad and Jones (2020) add when
making in makerspaces is situated within real-world contexts, students are allowed to develop a
deeper understanding of the real world around them.
Some scholars (Barton et al., 2016; Sheffield et al., 2017; Tucker-Raymond & Gravel,
2019) point to makerspaces providing STEAM learning opportunities. These opportunities
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include physics and engineering concepts (Tomko et al., 2017). Through the work with
makerspace technologies and equipment, students develop connections and efficacy with the
technical tools (Curry, 2016); creativity using technology (Li & Todd, 2019), the arts (Barton et
al., 2016), and the creative design process (Cohen et al, 2017; Schad & Jones, 2020; Tomko et
al., 2017).
In addition to the science and technology concepts mentioned above, Barton and
colleagues (2016) found students are provided a unique opportunity to practice deep engagement
in the arts and the iterative design process. This way of approaching learning, by foregrounding
the problem and allowing the disciplines to emerge naturally, is called transdisciplinary learning
(Quigley & Herro, 2016). This claim that makerspaces foster and support transdisciplinary
thinking and learning is substantiated by Falls (2020) and Wallace et al. (2017).
A transdisciplinary approach to learning has been described as transcending traditional
discipline boundaries (Mirsha et al., 2011). Researchers note that this is important for learning,
particularly in the 21st century because transdisciplinary knowledge assists students in moving
beyond seeking one, correct solution to their problem (Mirsha et al., 2011). Rather,
transdisciplinary thinking and learning help students consider multiple perspectives, viewpoints,
and ultimately solutions just like in the real world (Mirsha et al., 2011).
Metacognitive Thinking
As described above, research has uncovered additional learning potentials within
makerspaces that move beyond bounded or singular disciplines. I term these abstract skills, for
the purposes of this review, metacognitive thinking. Metacognition is described as the “thinking
activities” that occur when learners are actively engaged during learning (p. 637). These
activities include planning, monitoring, and self-evaluation during their learning process (Bakar
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& Ismail, 2020). According to Nunaki and colleagues (2019), metacognition is achieved best
during inquiry-based learning. Inquiry- or problem-based learning has been described as a
central approach to learning used in makerspaces (Blikstein, 2013). Thus, the term metacognitive
thinking captures the constructs and skills the authors below (e.g., Barrett et al., 2015; Kajamaa
& Kumpulainen, 2019; Li & Todd, 2019) have described in their research in makerspaces.
These metacognitive skills identified include opportunities for sense-making and critique
(Santo et al., 2015), reinforcement of creative thinking (Barrett et al., 2015; Li & Todd, 2019),
long-term engagement or persistence (Barrett et al., 2015; Barton et al., 2016; Bevan et al.,
2015), positive dispositions toward lifelong learning (Lakind et al., 2019), autonomy or agency
over one’s own learning (Cohen et al., 2017; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019; Schad & Jones,
2020), extension of the role of a student into instructing others (Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019),
and the ability to draw connections between in- and out-of-school knowledge and learning
(Barrett et al., 2015; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019).
Specifically, this study will test the claims from Barrett et al. (2015) and Kajamaa and
Kumpulainen (2019) that makerspace environments can foster students’ ability to draw
connections between in- and out-of-school knowledge and learning. To investigate these claims,
I have designed RQ1 and RQ2 to explore if participants in a makerspace can indeed form
connections between makerspace learning and outside of the makerspace applications. I
investigate this in three ways: (1) RQ1 asks what influences students to participate in a
makerspace (i.e. for personal or academic reasons) which will be supported by findings from
RQ2; (2) RQ2 directs inquiry to whether students can connect the products being made to
outside of the makerspace, either to academic or personal interests; and (3) the sub-question to
RQ2 investigates—specifically—if students are able to identify connections between their
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making and their future career goals. I hope to uncover whether the transdisciplinary way of
thinking, interacting, and learning in makerspaces plays a role in the way students think about
and describe their making and/or their influences on participation. The interview questions will
prompt students with questions to shed light on each of these constructs.

Connecting Informal and Formal Learning
To best situate the need that exists to bridge informal and formal learning experiences, I
will first explore the current educational landscape as it relates to digital media and learning
(DML). The term digital divide has been used in the DML field to describe a multifaceted
challenge that educators face where digital media access is not equitable across student
demographic and/or socioeconomic groups (Schradie, 2011). However, as access to digital media
and has grown more equitable—95% of youth now have access to some sort of digital
technologies—in the last decade, attention has shifted to the types of practices with digital tools
and media students are participating in (Jenkins et al., 2015). The ubiquitous access to
information forces a new notion of schooling, wherein schools are finding it difficult to recreate
or support the learning experiences students are accustomed to outside of school, where it is
common for peers to serve as the experts of the knowledge (Collins & Halverson, 2010). As
recent as 2008, scholars have discussed how a great challenge to educators is harnessing the
“energy, enthusiasm, and passion” students exhibit in their out-of-school practices and determine
how these might be captured informal learning (Bull et al., 2008, p. 102).
As a first step to building the bridge, Bull et al. (2008) suggest that informal learning
spaces are poised to serve as the connection between student practices with media outside of
school and their formal learning experiences. More recently, other research has posed other
opportunities and solutions for bridging this gap. Some of these theories include the use of social
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media for a learning environment (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012, Greenhow & Lewin, 2016)
investing in specific personal interests of students like music education (Tobias, 2015), exploring
options for blending the networks of online or virtual learning (Czerkawski, 2016), and using
mobile apps for learning so that time and space are no longer constraints of formal learning
(Khaddage et al., 2016). As represented by each of these examples listed and substantiated by a
review of the literature conducted by Jagušt and colleagues (2018), the common thread of the
findings positions technology as being the catalyst for bridging students’ informal and formal
learning.
Additionally, Jagušt et al. (2018) report there is a critical objective of including interestbased (autonomy or choice of learning) and social contexts in this new blended learning
environment. Specifically, these authors describe a social environment that would better enhance
a bridge between these two learning environments as a space where students can collaborate and
share their work. These authors also tout the unique abilities of technology for successfully
integrating the formal and informal learning environments. Moreover, Halverson and colleagues
(2018) explicitly state, “the gap between schools and digital worlds can be intentionally bridged
if we match the affordances of widely-used new media environments and tools such as
makerspaces…with needs that traditional schools often struggle to meet” (p. 2).
According to the scholarship discussed above, makerspaces are a type of an informal
learning space uniquely positioned to meet a diverse set of objectives toward bridging the gap
between informal and formal learning experiences of college students. Specifically, the
makerspaces that are investigated for the purposes of this study are free of the restraints of the
typical K-12 classroom in that there is no “teacher” directing the learning, there are no learning
standards that have to be met, and there is no formal assessments (tests) students will be given.
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Student learning is autonomous and interest-based (Halverson et al., 2018). Makerspaces are
places where students use technology to explore their own interests and collaborate toward
solutions to real-world problems (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014).
Connecting Learning to Imagined Future Careers
“Imagined” or, “hoped for” future careers are terms used in literature (McAlpine &
Turner, 2012, p. 537) to describe the future careers of students who have not yet graduated or
have not begun their intended careers. RQ2(a) was developed in order to focus the investigation
on the connections students are able to draw between making and their in- and out-of-school
interests, especially how making overlaps with their interests and/or their imagined future
careers. One of the six tenants of CLT, academically oriented, captures learners’ ability to
connect their interests and social engagement with (1) academic studies, (2) civic engagement,
and (3) career opportunity (Ito et al., 2013). Ito et al. (2013) contend that through connected
learning, students are tying their interests and social relationships to meaningful career-relevant
contexts. These claims are based on supporting studies that have documented student success is
more likely when students are able to connect their “school-like knowing and discourse” into
their everyday lives (Ito et al., 2013, p. 57). Thus, I have designated this as a sub-question to
RQ2 due to the exclusive nature of the question, related to the academic orientation tenant of
connected learning that is initially explored by RQ2.
To explore the potential of makerspaces for bridging this gap between in-school and outof-school learning and interest, I will collect data from students in two university makerspaces to
examine: (1) what influences students to participate in makerspaces, and (2) student perspectives
of making and their in-school and out-of-school practices and interests. To explore these
questions, I will use the connected learning framework to help me understand (from a student’s
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perspective) the connections, or lack thereof, between making and student in-school and out-ofschool interests.
Tensions and Challenges to Learning in Makerspaces
Accessibility. Despite these positive learning outcomes and potentials for extending
one’s capacity for learning, makerspaces also introduce some challenges and limitations to
learning or even participation within the space. For example, in contrast to Dougherty’s (2012;
2016) claims that “we are all Makers” (p. ), O’Donovan and Smith (2020) argue that it is both
“unlikely” and “unreasonable for everyone to become a [M]aker” (p. 79). These authors
acknowledge the positive potentials of makerspaces such as extending the capabilities of
identity. Silber-Varod and colleagues (2019) summarize their findings by claiming that, as
currently constructed, makerspaces cannot reinvent a world where race, class, or gender no
longer matter. Even in environments where access is intentionally made equitable, Tomko and
colleagues (2017) claim, those who use the space are generally already motivated and confident
in their engineering skills prior to participation. These authors suggest makerspaces may offer
opportunities for deeper learning, only for those who are already doing well (Tomko et al, 2017).
Adding to these claims, Slatter and Howard (2013) note that there are “typical” users of
makerspaces and despite steps taken for equity, these spaces will still only appeal to a “set
audience” (p. 274). Ultimately, accessibility issues with makerspaces include (1) access to the
physical space, (2) the resources within, and (3) a required skill set for digital technologies
(O’Donovan & Smith, 2020; Slatter & Howard, 2013; Tomko et al., 2017). In the current study,
access is relatively equitable.
Research suggests that when makerspaces are positioned within a public library this
lowers barriers to participation and creates a more equitable space for participation (Slatter &
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Howard, 2013). Specifically, these authors claim the accessibility offered by the public library
setting is representative of long-standing library values: facilitating knowledge creation, and
providing equal opportunity access to materials, knowledge, and information (Slatter & Howard,
2013). Further, Slatter and Howard (2013) also claim equal access to advanced technologies,
such as computers, have recently been incorporated into the central missions of libraries.
Equity. Three learning scientists, Peppler, Keune, and Whiting (2018) caution that as
makerspaces grow in popularity educators, facilitators, and designers need to ensure the spaces
are: (1) mobile (movable furniture) for flexible learning and those with physical disabilities, (2)
diverse in the materials and approaches to making (more than 3D printing), and (3) open for a
wide range of project objectives. All three of these design principles are to guarantee the space
affords equitable learning and making. These suggestions by scholars arise out of some earlier
literature that points to the typical makerspace user. Holbert (2016) claims most makers are
white men and/or the wealthy. Further, those who participate in makerspaces are most often from
science or engineering backgrounds (Holbert, 2016). While those who design makerspaces may
not intentionally design the spaces to be inequitable, it is clear there are some makerspaces or
making environments that lack attentiveness toward an inclusive and/or diverse environment
where minorities (women and people of color) feel accepted or that their types of projects matter
(Peppler et al., 2018).
Traditional Gender Norms. In addition to some accessibility concerns, some authors
add there is a gender bias present in makerspaces—or at least an illusion of one. For example,
Lakind and Halverson (2019) posit popular media often promotes a depiction of makerspaces
that the participants are “homogeneous” (pp. 236-237). Namely, Lakind and Halverson (2019)
report this depiction as White/Caucasian or Asian, middle class, and male. The authors suggest
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this skewed depiction may discourage some potential participants of a makerspace from joining
if they do not identify with the demographics being presented. Also, potentially further
marginalizing females from participating in makerspaces are the historical and cultural views of
projects that females may be intrigued by (Searle et al., 2016). For example, the authors state that
crafting has traditionally been held as “low-tech women’s work” (Searle, Fields, & Kafai, 2016,
p. 73). These findings are important to be mindful of during this research—gender norms or bias
may be a potential issue.
Focus. Lakind and Halverson (2019) argue that even if ubiquitous access to tools,
technologies, and the learning space is realized, an over-emphasis of technological advances or
transformations may deter from the importance of socially oriented creations. Moreover, if the
focus is too much on seeking economic benefits (i.e., selling products for income) and neglects
to value the process that making affords, the Maker Movement is lost in a shift back towards
consumerism. Another problematic focus these authors warn against is the overemphasis of
advanced, digital technology used to build robots, electronics, or vehicles. Lakind and Halverson
(2019) warn this overemphasis could marginalize some key genres of making and
unintentionally exclude those with interests in other forms of making.
Harron and Hughes (2018) caution educators and makerspace facilitators against an
unnecessary focus on the tools or even physical appearance of the space, rather than a healthy
focus on building a culture around making. They argue if the correct balance is struck between
these two elements—the technology, physical environment, and the culture—there is potential to
positively impact stakeholders’ (e.g., teachers or administrators) beliefs about making. These
authors offer an example of the inflated value of specific tools in a makerspace, ultimately
compromising the learning potentials. Some teachers within their study used 3D printers
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available in their school to mass-produce classroom supplies, rather than using the tool to
manufacture designs and apply mathematics (Harron & Hughes, 2018). Harron and Hughes
(2018) claim that the technical challenges of keeping the tool operational could hinder and erode
the makerspace’s viability for students. Cohen and colleagues (2017) would agree with these
conclusions. They assert that focusing on the presence of a 3D printer or establishing robotic
clubs will not realize the full benefits of the learning potentials making has to offer (Cohen et al.,
2017). These authors suggest that a better focus would be to place emphasis on the making
process and the product created rather than the tools used.
Sustainability. Other challenges to makerspaces noted in the literature are the
sustainability of the space. Researchers have noted challenges in both staff or leadership and
funding as barriers to sustainability (Harron & Hughes, 2018; Li & Todd, 2019). In terms of staff
or leadership challenges, Herron and Hughes (2018) claim identifying staff or leadership with the
expertise of digital tools and technology can be a real challenge. Additionally, when it comes to
makerspaces in educational settings, appointing staff with the skills or passion to work with
youth is a difficult obstacle to overcome when planning sustainable makerspaces (Herron &
Hughes, 2018). To that end, even when appropriate staff and leaders of these spaces are selected,
turnover can also hinder the long-term success of a makerspace (Li & Todd, 2019).
Funding. As a subsequent factor to sustainability, funding has been noted as a key stress
of maintaining a makerspace’s longevity (Li & Todd, 2019; Slatter & Howard, 2013). Due to
initial setup costs or investments, identifying funds to establish the space is typically the first
barrier to implementation (Slatter & Howard, 2013). Further, maintaining a space with the most
current iterations of technologies can be a challenge as well. Slatter and Howard (2013) attribute
that once the space is established, then facilitators are forced to contend with making decisions to
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upgrade technologies. These authors attribute these difficult decisions to the rapid advancement
of technologies. Finally, there is tension between users and facilitators to decide ownership over
products made and the intellectual property concerns which accompany them (Slatter & Howard,
2013). Not only do these challenges pose difficulties for facilitators and participants, Slatter and
Howard (2013) claim these challenges also include costs that are associated with copyright
protections; liability insurance to cover injuries from using the technologies; and legal costs
associated with establishing clear lines of ownership over tools, materials, and products made.
Changing the Status Quo. A final challenge to makerspace success noted in the
literature is a need for makerspace facilitators or developers to garner buy-in from stakeholders
(Li & Todd, 2019). These authors argue a critical factor to the sustainability of a makerspace is
facilitators eliciting stakeholder’s (e.g., partners, facility staff, community members, funders,
etc.) buy-in and support. Li and Todd (2019) offer that makerspaces are contrary to traditional
modes of instruction and thus cause an impediment for these facilitators to challenge the status
quo. Adding to these claims, Cohen and colleagues (2017) note that when makerspaces are
developed within K-12 school settings, there is often a status quo of preexisting mindsets and
instructional practices of faculty that makerspace facilitators must first overcome. When
makerspaces are developed within a public library setting, Slatter and Howard (2013) note the
facilitators must convey the value and relevance of makerspaces to stakeholders who value the
more traditional library model. Beyond the makerspace’s stakeholders or funders, Slatter and
Howard (2013) add that library makerspace facilitators must also obtain support from the
community and library staff. This community and library staff support is claimed to be an
“absolute necessity” by participants interviewed (Slatter and Howard, 2013, p. 277). Without the
support from these groups, participants were noted as feeling “there is no reason to have one”
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(Slatter & Howard, 2013, p. 277). However, helping stakeholders better understand the value of
the makerspace for their communities could mitigate challenges of continual funding and
sustainability of a makerspace.

Current Practices in University Makerspaces
After a review of the literature, three major themes emerge to described the current state
of university makerspaces: (1) their intended purposes and goals, (2) their locations, and (3)
college student’s motivation to use the spaces.
Purposes and Goals
University makerspaces’ goals and purposes vary. According to Hynes and Hynes
(2018), a major objective of university makerspaces is to bring students together from various
disciplines. Some believe this creates an opportunity for students to collaborate “cutting across
disciplines” and solve the world’s grand challenges (Hynes & Hynes, 2018, p. 868). When
spaces are created and driven by this goal, Hynes and Hynes (2018) contend that the space
engenders an openness to more disciplines (e.g., not only engineering or industrial design
majors). Another common university makerspace goal is to provide the tools and other resources
necessary for prototyping of ideas, alongside other students (Hynes & Hynes, 2018; Wong &
Partridge, 2016).
Wong and Partridge (2016) reviewed 43 university makerspaces and subsequently
developed a categorization of four major foci used in these spaces:
● Technology is a key goal of the space and is defined as aiming to expose students to and
advance their technological skills.
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● Collaboration is defined as a goal of connecting researchers, innovators, and
entrepreneurs together to promote entrepreneurial-oriented activities and idea-sharing
(Wong & Partridge, 2016).
● Student-Driven focus denotes the aims of the makerspaces to be at the service of students.
The leaders of these makerspaces collaborate with student clubs across campus—from
multiple disciplines—to ask what they would be interested in making. Subsequently, the
makerspace facilitators then seek out faculty and staff across the university to support or
teach workshops within the space to support these interests (Wong & Partridge, 2016).
● Small Business mindsets were also a focus of some of the spaces studied. These
makerspaces focus on helping students turn their ideas into businesses (Wong &
Partridge, 2016).
Confirming the entrepreneurial focus of the makerspaces in Wong and Partridge’s (2016) study,
Pettersen et al. (2020) claim there is a strong orientation toward entrepreneurship in some
university makerspaces. They believe that makerspaces’ entrepreneurial orientations are
important activities that reinforce the universities’ connection to the wider ecosystem.
Location
While university makerspaces’ goals and have been noted in the literature to vary across
settings, the locations are consistent. Some researchers found universities to locate makerspaces
in colleges of architecture, design, or engineering (Hynes & Hynes, 2018; Wong & Partridge,
2016). However, the most common location of university makerspaces is within the campus
library. Hynes and Hynes (2018) note that their review of higher-education makerspaces noted
the location as either inside or adjacent to a university library. Kouame and colleagues (2019)
contend this is the ideal location for a university makerspace (Kouame et al., 2019). As
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mentioned in Chapter 1, Wong and Partridge (2016) agree with Kouame et al. (2019) that this is
the ideal location because of the “neutral ground” and interdisciplinary nature of the campus
library.
College Student Uses of the Space
Like makerspaces’ purposes and goals, students’ motivations to use them also vary. As to
be expected, students seeking opportunities for 3D printing is one of the main attractions of
university makerspaces (Kouame et al., 2019). Beyond this, Tomko and colleagues (2017) offer
three categories to describe how and why students use these spaces: (1) class projects, (2)
personal projects for themselves or friends/family (e.g., creating gifts), and (3) extracurricular
needs (Tomko et al., 2017). Tomko et al. (2017) report the most common reason for using the
university makerspace is for personal projects. In contrast, Pettersen and colleagues (2020) found
the main use of the spaces is for extracurricular purposes. Finally, Morocz et al. (2016) add that
the diversity of influences propelling students to use a university makerspace—such as those
listed above—is a critical finding. These authors specifically note the multiple reasons for use
are not limited to class-related projects.

Theoretical Framework
For the purposes of this research, I draw on connected learning theory (CLT) for a
conceptual framework. As mentioned in Chapter 1, CLT includes six learning and design
principles that were combined by Ito et al. (2013) to represent the (three) potential learning
contexts and (three) experiences that make way for expanding learning potential when these
contexts and experiences overlap. They describe three key contexts for learning as “spheres of
learning” (p. 62), believing that connected learning occurs at the intersection of the spheres: peer
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culture, interests, and academic content (2013). These three Spheres of Learning are defined by
Ito et al. (2013) as:
● Peer-supported learning may occur in everyday occurrences and interactions with
peers, friends, or those with similar interests (not necessarily those who are their
same age) when contributing, sharing, or giving feedback on topics;
● Interest-powered contextualized learning occurs when a topic is personally
interesting and relevant to learners, and were often much higher-order learning
takes place;
● Academically oriented context is said to happen when learners can draw
connections between their interests and social interactions to their definition of
future success (i.e., academic studies, civic or political engagement, or career
opportunities; Ito et al., 2013).
Ito and colleagues (2013) state connected learning (CL) happens at the nexus of the three spheres
of learning, the authors also point out the ultimate goal of CL is not to completely integrate these
spheres—because each requires its own “autonomous space—but rather to build the connections,
handoffs, and sites of translation in order to meet more young people where they are” (p. 65).
The authors also suggest that these principles are naturally interconnected; “no single principle
does much on its own” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 78). Instead, Ito and colleagues explain that it’s in the
relationships among and between these CLT principles where opportunities for CL can be
realized.
The learning spaces that most often engender a mix of the three learning principles share
three core design properties the authors define as production-centered, shared-purpose, and
openly networked (Ito et al., 2013). The production-centered property of CL references the
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theory of constructionism (Papert, 1991), which focuses on the potential of learning through
making. Today, these making opportunities may occur through any hands-on activity such as
“actively creating, making, producing, experimenting, remixing, decoding, performing and
designing” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 75). Shared purpose learning, according to the authors, is a
learning environment that often contrasts traditional classroom learning or directed learning. CL
can be realized when the design for learning fosters a purposeful activity or line of inquiry—
often called “real world” contexts in which individuals collaborate around a common goal, share
knowledge, and even alternate leadership roles (Ito et al., 2013, pp. 74-75). Finally, CL’s openly
networked property acknowledges the unique opportunities provided by technology for learning
(i.e., digital and social networks). The authors describe these digital tools as fostering “access to
a wide range of knowledge and resources across the boundaries” of school, home, and personal
pursuits (Ito et al., 2013, p. 76). These spaces are not only a place for participants to find and
gain knowledge, but to also share their own with the larger community—a common affordance
of digital and social media. Additionally, the researchers contend their CLT model suggests that
by leveraging the “democratizing potential of digital networks and online resources” interestdriven and more meaningful learning can be realized. (Ito et al., 2013, p. XX).
Framework Appropriateness
This framework is most appropriate for my study of makerspaces because the makerspace
environment meets CLT’s three design properties. Makerspaces are naturally production
centered, as evidenced by the artifacts students are creating; shared purposes are also frequently
found in the real-world, collaborative, and purposeful projects students create (Brahms and
Crowley, 2016); and makerspaces are openly networked by means of the digital and physical
networks that students participate in to find and share their designs (Brahms and Crowley, 2016).
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CLT’s three learning principles are also found in makerspaces as evidenced by the free-choice
design that allows students to create based on their interests (i.e., interest powered); peer support
is enacted in makerspaces when students socialize, ask questions, and provide feedback (Quigley
et al., 2019); an academic orientation is achieved by the makerspace’s aforementioned interestbased context where students often pursue solutions real-life challenges. By doing so, the
makerspace practices may not be directly tied to one academic discipline but rather, relative to
multiple disciplines that are naturally found in real-world problem solving (e.g., physics,
engineering, design, and aesthetics). Further, Ito and colleagues (2013) state this learning context
is not restricted to the traditional academic contexts of education, but also includes learning in
contexts that may be linked to students’ civic or political engagement, or career opportunities.
Ito and colleagues (2013) argue that digital media is particularly poised to assist
educators in creating learning opportunities that are positioned at the intersection of the three
spheres of learning. Perhaps the best link between CLT and makerspaces is found in Ito and
colleagues’ (2013) definition of the theory:
Connected learning is realized when a young person is able to pursue a personal interest
or passion with the support of friends and caring adults and is, in turn, able to link this
learning and interest to academic achievement, career success, or civic engagement. (p. 4)
CLT is a natural fit for this research due to the noted aims of makerspaces to afford users to
explore personal interests (Collier & Wayment, 2018; Dougherty, 2012, 2016; Li & Todd, 2019;
Wong & Partridge, 2016), collaborate with peers (Brahms & Crowley, 2016; Dougherty, 2012,
2016; O’Donovan & Smith, 2020), and connect their learning and activities within the
makerspace to outside pursuits (Barrett et al., 2015; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019).
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Drawing on this model, I use all six principles of the theory as a lens to inform
evaluations of students’ perspectives of using the makerspace. Specifically, I expand on some of
CLT’s tenants. For example, when asking students to draw connections between what they have
created and their personal or academic interests, I follow up with questions on how their future
career goals might also be connected to their making. I use CLT to situate the perspectives
within the importance of students’ ability to connect formal (in-school) learning with informal
(outside-of-school) learning. For example, I use the six principles of CLT as a priori codes when
coding interview transcripts to determine how many of these tenants, if any, students are able to
identify about the makerspaces and/or during their discussions about the connections they are
able to draw between the spaces/making and their personal and/or academic interests.

Conclusion
This review of the literature demonstrates the sharp rise in the making culture through the
incorporation of makerspaces in the United States in the last decade, specifically within
academic institutions (Cohen et al., 2017; Dougherty, 2012, 2016; Halverson & Sheridan, 2014).
This shift toward making and personal fabrication is evidenced by the economic development of
technologies and Maker communities discussed above.
Makers are noted as being individuals who are mostly male, resourceful, curious,
customizers, critical and complex thinkers, hackers, and doers (Brahms & Crowley, 2016).
Drawing from Digital Makers literature, it is clear there are significant bodies of work
investigating Makers who tinker specifically with digital technologies. Although limited, there
has also been some research involving Makers’ motivations. According to the literature, Makers
seek out making opportunities to improve their mood, find social connections, and be involved in
the design process (Collier & Wayment, 2018). Notably, Makers are people who enjoy tasks that
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are pleasantly frustrating and working through the failures (Collier & Wayment, 2018; Gee,
2004).
While literature denotes barriers and challenges to establishing successful makerspaces
(e.g., sustainability, equity, gender norms), there is also a promising list of learning potential
evidenced by empirical research. To address the learning potential of making and makerspaces, I
discussed the learning potentials of makerspaces as a result of their transdisciplinary contexts;
and as a result, their ability to promote metacognitive thinking. Literature also depicts that most
makerspaces are positioned within institutions of higher education. The typical makerspace is
well-positioned for transdisciplinary work, located in neutral locations on campus, and used by
students for a diversity of reasons (Hynes & Hynes, 2018; Kouame et al., 2019; Pettersen et al.,
2020; Wong & Partridge, 2016).
Despite this expansive literature presented, there are still lines of inquiry left unanswered.
While there are attempts to describe students who use university makerspaces, the literature is
missing deeper investigations of why students choose to utilize a university makerspace. Finally,
there are claims by authors (Barrett et al., 2015; Halverson et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2013; Kajamaa
& Kumpulainen, 2019) that makerspaces create opportunities for students to build connections
between their learning and practices in-school and those out-of-school. These claims need further
investigation to either extend the current understandings of the connections or lack thereof,
students are able to draw between their making and in- and out-of-school interests.
Using CLT (Ito et al., 2013) as a lens, the current study seeks to extend the current
literature and address the two deficiencies in the current research noted above. This research will
use a descriptive case study approach to examine two university makerspaces on a Southeastern
university campus. The next chapter will outline the following procedures of this research: (a)
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the case study approach, (b) the boundaries of the case, (c) context and participants of the
research, (d) collection procedures of data sources, (e) analysis procedures of data source,; and
(f) efforts to address threats to the case study design’s validity, reliability, and dependability.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
This chapter introduces the research methodology employed to investigate student
perspectives of two university makerspaces. A descriptive case study approach was used to
gather multiple qualitative data sources to produce rich, thick descriptions (Merriam, 1998) from
the perspectives of students who use university makerspaces. Drawing on these student
perspectives, this study investigates (1) what influences students’ decisions to participate in
university makerspaces, (2) what connections student makers draw between their artifacts or
products to their in-school and out-of-school interests, and (3) how their products connect with
their current work or imagined future career. The findings of this study provide researchers,
educators, and makerspace facilitators with important insights for (1) why students participate in
makerspaces, (2) what they are making, (3) how the products they are making connect to their inand out-of-school interests and future work or careers. This chapter addresses (a) the case study
approach, (b) the boundaries of the case, (c) context and participants of the research, (d)
collection procedures of data sources, (e) analysis procedures of data sources, and (f) efforts to
address threats to the case study design’s validity, reliability, and dependability.

Research Design: Descriptive Case Study
Berman (2020) claims researchers would benefit from closer attention to how students
“move in, inhabit and reconfigure,” as well as how they make sense of their experiences of these
different learning spaces and activities. In response, this research draws on multiple data sources
within a descriptive case study approach (p. 135). A descriptive case study approach is often
used in educational research when investigating innovative programs or practices, and when the
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goal of the research is to yield a detailed account of the phenomenon under study (Merriam,
1998). Foundational work of developing a detailed description of a phenomenon—particularly in
areas of scarcely researched phenomena—is a necessary prerequisite for subsequent
hypothesizing and theory building around the topic (Merriam, 1998).
The case is defined by two makerspaces on a Southeastern university campus. The
phenomena of interest will be the perspectives of the university students who use these two
makerspaces for personal and/or academic pursuits. The data sources for this research will
include: (a) a questionnaire taken by study participants; (b) interviews conducted with study
participants; (c) observations at each study site (makerspace); (d) in situ participant interviews
during observations; and (e) artifacts, or images, collected from study participants.
Research Questions
The following research questions were used to direct the investigation of this study:
RQ1. What influences students’ decisions to participate in a university makerspace?
RQ2. What are students making within a university makerspace and how do these
products connect to their in-school or out-of-school interests?
a.

How do these products connect to students’ current work or imagined future
careers?

The Case
For the purposes of this research, the case will be defined as the program and the
participants’ experiences within the program on the university campus which includes two
makerspaces: (1) the Fox Center and (2) the Brooks Makerspaces. Figure 3.1 depicts how the
case, data sources, context, and units of analysis are situated within this study.
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Figure 3.1
Diagram of the Case

Both makerspaces are located in physically neutral locations: one is in the university library and
one is in another building on campus. Both are open to all faculty and students and are used
across disciplines. Hereafter, the makerspace located in an Innovation Center on campus will be
called the Fox Center Makerspace, while the space located in the university library will be called
the Brooks Makerspace. Both names are pseudonyms.
Context
The makerspaces are located on a university campus that has a full-time student
(undergraduate and graduate) population of 22,615 students. As shown in Figure 3.2, the
demographic breakdown of the student population is over 70% white.
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Figure 3.2
Fall 2019 Undergraduate and Graduate Student Enrollment and Demographics

Both makerspaces are run by a six-person undergraduate Makerspace Executive Board with the
assistance of two faculty advisors. The faculty advisors serve as liaisons between the Makerspace
Executive Board and other faculty or administrators on campus the students may not be as
familiar with. Otherwise, all of the planning, fundraising, and managing student staff (interns)
within the space is left to the student team. According to the campus makerspace website, the
student team’s mission is:
In the [university] makerspace, we are a team dedicated to the quality and service to
students. All of our technology available is free for students to use, and the staff is here to
help. What started as a simple idea back in the Fall of 2015, has blossomed into an
environment that fosters collaboration and creativity across all majors. We offer students
technology to create anything they might dream up. By providing training on the 3D
printers and laser cutter housed in the space, we enable even the most basic level
beginner to use our resources. Although we have already seen this program expand
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tremendously since it initially began, we hope to see it continue to expand to more
disciplines.
The opportunities available in the original, Fox Center, makerspace were recently
expanded in October 2019. After funding was approved in January 2019, the Brooks Makerspace
opened to users in October 2019. The Brooks Makerspace was developed as a result of the
overwhelming interest and participation in the Fox Center space. The Fox Center space is limited
to fifteen users at one time due to the size of the space and the tools being used in the space.
Thus, the Brooks Makerspace was developed to offer additional space and serve more users at a
time. In addition to extending the physical space, the Makerspace Executive Board aimed to
create a “different vibe” in the Brooks space from that of the Fox Center Makerspace.
While the Fox Center space is much larger than the Brooks Makerspace, each space
offers something slightly unique from the other. Sarah (pseudonym)—a member of the
Makerspace Executive Board—described the “vibe” of the Brooks Makerspace as a focus on
textiles with machines and equipment that is more accessible to novice makers. However, the
Fox Center Makerspace is sometimes considered intimidating to beginners due to the advanced
and sophisticated equipment and machines (e.g., CNC mills). Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) mills are known in the makerspace community as a sophisticated tool to create 2D and
3D objects out of various materials (e.g., wood, foam, plastic, etc.), which are typically used by
engineering students (Ford, 2016).
These pieces of equipment, particularly the CNC mills, are most often used by
engineering majors and thus give the Fox Center Makerspace a strong engineering-focus. When
creating the Brooks Makerspace, the team made a decision to house varied equipment that is
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more user-friendly in the Brooks Makerspace, while still including high-quality 3D printers. See
Table 3.1 below for a comparison of the equipment available in each makerspace.
Table 3.1
Comparison of Equipment & Technology Available
Fox Center Makerspace

Brooks Makerspace

1. 3D printers
a. Lulzbot Mini [qty: 9]
b. Lulzbot Taz 6 [qty: 8]
c. Formlabs Form 2 [qty: 2]
2. Laser cutter/engraver
a. Epilog Fusion M2 40 60W
[qty: 2]
3. CNC mills
a. Othermill Pro
b. PocketNC
4. 3D scanner
5. Microelectronics and soldering
supplies

1. 3D printers
a. Lulzbot Mini [qty: 6]
2. Fabric printer
a. Ricoh Ri100 DTG
3. Embroidery/sewing machine
a. Brother SE1800
4. Vinyl cutter
a. Silhouette Cameo
5. Button maker
a. 1" & 2.75"
6. Hand tools

The Spring 2019 makerspace staff report shows 166 unique makerspace users created
1,564 3D prints using the above equipment in the Fox Center Makerspace. This data was
collected prior to the Brooks Makerspace opening. After the Brooks Makerspace opened in Fall
2019, makerspace users made 1,888 3D prints (a 20% increase). Unique visitors after the
addition of the Brooks Makerspace increased by 51.8% to 252 unique visitors for the Fall 2019
semester. The data collected by the makerspace staff also captures users’ majors. These users
were dispersed among fields of study in the following ways: STEM fields (colleges: CECAS,
COS, CAFLS & CBSHS) = 80%, Architecture and Humanities (CAAH) = 17%, Business = 3%,
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and Education = 0.2%. See Table 3.2 for makerspace usage data, over the past 10 semesters,
sourced from the makerspace staff:

Table 3.2
5-Year Makerspace Usage Data by College
College
CAFLS

F
2016
4

S
2017
24

F
2017
37

S
2018
29

F
2018
144

S
2019
77

F
2019
109

S
2020
118

F
2020
7

S
2021
0

CAAH

21

56

191

282

709

509

791

339

38

8

CBSHS

27

195

166

586

344

754

289

673

49

2

COB

12

17

11

33

150

102

142

178

36

25

COE

0

14

2

4

2

3

14

14

4

1

1356

1582

2047

2790

3210

2786

3272

2293

213

31

COS

55

35

121

130

132

76

69

169

9

2

Undeclared

13

0

4

0

20

34

23

1

0

0

College Not
Listed
Total

198

294

377

702

44

35

28

66

2

1

1686

2217

2956

4556

4755

4376

4737

3851

358
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CECAS

Binding the Case
The case described above is the program, and the participants’ experiences in these
spaces includes the two makerspaces on campus. The boundaries of the case are provided here to
further clarify and define the case for units of analysis (Merriam, 1998). Participants were
selected from an online safety training course, the Maker Course, specific to the two
makerspaces and required by all who wish to use the spaces. The Maker Course includes ten
modules, and users must successfully complete all of them. As of Spring 2020, 3,730 total
learners were enrolled in the Maker Course. This number, however, includes all university
affiliates who may use the space including students, faculty, and university staff. This number
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also includes both those who are enrolled and those who have completed the course. For the
purposes of this case study, only undergraduate or graduate students makerspace users who have
successfully completed all of the training modules within the Maker Course were considered
within the boundaries of the case. All others were excluded from this research.
Participants
Participants for this study were any student currently enrolled in the learning
management system course associated with both makerspaces on campus, referred to as the
Maker Course. This Maker Course serves a collection of all university-affiliated (undergraduate
and graduate university students, campus staff, and campus faculty) users of both makerspaces
on campus. The course is run by the university student organization called the Makerspace
Executive Board. This team consists of undergraduates serving as president, vice president, chief
of staff, secretary, treasurer, and maintenance lead. Those enrolled in this course are required to
complete ten course modules that offer safety and user training for equipment within the spaces.
Modules are available for the 3D printers, laser cutters, fabric printers, and vinyl cutter to name a
few. After successful completion of all of these modules, users are then allowed entry into the
makerspaces and to use the equipment within.
My selection of enrolled students who have successfully completed all modules in the
Maker Course allows for clear boundaries of this case study. I excluded learners of the Maker
Course who are faculty or staff of the university and only included undergraduate and graduate
student users of the makerspaces. I can be sure the learners who completed the Maker Course
have used one or both of the makerspaces at least once, which provides a clear boundary
between all other university students on campus. Assurance that participants have used the
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spaces at least once is guaranteed because using one of the spaces is a requirement to complete
the course.
Sample Size
There are 4,091 total learners enrolled in the Maker Course, and I estimate of this total,
there are 3,000 of those learners who represent undergraduate and graduate university student
makers. These 3,000 learners are the only participants this study aims to consider, omitting those
enrolled who are either faculty or staff. I administered the questionnaire to all of the 4,091
learners of the course to get as many respondents as possible. The questionnaire was sent via
email and as a Canvas announcement twice.
Challenges to Participant Recruitment as a Result of COVID-19
Due to the timing of the data collection for this study—Fall 2020—COVID-19 health and
safety regulations played a role in preventing a larger number of student participants in this
research. For example, the Fox Center Makerspace capacity was reduced from 15 to only four
students at a time; two of which must be staff members. This leaves only space for two “patrons”
allowed to use this space at a time. This capacity reduction dramatically reduced opportunities
for social interaction and the ability to publicize my questionnaire to students. To combat these
challenges to participant recruitment, I chose to also distribute the questionnaire directly to
students via their student-emails during the second wave of questionnaire distribution. Thus, the
second wave of questionnaire distribution included both a Canvas announcement as well as a
direct email from my student email account inviting students to participate. No alternative
methods were used to recruit semi-structured interview participants other than direct email
contact.
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The most significant adjustment to data collection strategies occurred for observations.
Rather than traditional, in-person observations conducted by two researchers, I video-recorded
my observational time blocks, as well as opened the garage door for additional air flow (Fox
Center) to observe. As another step to overcome these challenges, I chose to interview students
during my observations in-situ to provide additional context to the observational protocol notes.
From the pool of those who responded to the questionnaire (n = 151), I then sampled 13
participants for the follow-up interview according to a set of criteria discussed in the Interview
Sampling Methods section of this chapter. Six additional participant interviews were conducted
with observational participants, and 41 total artifacts were submitted.
Role of the Researcher
According to Stake (1995), case study researchers—deliberately or intuitively—make
choices regarding their role within their research. Stake (1995) claims the role(s) the researcher
chooses to take on have implications on the meanings developed about the study case(s) as well
as the issue or issues being investigated. My role as a researcher is an interpreter (Stake, 1995).
Just as an artist acts as her own interpreter of the knowledge or artwork presented, so too does
the researcher act as the interpreter of the knowledge created by her findings (Stake, 1995).
When viewing artwork, although the knowledge is our own, the artist acts as the interpreter and
we cannot avoid her interpretation or presentation (Stake, 1995). In this study, my role as the
researcher is to act as an agent of interpretation of the various meanings and realities of my
participants. I serve to interpret these realities to add to the current knowledge base of student
perspectives of university makerspaces. I aim to extend the understanding of makerspaces by
offering my interpretation of the student perspectives to create new knowledge regarding
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student-perceived experiences and learning within a university makerspace to be scrutinized and
built upon by subsequent researchers.
Philosophical Assumptions. Current studies involving university makerspaces are
limited in their approach; few have used a descriptive case study approach investigating student
perspectives. The worldview I most closely identify with is constructivism, typically associated
with qualitative approaches (Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2018). Constructivists view the world as
being shaped by the “multiple realities” of individuals (Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2018, pp. 36).
That is, constructivists believe phenomena are studied best when individual perspectives are
investigated—inductively—and are used as foundational collections of understandings that build
up to patterns and ultimately inform broad understandings (Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2018).
These multiple realities are most often represented through quotations from qualitative data
collected. Another way this worldview is defined in the literature suggests that those who ascribe
to this philosophy assume “knowledge is constructed rather than discovered” (Stake, 1995, p.
99). This approach to forming implications is otherwise known as a bottom-up approach. This
inductive approach is complemented by the descriptive case study approach to this investigation,
which will extend the current research by adding rich, individual-level—student—views of the
phenomena. Finally, constructivism and my philosophical assumptions as pointed out here also
align with the six principles of CLT (Ito et al., 2013). The CL framework authors describe that
their framework constructs are drawn from other foundational theories, including social
constructivism and situated approaches.
Personal Interests. I also am driven by my personal experiences and interests in makers
and informal learning that compel me to focus my research on university makerspaces. I have
devoted the last four years of my life to establishing and subsequently directing a nonprofit
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community center that celebrates makers of all ages. These makers work in crafts ranging from
pottery, woodturning, silversmithing, glass mosaics, painting, weaving, woodburning, sewing,
baking, and so on. The center brings together artisans and craftspeople from the Appalachian
region where intergenerational learning and making is afforded. I am fascinated by and believe
we are all happiest when we find a career path in life that is an extension of our individual
passions and talents. One of my favorite authors, Sir Ken Robinson stated, “being in your
element is not only about aptitude, but it’s also about passion: it is about loving what you do”
(Robinson, 2009).
Further, I have a deep appreciation for the variety and distinctive passions people exhibit.
Individuality and uniqueness are what I believe make our society richer. The world needs a
collection of those who are passionate about baking, repairing cars, programming computers,
farming, practicing medicine, woodworking, teaching, writing, and so on. What I think would
create a better society is if the individuals filling these roles are happy within these positions as it
satisfies their passion or celebrates their talents. For these reasons, I plan to develop a research
trajectory that fosters the study of those in informal learning spaces who turn their play and
making into valuable lifelong learning opportunities or at least maintain a cherished hobby. That
said, I remain cognizant of how my personal interests may bias my data analysis, and I was
purposeful about ways to remain reflexive and reduce bias during analysis.

Data Sources: Collection Procedures
The first action researchers must take in the data collection procedures is to obtain the
Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) approval at the university to study human subjects, as this
dissertation outlines. The next step in collecting the necessary data for this work was to obtain
permissions from individuals in charge of the makerspaces (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).
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Once the appropriate permissions were granted by the university IRB office, data collection
began (see Table 3.6 Timeline for Study Completion in Appendix H).
Questionnaire
To address RQ1, RQ2, and RQ2a, I administered a web-based questionnaire to all student
learners enrolled in the Maker Course (n = 4,091) in two waves. This questionnaire served as one
of two primary data collection methods. Next, a sample of questionnaire respondents for
subsequent interviews (n = 13) was developed to elicit richer descriptions and explanations of
initial responses.
The web-based software used to distribute the questionnaire was Qualtrics, where
responses were stored using the university’s secure Qualtrics platform. Questionnaire
distribution occurred in two ways: (1) an announcement was posted in the Maker Course
learning management system, and (2) via direct email. In both of the distribution methods, the
participants were provided a link to the questionnaire (See Appendix B for an example of the
questionnaire participant recruitment email used). A purposive sampling method (Merriam,
1998) was used to select participants who met the specifications outlined above in Participants.
The questionnaire was administered in two waves; wave one occurred in Fall 2020 using the
methods stated above, and wave two occurred in early Spring 2021 due to a lack of responses in
the first wave, which was most likely attributed to the unusually limited use of the makerspaces
due to COVID capacity restrictions.
The questionnaires were not anonymous in order to provide a way to contact participants
for follow-up interviews in the qualitative data collection phase of this study. After consenting to
participate in the study, respondents were asked if they are students. This question was a second
precaution to ensure responses were representative of student users of the makerspaces. If the
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respondent selected “No” to this question, the questionnaire used flow logic to jump to the
survey’s end and display a message that explains this study only seeks responses from university
student users and their participation is no longer required. The last question asked if the
participant was willing to participate in a 30-minute follow-up (face-to-face or virtual) interview.
Interview participants were derived from respondents who selected “Yes” to this question.
Questionnaire Development
To gain a broad understanding of the research questions, I developed a questionnaire that
was administered prior to interviews. The questions were not adopted from any other instrument
and have been created only for the purposes of directly meeting the aims of the current study. I
relied on Lietz’s (2010) model as an overall guide to develop and form the questions. I also drew
on CLT to design questions that asked students to describe their learning and the environment of
the makerspace. For example, I developed specific questions that asked about the makerspace
environment that used terms and constructs by Ito et al. (2013) related to interest-based; peersupported; academically oriented; openly networked; production centered and shared purpose.
In general, the questionnaire included two key sections respective to both research
questions, one section for participant demographic data collection, and another regarding the
participant’s willingness to participate in a follow-up interview. Below in Table 3.3 are the four
parts to the questionnaire with their respective topics. To see the complete questions, refer to
Appendix I.
Table 3. 3
Questionnaire Section and Topics Relative to RQ
Questionnaire
Section
Section I

Section Topic
Influences on Student Participation in a
Makerspace
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Number of
Questions
3

Relevance
to RQ
RQ1
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Section II

Purpose of Artifact Creation

3

RQ2

Section III

Participant Demographics

7

None

Section IV

Willingness to Participate in an
Interview

1

None

Note. Section II also includes questions related to RQ2a.
Interviews
To expand on the initial responses provided to the questionnaire, I conducted semistructured interviews (approximately 20 minutes in length) with a sample of study participants
that directly addressed both research questions. I opened the interview by asking the participant
to introduce themselves and describe their current field of study, their personal interests as they
relate to making, how often they use the makerspaces on campus, and what their plans are after
graduation. Here are some examples of my interview questions (see Appendix J for the complete
interview question list):
● You responded that you most often use the makerspace(s) for [academic or personal]
pursuits. Can you think of ways these experiences could also be beneficial for [opposite
reason] pursuits? Please explain. (RQ1)
● Please describe the environment of the makerspace(s) and tell me how you think the
environment is similar or different from your traditional classroom environments. (Here,
I was looking for connections to the six principles of CLT).
● Can you think of anything you have learned while using the makerspaces that might
transfer or also be useful for you in your academic (formal) learning or future career?
Please explain. (RQ2)
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● Now that you have made [example of an artifact they have presented], I would like you to
describe what you have made or the process you went through learning how to make it,
and describe ways you think that process or product might transfer or also be useful for
you in your academic (formal) learning or future career. (RQ2)
Semi-Structured Interview Sampling Methods
Six questionnaire respondents from the first wave and twelve questionnaire respondents
from the second wave (eighteen in total) expressed willingness to be contacted for a follow-up
interview. I emailed the willing six respondents from wave one for a follow-up interview; all six
responded to my email and followed through with our interviews. During the second wave, I
again emailed all 12 respondents who responded they were willing to be contacted for a followup interview, and only seven respondents agreed to participate in an interview. See Table 3.4 for
a complete list of the sampling procedures used.
Table 3.4
Interview Sampling Procedures and Steps
# of
Participants
4,091
6

Step
1
2

Procedure
Distribute questionnaire (wave 1)
Filter responses for those who selected “yes” to being willing to
participate in a follow-up interview

3

Email all an invitation to participate in a virtual interview to all
willing participants

6

4
5

Distribute questionnaire again (wave 2)
Email all an invitation to participate in a virtual interview to all
new, willing respondents

4,091
12

6

Sample for all respondents from both Wave 1 and Wave 2 who
responded to the invitation email

6+7
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Total Participants

13

I chose to include all 13 who agreed to participate for two reasons: (1) I wanted to gather
as much data as possible from those willing to participate; and (2) my interview data serves as
one of my primary data collection sources and is important to capture as much data as possible to
inform my results. A convenience sampling procedure was used and is described as researchers
selecting a sample based on the constraints of the study (Merriam, 1998). Taking a convenience
sample of participants still demands that participants must meet certain practical criteria such as
accessibility, geographical proximity, availability at a given time, or the willingness to
participate (Etikan et al., 2016).
Researchers caution when this sampling method is used, that only conclusions concerning
the sample itself can be drawn, rather than a formal inductive inference about the larger
population of interest (Etikan et al., 2016). While this limitation is a viable concern for most
research designs, in case study research, the end goal of the study is not to generalize to the
larger population. Rather, the product of a descriptive case study like the approach used in the
current research is a rich, thick description of the phenomenon under study. For this reason, this
sampling method for interview participants was appropriate for this study. The limitations of this
sampling method are considered in more detail as they relate to the results in Chapter 5.
Interview Formats
Semi-structured interviews were conducted using Zoom (Zoom, 2021)to adhere to the
suggested safety precautions amid COVID-19. Only one of these interviews occurred face-toface. All others (n = 12) were conducted via Zoom. At the beginning of the interview, I provided
an informed consent (see Appendix D) document for the participant to read and sign before the
interview began or was recorded. I provided these documents as a link in the Zoom chat (Zoom,
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2021) using Adobe Sign (Adobe Sign, 2021), a software to capture validated e-signatures that all
participants have access to, to further reduce the need for physical contact but still ensure
confidentiality and trustworthiness by obtaining a digital signature. All participants (face-to-face
and virtual) were provided a digital copy of the informed consent form for their records. After
the informed consent document was signed, the participant was then presented with a media
release form (see Appendix E) using the same Adobe Sign software (Adobe Sign, 2021). The
media release form is to obtain participants’ consent to audio record the interview and use the
data for research purposes.
Participant Interview Format
During the observations described below, I approached student participants using the
makerspace and asked them general, unstructured questions about their activities that day. The
observational setting presented an in-situ opportunity to learn more about what the students were
doing while using the space. This data was collected through social distancing and other health
and safety-related restraints imposed on the study sites as a result of COVID-19. As discussed
below, the observational data collection was limited and yielded little data due to only one
observer being allowed in the space at a time, as well as a lack of much social interaction
between the participants. For these reasons, I collected these observational interviews as a
secondary data source to further contextualize the case and observational data.
Before asking participants interview questions, I first asked them if they would mind
participating and being audio recorded. If they consented, I shared an interview consent form
with them via a Quick Response (QR) code which linked to the same Adobe Sign (Adobe Sign,
2021) documents that I generated as a contactless way of gathering consent for participation.
Some of the participant interview questions included:
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● What brings you to the makerspace today? Or, what are you working on today?
● Is this for a class or a personal project?
● Have you used the makerspace before?
● What’s your major?
The above list of questions represents the general and common questions asked of each
participant. After these initial questions, the interview centered on the participants’ unique
project for the day.
Observations
Participants were observed while working in the makerspaces and the data was used as a
means of triangulating the emergent findings of the questionnaire and interviews with observed
behaviors. Observations are considered the best technique to use when an activity or situation
can be observed firsthand (Merriam, 1989). Observations were used to record behavior as it
happened within the makerspace. In general, researchers used the six principles of CLT (Ito et
al., 2013) to attempt to identify any of the constructs occurring in the makerspaces. Due to the
nature of the research questions, which seek to identify student perspectives, the observational
protocol directed observers to ask casual questions of the participants within the makerspace.
Some examples of questions researchers asked the students in the makerspace include:
● What brought you here today? Or, what are you working on today, and what is it for?
(RQ1 & 2)
● Is this for a class project or something for yourself? (RQ1 and 2)
● Do you enjoy making? Is this something you hope to continue doing after graduation?
(RQ2 and RQ2a)
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These questions assist in identifying behaviors that are associated with constructs from RQ1 and
RQ2; however, observational data were used as a secondary data source to triangulate with
questionnaire and interview data in order to fully address the research questions.
The “peripheral” interaction used during observations of participants is termed “observer
as participant” (Merriam, 1989, p. 101). Participation within the makerspace, such as interacting
with the participants as they work on their products, is suggested by Merriam to be “secondary to
the role of information gatherer” of an observer-as-participant (1989, p. 101). This interaction
was limited to informal questions posed to participants as they worked “without participating in
those activities constituting the core of group membership” (Merriam, 1989, p. 101).
Observations were conducted three days of the week (Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday)
during the Fall 2020 semester for a total of 10 hours. The observational time period was
determined by placing a focus on the most-populated times during the week possible. Although
observations were originally planned to occur over a span of two weeks, rather than one, due to
the social distancing and other health and safety-related restrictions resulting from COVID-19, it
was deemed best to limit the number of observational days within the space. Another change to
data collection methods in response to the aforementioned health and safety-related restrictions
was the number of people allowed in each space at a time. The Fox Center Makerspace, which
would normally facilitate 15+ participants was limited to four users at a time. Each day there
were two makerspace interns who work in the Fox Center Makerspace. Thus, limiting the
number of non-makerspace staff to only two. As an observer, I counted as one of the two “other
students.” This meant there could only be one other student using the makerspace if I were
physically inside observing. In the Brooks Makerspace, the capacity was limited to two. This
space would always have one makerspace intern, allowing for only one other student inside.
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To overcome these challenges, the garage door of the Fox Center makerspace was
opened, I stood outside, and the observation time periods were video recorded with the existing
videorecording infrastructure. The Brooks Makerspace is a very small space, and the walls are all
glass. Thus, as an observer, I was still able to observe at a safe distance from outside of the space
completely. These video recordings of the observations were then shared with a second
observer—a learning sciences doctoral student—who was trained on the observation protocol
and included in the IRB approval process.
During these observations, researchers looked for the behaviors and patterns of practices
of student-users. Researchers aimed to identify behaviors that are representative of the six
principles of CLT (Ito et al., 2013) and the other a priori codes discussed later in this chapter. An
observation protocol was used (see Appendix F) to direct researcher observations as they relate
to (a) why students have come to the makerspace that day (RQ1 & 2), (b) what students are
making (RQ2), and (c) descriptions of artifacts produced that day and for what purpose they
were created (RQ2 & RQ2a). Due to the limited nature of the social interactions that occurred
within the spaces during observations, the second observer was asked to look for any
connections to the a priori codes at all, while also seeking any areas that disputed the patterns
observed across the other data sources.
I also took photos to capture how participants were using the space. I distributed a media
release form (see Appendix E) prior to capturing photos within the space.
Artifacts
Images of products made in the makerspaces were collected as artifacts for this study.
The artifacts serve as evidence to address RQ2 but have the potential to serve as a method to
corroborate or confirm emergent themes for all RQs. Artifacts were collected as a data source for
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two main reasons: (1) they are “ubiquitous and readily available,” and (2) a “variety of
interrelated behaviors can…be studied at once” (Merriam, 1989, p. 118). These interrelated
behaviors might be evidenced by participant products, which could potentially provide richer
detail about their personalities, interests, or academic pursuits. The artifacts may serve as a
source of data that is otherwise not captured by the other data collection procedures.
Artifacts were collected in three ways. The questionnaire instrument included an upload
option for respondents to upload up to five images/files of artifacts they would like to share as
evidence of their making in the makerspaces. Secondly, one of the concluding interview
questions asked participants if they have images of products/artifacts made in the spaces they
wish to share. Finally, observers took photos during observations that were used as artifacts of
the makerspace observations.
The questionnaire data (responses) are stored on the university’s Qualtrics server, which
is considered a secure server for data storage. The interview transcripts, observations, and
artifacts (images) are stored in Microsoft Word documents or image files that are saved to the
university’s cloud-based server, BOX, where the data is maintained behind dual-factor
authentication technology. After the interviewee sample was taken from the questionnaire
responses, the response data was downloaded and stored to the same university BOX folder. All
of these files have been combined to make up the database for the case study.
Table 3.5
Research Questions Aligned with Data Sources and Analysis
Research Question

Data Sources

Unit(s) of Analysis
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RQ1: What influences
students’ decisions to
participate in a university
makerspace?

a) Questionnaire*^
b) Interviews*^
c) Participant
Interviews

a) Influences on student
participation in
makerspaces

RQ2: What are students
making within a university
makerspace and how do
these products connect to
their in-school or out-ofschool interests?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Questionnaire*^
Interview*^
Observations
Participant
Interviews
e) Artifacts

a) Purpose of artifacts
produced

RQ2a: How do these
products connect to students’
current work or imagined
future career?

a)
b)
c)
d)

a) Purpose of artifacts
produced

Questionnaire*^
Interview*^
Observations
Participant
Interviews
e) Artifacts

b) Connections drawn by
student makers between
purpose of artifacts to
in-school and out-ofschool interests

b) Connections drawn by
student makers between
purpose of artifacts to
current work or
imagined future career

* = primary data sources
^ = self-reported data
Data Analysis Procedures
In this section, I detail the data analysis procedures used for each of the data sources:
quantitative; participant descriptive data collected via the questionnaire; open-ended responses to
questionnaire items; semi-structured interview transcripts, participant interview transcripts,
observational data; and artifacts.
Questionnaire
Prior to the administration of the questionnaire, I took steps to validate the instrument I
created. Interviews are an essential method in qualitative research to test for questionnaire
instruments’ reliability and validity (Sofaer, 2002). I administered this questionnaire to a group
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of five learning sciences students to confirm if the items were consistently interpreted by
potential respondents as I originally intended (Sofaer, 2002). Additionally, I asked for feedback
on the questionnaire from two of my committee members, who peer-reviewed the questions to
provide professional guidance and suggestions for improvement of the instrument.
Open-Ended Questionnaire Items, Semi-Structured Interviews, Participant Interviews, &
Observations
While some researchers believe coding is technical or preparatory work performed prior
to higher-order thinking, Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014) claim coding is qualitative
analysis. These authors add that the act of coding is a hierarchical process of discovery the
researcher partakes in (Miles et al., 2014). Much like quantitative data analysis that usually
begins with running descriptive statistical analyses, qualitatively analyzing questionnaire data
typically begins with an initial cycle of coding. This first cycle is used to describe the data in
simpler terms (or codes) and break longer narratives into chunks representative of a particular
theme (Miles et al., 2014). Next, a second cycle data review is used to focus even further on
those smaller chunks of data codes developed in the first cycle. This second step of coding
closely resembles the way quantitative data are then deeper analyzed via inferential statistical
tests.
As previously mentioned, first cycle coding often uses descriptive coding to begin to
narrow the data down (Miles et al., 2014). However, since this holistic view is already achieved
through quantitative descriptive statistics of student perspectives, I began my first cycle of
coding using a more focused method: structural coding (Saldaña, 2016). According to Saldaña
(2016), structural coding methods are useful when analyzing interview transcripts and openended questionnaire responses. This research attempts to add to the current knowledge base of
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university makerspaces by investigating student perspectives. Therefore, I feel it is critical that I
take steps to ensure I most accurately and transparently represent the perspectives of those
students. I also used a priori coding methods (Saldaña, 2016) for identifying the six principles of
CLT. Meaning the following terms were used as a priori codes to represent these themes:
interest-based/powered, peer-supported, academically oriented, openly networked, productioncentered, and shared purpose. Additionally, I used the following a priori codes to identify
connections to personal interests, connections to academic interests, connections to current
work, connections to imagined future work.
For more complex analytical analysis (second cycle of coding) of the open-ended
questionnaire responses, interview transcripts, and observations, I used pattern coding (Saldaña,
2016). According to Saldaña (2016), appropriate applications for pattern coding are the
development of major themes from the data. Miles and colleagues (2014) suggest that if a certain
pattern code emerges from analysis frequently it may be beneficial to develop sub-codes. For
example, if participants in this study frequently reported an urge to “making for others” as a key
influence to using the makerspace, it became beneficial for me to develop a sub-code that further
describes their influences. For example, a sub-code for this instance would be “gifts for others”
while a second sub-code is “making to serve a need of others.” See Appendix J for the codebook
structure used in this study.
Coding Procedures
Although this research was conducted by one researcher, I took steps to validate my
coding schema by having two other coders (learning science graduate students) review randomly
selected interview transcripts. Afterward, I had one of my committee members then check the
coding by the three researchers. I also had a secondary coder assist with the makerspace
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observation recordings, who was trained using the observational protocol. All of the secondary
coders were included in the IRB application forms and acknowledged that the information
reviewed is confidential.
Validity of Coding Procedures. To ensure the robustness of my coding procedures and
achieve intercoder reliability (O’Connor & Joffe, 2020), I (1) read through all of the transcripts
to familiarize myself with the data; (2) coded an initial four to five transcripts and establish a
codebook using the coding methods described above; (3) shared codebook and a sample of two
to three of the initial (4-5) round of interview transcripts I previously coded with peer coders (the
transcript samples were blank and did not include my codes when presented to the peer coders)
and asked them to assist with coding using the codebook independently; (4) meanwhile, I met
with my advisor to go over the codes and review my process; (4) my peer coders and I discussed
points of agreement or disagreement with other coders and reached consensus; (5) we produced a
finalized codebook; and (6) used final codebook by all coders to re-code all transcripts, looking
for any areas where there was dissent from the team to produce a final coded dataset (O’Connor
& Joffe, 2020).
To ensure I select a fair sample for my peer coders (Shaffer & Sherlin, 2004), I used my
lens as the researcher to ensure I did not identify any unusual themes emerging from the first
pass I made of the transcribed data. In other words, as long as the data seem to be distributed
normally across the entire dataset, I can be sure the data samples my peer coders were given are
representative of a fair sample of the larger dataset (Shaffer & Sherlin, 2004). Another term that
has been used to describe this method is exchangeability, wherein the researcher is confident that
no matter—in this case—which transcripts she assigns her peer coders, they identify similar
themes (normal) throughout the data when compared with the entire dataset (Greenland &
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Robins, 1986). Outlier responses or data points were specifically discussed as anomalies with my
peer coders to ensure we were all in agreement on the themes we identified before moving
forward to produce the final codebook.
For a visual representation of all of the coding procedures used, see Figure 3.3 below.
The results of these procedures are reported in Chapter 4 of this research. The aforementioned
procedures apply to all transcriptions of audio-recorded interview data, the observational
protocol notes (reminder tags), and coding of artifacts.
Figure 3.3
Intercoder Reliability Procedures

Artifacts
The artifacts collected in this study were images of products students have made within
the makerspaces. These artifacts were used as a secondary qualitative data source to provide a
“thicker” description of the cases (Creswell & Poth, 2016). I coded the artifacts into themes such
as the product’s purpose (i.e., for class or personal use), and connection to in-school or out-of-
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school. The same a priori codes that are associated with CLT were also used to analyze these
artifacts. While the data for this analysis was collected via open-ended questions on the webbased questionnaire and interview data, the analysis was quantified in order to calculate
frequencies to illuminate why students are making what they are. Specifically, I noted the
frequencies of each theme that occurred in the artifact data analysis. For example, the artifacts
were tagged with thematic codes (e.g., personal interests, academic interests, current workrelated, or imagined future work-related), and I calculated the frequencies of themes present.
This calculation provided a numeric representation (percentage) of what purpose students are
making products for, which is directly related to RQ2.

Addressing Threats to Validity and Ethics
Internal Validity
Merriam (1989) describes internal validity within qualitative research as dealing with a
number of questions. For example, how closely do the research findings match reality? As such,
a study’s internal validity “hinges on the meaning of reality” (Merriam, 1989, p. 201). However,
as reflected in the Philosophical Assumptions section of this chapter, Merriam’s (1989)
constructivist views of reality align with Stake (1995) and my own. I agree with these two
scholars that reality is something that cannot be grasped, because there is no singular or fixed
reality. Thus, a study’s validity must rely and be assessed on other determinants besides one
reality. Qualitative researchers should look toward interpretations of reality which are most often
assessed through observations and interviews (Merriam, 1989). For this reason, in qualitative
studies—case studies in particular—the internal validity of the study becomes a strength.
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Following Merriam’s (1989) guidance, I took intentional steps during the data collection
and analysis processes to (1) fully understand the individual perspectives of my participants, (2)
document and describe the complexity of human behavior within the context of my research, and
(3) present readers with a holistic interpretation of what is happening and what I have concluded
from my data. In addition to these three steps, I use three additional approaches to further
enhance the internal validity of my study:
● Triangulation—achieved by using more than one observer for the makerspaces
observations and using multiple data sources to confirm the findings.
● Member Checks—achieved by presenting pieces of the case study report, specially some
of my interpretations, to study participants and asking for their feedback of these
interpretations.
● Addressing Research Bias—already established within this chapter and will be revisited
in the writeup of the findings of this study in Chapter 4 (Merriam, 1989).
Reliability, Dependability, and Consistency
A study’s reliability refers to the extent to which similar findings can be replicated by
subsequent researchers or iterations. However, establishing reliability can pose a challenge,
especially in the social sciences due to ever-changing human behavior (Merriam, 1989).
Qualitative work seeks to “describe and explain the world as those in the world experience it”
(Merriam, 1989, p. 205). For this reason, and again viewing reliability through a constructivist
lens, there cannot be a fixed benchmark a study can take repeated measures in which to replicate.
This study’s holistic focus will center on human perspectives, for which there will be many and
varied interpretations. Merriam (1989) suggests using the terms dependability or consistency
rather than reliability to represent a goal shift from having outsiders obtain the same results
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(reliability) to instead aiming for a more qualitatively oriented one. Wherein if given the same
data collected, outsiders would agree that the results and findings make sense and are dependable
and consistent.
To address threats to the results’ consistency with the collected data, I employed a
combination of the following techniques to increase the dependability of my work:
● Investigator’s Position—wherein the researcher outlines the assumptions and
theories behind her study, her position on the participants being studied, the basis
for selecting the participants being studied, a description of the participants, and
the social context in which data are collected. While most of these attributes are
outlined in this chapter, additional details about each participant will be presented
in Chapter 4.
● Triangulation—achieved by using multiple results from the multiple data sources
against one another to confirm or refute findings
● Audit Trail—achieved by providing a detailed account of (1) how data were
collected, which is addressed in this chapter; (2) how categories were derived; and
(3) how decisions were made to arrive at results (Merriam, 1989).
External Validity
Another term for external validity is generalizability. That is, to what extent are the
results of a study generalizable to other contexts? Similar to the challenges of addressing the
internal validity of qualitative studies, external validity poses similar obstacles for qualitative
researchers. When external validity is being viewed in terms of “traditional research designs,”
the conclusion is either (1) the external validity is deemed a limitation of the study, or (2)
attempts to strengthen the external validity are exhibited by using standard sampling procedures
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(Merriam, 1989, p. 208). One solution Merriam (1989) presents to combat threats to case studies’
external validity is to leave the extent to which study results and findings apply to other
situations to the reader’s discretion. However, if this is the method a researcher chooses, he or
she has an obligation to provide enough details and descriptions of the study’s context that will
enable readers to compare the “fit” with their own contexts (Merriam, 1989).
In addition to laying out the broad context of the case within this case study in the above
sections of this chapter, I took steps in the subsequent chapters to adequately describe, in detail,
each of the study participants interviewed, the physical space noted in the interviews, and any
other context-related details deemed important to this case study. These efforts provide the
reader with the richest detail possible. In so doing, this provides one step to address threats to
external validity by supplying the reader with the sufficient detail necessary, suggested by
Merriam (1989) to draw his or her own conclusions of the generalizability of this study’s results
and findings. Other steps I took to address threats to the external validity of this study included:
● Typicality or modal category—explaining the representativeness of each of the
participants compared with the larger sample and population according to the literature
further aids readers to draw their own conclusions regarding the generalizability of the
findings (Merriam, 1989)
● Multisite designs—although this descriptive case study is looking at one university, I
include two makerspaces in the binding of my case which have some similarities and
differences in their designs as previously mentioned. While the purpose of this study is
not to compare the two makerspaces, the variation in the makerspace designs (one being
engineering-focused and the other textile-focused) provided a variety in the perceptions
of the students who use them for differing purposes.
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Potential Ethical Issues
The distribution, collection, and storage of questionnaire data were carefully managed.
Possible ethical issues, such as reciprocity to participants for their willingness to provide data
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018) were addressed by clearly outlining the purposes of the study in
the informed consent document provided at the beginning of the questionnaire. I noted that no
exchange of services or incentives will be provided to those who participate. The standardized
approach to the delivery and handling of data was easily achieved as I had all researchers
(learning science graduate students assisting me) adhere to a detailed interview or observational
protocols during data collection and analysis.

Conclusion
This study extends the current literature on informal learning spaces by taking a
descriptive case study approach to investigating student perspectives of using a university
makerspace. This research builds on previous research from the fields of informal learning
spaces (e.g., Livingstone, 2001), learning through making (e.g., Blikstein, 2013; Kajamaa &
Kumpulianen, 2019; Li & Todd, 2019; Schad & Jones, 2020), digital media and learning (Gee &
Hayes, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2006; Jenkins et al., 2009), and connected learning (e.g., Halverson
et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2013; and Halverson & Sheridan, 2014) to construct meaning from the data
collected on student perspectives of making and makerspaces. By connecting student making and
their in- and out-of-school interests, researchers of informal learning spaces will have a deeper
understanding of the role CLT tenants play in students’ perspectives of makerspaces on
university campuses.
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The participants of this study include university students who use a makerspace on their
college campus. Those included in the case were limited to undergraduate and graduate students
(n ~ 3000). This research addresses my two driving research questions by leveraging multiple
qualitative data sources, and collection and analysis procedures. My role as the researcher is
limited to an interpreter of the data and realities represented by the study participants (Merriam,
1998). Furthermore, my role as a researcher closely aligns with my personal philosophies and
worldview, constructivism, which views the world as being shaped by multiple realities
(Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2018). To that end, this research takes an inductive approach to build a
rich, thick description (Merriam, 1989) of the case.
The data sources collected for this research include (1) questionnaire responses from
undergraduate and graduate student university makerspace users; (2) 13 semi-structured, 1:1
interviews conducted via Zoom; (3) six in-situ, informal interviews with observational
participants in the makerspace; (4) ten hours of observations in the Fox Center Makerspace; and
(5) images of student work (artifacts) made in one of the two University makerspaces. First,
descriptive statistics were calculated to provide a broad view of who the participants were in the
study. These statistics included distribution of age, sex, race, university college affiliation, and
major. Next, qualitative data (open-ended questionnaire responses and interview transcripts)
were analyzed using a priori codes. Structural coding (Saldaña, 2016) was also used during firstcycle coding. Finally, pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016) was used for second-round coding
procedures. Observational data and artifacts were analyzed using reminder tags developed from
the final codebook.
CLT functions as a lens and guiding framework for this research, allowing for the results
to be interpreted for both researchers and practitioners in the field. More specifically, the
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findings of this study deepen the knowledge base of connected learning within an informal
learning space. These findings have implications for the field of Learning Sciences by
contributing an empirical understanding of the connections—or lack thereof—that university
students (or young adults) are able to draw between making and their in- and out-of-school
interests. Finally, this research also holds implications for students; by asking them to reflect and
attempt to draw connections between their work in the makerspaces and outside of the space—
bridging the gap between in-school and out-of-school learning—a deeper and more meaningful
learning experience can be realized (Ito et al., 2013).
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
In this chapter, I report findings from my descriptive case study data analysis focused on
student perspectives of their experiences using university makerspaces. The chapter is divided
into four sections: a) overview of participants, b) findings related to each research question, c)
findings related to principles of connected learning theory (Ito et al., 2013), and d) findings from
emergent themes. Although the data were not prevalent enough to constitute a pattern or theme, I
include comments from participants about pandemic-related challenges and their making
practices. These results draw on five data sources including a questionnaire; semi-structured, 1:1
interviews; unstructured interviews with observation participants; observations; and artifact
collection. Coding procedures included a priori, structural, and pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016).
The primary data sources were the questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The following
questions guided this research:
RQ1: What influences students’ decisions to participate in a university Makerspace?
RQ2: What are students making within a university Makerspace, and how do these
products connect to their in-school or out-of-school interests?
RQ2.a: How do these products connect to students’ current work or imagined future
careers?
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Participants Overview
Questionnaire Respondents
I distributed questionnaires to a total of 4,091 students two different times over a period
of four months. A total of 151 unique respondents participated in the questionnaire. These 151
responses were cleaned by filtering for responses that (1) took the participant longer than 90
seconds to complete (n = 90), (2) answered “Yes” to Have you used one of [University’s]
makerspaces? (n = 89), (3) answered “Yes” to Are you a currently enrolled undergraduate or
graduate student at [the University]? (n = 89), and (4) answered the first free-response question,
What are the primary reasons that you participate in the [University’s] makerspace? Please
describe what influences your participation decisions (n = 84). After data cleaning, the final
number of responses included in the analysis was 84.
From 84 total respondents, 58 provided demographic data; of these 58, 51.7% identified
as female (n = 58) and 91.2% as White or Caucasian (n = 57). Respondents’ average age was 23
years old, and respondents’ ages ranged from 18 - 34 years old. Respondents’ student status was
79.3% undergraduates (n = 58). Over half (55.2%) of the respondents were in the College of
Engineering, Computing, and Applied Sciences (CECAS) (n = 58). See Appendix K for a
complete overview of respondent demographics. Eighteen students agreed to participate in
follow-up interviews.
Participants - Semi-structured Interviews
Six respondents from the first questionnaire wave and 12 from the second questionnaire
wave selected that they would be willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview (n = 18). I
emailed the willing six respondents from wave one for a follow-up interview; all six responded
to my email and followed through with our interview. During the second wave, I again emailed
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the 12 respondents who responded they were willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview,
and only seven agreed to participate in an interview for a total of 13 interview participants.
Below, Table 4.1 displays the semi-structured interview participants’ (n = 13) sex, age,
race, student class, academic college association, and major.
Table 4.1
Semi-Structured Interviewee Demographics (n = 13)
Name
(Pseudonyms)

Sex

Age

Race

Student Class

College

Major

Alex

M

21

Mexican
American

UG, Senior

CAAH1

Architecture, B.S.
Minor: Music

Anthony

M

25

White

Graduate, Dr

CECAS2

Mechanical Engineering,
Ph.D.

Blake

M

28

White

Graduate, Ms

CAFLS

Wildlife & Fisheries
Biology, M.S.

Chris

M

21

White

Graduate, Ms

CECAS

Mechanical Engineering,
M.S.

Callie

F

24

White

Graduate, Ms

CAAH

Architecture & Health,
MARCH

Jie

M

26

Asian

Graduate, Dr

CoS3

Kate

F

19

White

UG, Sophomore

CBSHS4

Political Science, B.A.
Minor: Horticulture

Madeline

F

20

White

UG, Junior

CECAS

Industrial Engineering, B.S.

Molly

F

21

White

UG, Senior

CoE5

Maggy

F

20

White

UG, Junior

CBSHS

Nursing, B.S.

Sam

M

23

White

UG, Senior

CECAS

Mechanical Engineering,
M.S.

Tomás

M

21

Hispanic

UG, Junior

CECAS

Industrial Engineering, B.S.

Wes

M

21

White

UG, Junior

CECAS

Chemical Engineering, B.S.

College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities
College of Engineering, Computing, and Applied Sciences
3
College of Science
4
College of Behavioral, Social and Health Sciences
5
College of Education
1
2
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Note. All demographic data displayed above was self-reported by respondents.
Participant’s Background – Semi-structured Interviews
Most participants involved in semi-structured interviews were white (76.9%), male
(61.5%), undergraduate upperclassmen (61.5%), and from the College of Engineering,
Computing, and Applied Sciences (CECAS) (46.2%). The average age of participants was 22.3
years old. Additional participant demographics can be found in Appendix K. I provide
information and descriptions for a representative sample of the participants interviewed, allowing
for a deeper understanding of students’ background and motivations for using the makerspaces.
Anthony. Anthony is pursuing his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering. Anthony reported he
typically uses the makerspace for personal reasons, specifically for printing 3D models of
dinosaur skeletons. Dinosaurs, Anthony said, are a personal interest of his. In addition to these
dinosaur models, Anthony has also designed and built a robot prototype in the Fox Center
makerspace, which used his skills in Mechanical Engineering but was not for a class; this design
was still for personal enjoyment. Anthony said he uses the Fox Center makerspace for the
sophisticated machines available. While Anthony's department does have a makerspace available
to students, the students are required to pay for the materials they use for projects.
Chris. Chris is in a master’s mechanical engineering program with a research focus on
experimental 3D printing. Chris shared that his involvement with the Fox Center as an intern
(staff member) is what helped develop his interest and desire to continue his education in 3D
printing. Chris also currently works with General Electric in their Advanced Manufacturing
Works department where 3D printing and computer numerical control (CNC) machines are used.
Chris noted his appreciation for his exposure to both equipment pieces during his time in the
university makerspaces. Besides his academic-related interest in 3D printing for manufacturing,
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Chris is also an avid board gamer. He reported that most of his builds in the makerspace revolve
around customized board game pieces, laser-engraved, wooden board games, and memorabilia
for the games.
Madeline. Madeline is an industrial engineering student who also is a staff member in
the makerspace. Madeline said she uses the makerspace for a combination of academic and
personal reasons, similar to Anthony and Chris. Madeline said she makes things related to
Settlers of Catan (a board game that originated in 1995), gifts for her family (e.g.,
monogrammed charcuterie boards), customized pieces for her engineering fraternity, and for
prototyping models of her digital designs for her Solid Works class. Madeline noted she really
appreciates the ability to make her digital design tangible, as it affords her the chance to see
where her design has flaws and why. Madeline plans to work in Industrial Engineering for 5-15
years, and then wants to go back to become a Project Lead the Way engineering teacher. She
stated this desire is a result of how she enjoys teaching and helping others during her work in the
makerspaces.
Blake. Blake is in his second year of a master’s degree in wildlife, fisheries, and biology.
Like the other participants, Blake reported the products he has created in the makerspace are
largely for personal enjoyment. However, Blake identified a connection between what he makes
in the makerspaces and his academic work. For example, Blake is deeply interested in “all things
biology,” more specifically, green energy and alternative fuels. For this reason, the artifacts that
Blake makes are often solar-powered devices. Examples include a solar-powered cellphone
charger, solar-powered Bluetooth speaker, and a couple of “old-fashioned FM radios.” Many of
the things he has made, he has gifted to others. Blake plans to pursue a Ph.D. and a possibly a
post-doctorate degree in biology. Besides his interests in biology, and like the other participants
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mentioned, Blake has another passion outside of his academics: woodworking. Blake often uses
the makerspace to laser engrave or cut wooden pieces for his ongoing woodworking projects.
Kate. Kate is an undergraduate majoring in political science and minoring in horticulture.
She plans to pursue a career in foreign policy working for the United Nations after graduation.
Kate was the most passionate participant about how she uses the makerspace and what it means
to her. Kate uses the makerspace for 3D printing containers for her plants to help her with indoor
and outdoor gardening. Kate is a staff member in the makerspace and claims that her use of the
space to create these containers has “allowed for her passion [for gardening] to take off.” Kate
designs and prints pots and containers for her plants that offer better ventilation and drainage,
which is a practice she has learned in her courses to be a best practice in horticulture. When
asked about her experiences in the makerspace Kate described it as:
This is my...this is my...this is my place. These are my people! Everyone’s very bright,
very driven, and super...just...everyone’s got a different set of interests, different majors,
and different passions.
Participants - Observation Interviews
Table 4.2 displays the observation participant interviewees (n = 6). Due to use limitations
from COVID-19, the sample size is small. Of those who participated in observation interviews
50% were from architecture, and all interviewees were in the makerspace working on at least one
academic-related project.
Table 4.2
Observation Participant Interviewees (n=6)
Name
(Pseudonyms)

Student Class

College
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Catherine

Undergrad, Senior

CAAH

Architecture, BA
Minor: Art

Isaiah

Undergrad, Senior

CECAS

Mechanical Engineering, BS

Jonathan

Undergrad, Senior

CBSHS

Graphic Communications, BS

Jiao

Undergrad, Senior

CBSHS

Psychology, BA
Visual Art, BA

Michelle

Undergrad, Senior

CAAH

Architecture, BA
Minor: Sustainability

Sadie

Graduate, Masters

CAAH

Architecture, MARCH

Participant’s Backgrounds – Observation Interviews
Catherine. Catherine is pursuing a degree in architecture, while also studying for a minor
in art. After graduation, Catherine plans to go on for a master’s degree in architecture and obtain
her licensure as an architect. Catherine is mainly interested in the field of educational
architecture, which includes architectural designs for educational facilities such as schools,
universities, and/or libraries. Catherine also really appreciates community-based architecture
because it allows her to be more hands-on due to the smaller scale of the projects. Catherine was
with another participant, Michelle, in the makerspace during observations working on a group
project for a senior design project for their Architecture class. Catherine stated that using the
makerspace and seeing her designs come to life “gets [her] more excited” about her field.
Catherine uses the projects she creates in the makerspace to help build her art portfolio as well as
to develop prototypes for her architecture classes. Besides art and architecture, Catherine also
enjoys woodworking as a hobby. She reported that she built tables and other pieces of furniture
in the past with her dad in his home workshop.
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Isaiah. Isaiah is a senior studying mechanical engineering. On the day of observation he
was using the space for an academic-related project as well as a Christmas present for his
nephew. The senior design project was a casing for a robotic machine he had previously built.
The gift for his nephew was a wooden firetruck that fits together like a puzzle. Isaiah claimed
that he mostly uses the makerspace for personal pursuits. For example, as a freshman he made a
ukulele and “a lot of gifts for other people.” Isaiah commented that he enjoys making and
making for others so much so that he “has played with the idea of” building his own makerspace.
After graduation, Isaiah already has a job which will require him to design control systems for
submarines. In addition to these career plans, Isaiah says he plans to continue his hobbies, such
as woodworking in his dad’s workshop at his childhood home.
Jonathan. Jonathan is a senior in graphic communications and during the time of our
interview, it was his sixth semester working in the makerspace as a staff member. Jonathan
explained that he was an intern his first semester, the treasurer for the next two semesters, and
has run the makerspace’s website for the past two semesters. Jonathan says that he found his love
of the makerspace by using it for both academic and personal pursuits. For example, he practiced
his Solid Works skills by 3D printing a water bottle. For his personal pursuits, he has laser cut
customized longboard (skateboard) decks, which he says he doesn’t really ride them. He just
enjoys the process of making them. Due to Jonathan’s job in the makerspace, he reported he has
become proficient in Adobe Illustrator, which he often uses for his academic major. After
graduation, Jonathan hopes to continue working in the graphic design filed in a nearby city to the
University.
Jiao. Jiao is a senior studying a double major in psychology and visual arts. Jiao says she
has worked in the makerspace for four years. Jiao says when she first started working in the
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makerspace, she was the first art student to use the space. Jiao has served as the secretary, social
media chair, and now as the supervisor for the student interns.
She described how her use of the space as an art major was unusual because the
makerspaces are very engineering focused and intimidating to other non-engineering students
due to the “fancy technology.” Jiao described her use of the space as a mix of personal and
academic; she reported that she enjoys laser cutting the most. Jiao explained that she laser cuts
personal items—such as wooden coasters—but a major use of the laser cutter for her is
transforming her art work for classes into laser cut pieces onto varying mediums so that she can
save them, hang them on her walls, or otherwise preserve them other in ways other than framing
a piece of paper. After graduation, she plans to go to graduate school for art therapy.
Michelle. Michelle is a senior in architecture with a minor in sustainability. Michelle was
in the makerspace during observation assisting Catherine with their group architecture design
project. After graduation, Michelle said she plans to use her degree to pursue community-based
design in the architecture field. Michelle explained that she enjoys the social aspect of working
with people to design things that are simple and sustainable—which combines her major and
minor. Beyond these academic interests, Michelle is interested in hat making and using her hands
for making. She stated that she hopes to pursue “the creative side of working with [her] hands
and craftsmanship...after [she] graduate[s].” At the time of our interview, Michelle said she is
trying to start a hat company in addition to her schoolwork. Although the process has been
stressful, she had just sold her first hat. Before she graduates, she hopes to use the makerspace to
test out engraving techniques on various materials such as leather, metal, and wood which she
had learned about during a couple of her internships. Michelle reflected that the design and
model-making concepts practiced in her academic work, such as “thinking through a project,”
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and her furniture design projects have helped her draw a connection to her hat making passion.
Michelle said she is not sure how long her career in architecture will last; her main goals for after
graduation are to start a family while working toward her true passions of making hats and
photography.
Sadie. Sadie is working on her Master of Architecture degree and will be graduating in a
year. After graduation, Sadie hopes to get a job that will combine her degree and her digital
ecologies certificate she is pursuing in tandem with her master’s degree. Sadie described how the
digital ecologies certificate relies heavily on using digital tools such as 3D printers and laser
cutters, which was a significant challenge to her this past year due to the ramifications of the
pandemic. She pointed out how her projects require an iterative process, and limited access to
these tools made experiencing this process almost impossible. Sadie said due to her inability or
otherwise extreme difficulty accessing the necessary equipment, she chose to order her own 3D
printer on Amazon to help her complete her assignments. Due to Sadie’s busy workload, she said
she typically only uses the makerspace—or her home 3D printer—for class projects; but when
she does have free time she says she will make “stupid little figurines, like tools or something
like a headphone stand, or something like that.”
Observations
In the fall of 2020, I observed for ten total hours over a span of one week. Figures 4.1 and
4.2 include photos taken during observations of each makerspace during in this study. The Fox
Center Makerspace is the largest of the two spaces and contains more sophisticated, engineeringrelated equipment, including two laser cutters, 19 3D printers, two CNC mills, a 3D scanner, and
soldering supplies.
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Figure 4.1
Fox Center Makerspace

The Brooks Makerspace is designed to provide more user-friendly equipment to users;
specifically, this makerspace has a focus on textile tools and equipment. There are still six 3D
printers in this space, along with a fabric printer, an embroidery and sewing machine, a vinyl
cutter, a button maker, and various hand tools. This space is drastically smaller than the Fox
Center Makerspace.
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Figure 4.2
Brooks Makerspace

Participant-Submitted Artifacts
Of the 151 questionnaire respondents, 22 submitted artifact images within the
questionnaire, and one participant emailed an image. These 23 participants provided a total of 41
artifacts which represent their projects made in the makerspace. See Figure 4.3 below for the
distribution of academic and personal artifacts. The majority (85.4%) of artifacts submitted were
made for personal reasons (see Figure 4.3). Examples of artifacts include keychains, 3D-printed
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pots for plants, figurines of various movie or gaming characters, home decor, stickers, cookie
cutters, and skeletal models of dinosaurs to name a few.
Figure 4.3
Categorization of Artifact Images (n = 41)

Participants’ Story of Their Experiences
The purpose of this case study report is to provide an in-depth examination of student
perspectives of their making experiences in two university makerspaces. Data—questionnaire
responses, interviews, observations, and artifacts—were collected over four months (November
2020 to February 2021) and analyzed using a priori and emergent coding procedures (Saldaña,
2016). Looking across these data sources, I conducted analysis through the lens of a connected
learning framework (Ito et al., 2013) to provide constructs for insights and explanations of
findings. Using this framework, I analyzed data that directly answered my driving research
questions and built themes from the emergent codes.
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I aimed to use the data collected to present the story of how participants (students)
describe their experiences with making in the university makerspaces. Below, I combine the
common themes I observed across the various data sources that address my research questions
and those that were key emergent themes that were not necessarily related to a specific research
question. Much of the story is told by the data that address my research questions, but there are
still key constructs that emerged from the data that provide deeper insights in some. For
example, from the data that addresses the research questions, we learn what prompts students to
use the makerspaces on campus, whether they are using them more for personal or academic
purposes, what students are making in these spaces, and how students are connecting these
experiences to in- and out-of-school pursuits (academic, future careers, or personal interests).
Meanwhile, we learn from the emergent data the types of learning taking place in these
university makerspaces, a deeper explanation of why students are drawn to make, and what
students are doing in these spaces. I begin with a review of my findings relative to my research
questions and close with findings from emergent data.
Findings Related to Research Questions
Here, I present my findings for each research question in light of my data analysis. As
noted in Chapter 3, I used a priori coding for the following terms: connections to academic work;
connections to personal interests; connections to current work; and connections to future,
imagined careers. My emergent coding approaches included the use of structural and pattern
coding (Saldaña, 2016). These coding procedures were used for all open-ended questionnaire
items, interview transcripts, observational field notes, and to “tag” artifacts. There is some
overlap in the findings presented below and the background (demographics) presented at the
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beginning of this chapter for each of my participants. I included the background information
about these participants earlier in this chapter to contextualize the findings presented here.
Findings Related to Research Question 1
In this section, I present my findings as they relate to the first research question of this
study: What influences students’ decisions to participate in a university Makerspace?
Making for Personal Enjoyment. According to the questionnaire responses (n = 84),
slightly more respondents reported that they use the makerspace for personal pursuits than
academics (47% and 45% respectively). The item on the questionnaire allowed respondents to
select multiple answers for what influences their participation in the makerspaces. Thus, some
respondents selected both academic and personal pursuits, as both influence their participation in
the makerspaces. Figure 4.4 displays the total number of responses and their distribution over
Personal Pursuits6, Academic Pursuits7, and Co-Curricular or Extra-Curricular Pursuits 8.
Figure 4.4
Influences Towards Participation in the Makerspace – Total Sample (n = 84)

To learn something new; making products for personal use
For a class assignment or course
8
To make products for a club, sorority or fraternity, and/or civic movement that are or are not associated with the
University
6
7
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When this data is sorted by student class, it shows that underclassmen (freshmen and
sophomores) are typically using the space for academic reasons (see Figure 4.5), while
upperclassmen are using the space more for personal reasons, or at least a combination of both of
these pursuits.
Figure 4.5
Influences Towards Use of the Makerspace by Student Class
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When this data is broken out by academic college the students attend, it is clear that CECAS is
the most-represented college by respondents, and their use of the space is spread between both
personal and academic pursuits. Whereas students from CBSHS, who are mostly nursing majors,
use the space almost exclusively for academic purposes (See Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6
Influences Towards Use of the Makerspace by College
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Additional examples of how the makerspaces are being used for personal pursuits involve
making artifacts that are related to students’ personal interests. Molly, a special education major,
and Kate, a political science major with a horticulture minor, both enjoy gardening. Both
students have used the 3D printers to design customized planters for their plants. Molly says she
used the makerspace to create a reusable tray for seeding her plants for gardening. A freshman in
general engineering described on the questionnaire how he enjoys making boat and ship models.
Here, he described how the makerspace allowed him to advance his making practices by using
sophisticated equipment:
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I really enjoy making boat and ship models, previously just out of wood or paper, and I
found it very intriguing to try to do the same sort of things in CAD to be 3D printed.
This same student also used the makerspace to customize the buttons on his trumpet with
Canadian dimes that were “of [his] own design.”
Similarly, Chris described how the makerspace also allowed him to “upgrade” items he
uses for his personal hobby—board games—at a cheaper price:
For board game accessories. I play a lot with my friends and usually upgrades can be
quite expensive. But with the laser cutter and 3D printer available I can save a lot of
money by just buying materials.
Other examples of artifacts submitted or discussed in the interview and questionnaire that were
made for personal enjoyment include a sculpture for the maker’s room; a toothbrush holder;
models of a jellyfish, rocket ship, a turtle, a Viking boat, the movie character R2D2, the movie
character Groot, a Pokémon master ball, dinosaur skeletons; personalized keychains with their
name or Greek organization affiliation; cookie cutters; stickers of movie characters; and other
miscellaneous memorabilia from various movies, tv shows, comic books, or novel series. See
Appendix L for images of artifacts that are representative of these artifacts made for personal
enjoyment. In general, students described multiple ways they use the makerspaces for personal
projects that elicit personal enjoyment. In these cases, students were intrinsically motivated to
make these products purely for personal use.
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Making for Others. Based on data from both primary sources (questionnaire and semistructured interviews), the most common reason students use the space for personal reasons is
making for others. Making for others was referenced in questionnaire and interview responses 25
times. Artifacts made for others include figurines or character miniatures their friend or loved
one enjoys. For example, Tomás described how his desire to make something for someone was
the driving force behind his involvement in the makerspace:
Baker:

You told me about the Thor hammer, but if you don't mind, please walk

me through how you decided this is something you want to make in the makerspace. And
why were you driven to go make that?
Tomás:

Um so I just thought about it cuz I mean I love...I was taking the Solid

Works class at the time, so I just really enjoyed it. I just like 3D modeling, and I like the
challenge of trying to make something like on a computer and stuff so I thought that was
really cool. My girlfriend at the time, her father really enjoyed Thor. Like that was his
favorite superhero so I wanted to make that for him so... I went and I looked at a bunch of
scenes from the movies, and like tried to like replicate it as best I could. I did everything
purely eyeballing it and just...ha-ha...and just purely eyeballing it and everything. And
then yeah I made it and then I figured like ‘hey like I can, I can attempt to 3D print this’
so and then I joined the class on Canvas I like took all the exams and all that good stuff
and yeah I went in a 3D printed it!
Other than figurines and models described above, students made things for others that were
customized or personalized. For example, Madeline described how she used the makerspace in
late fall to create a lot of Christmas gifts for her friends and family. Madeline created charcuterie
boards and engraved the family monogram in the center for her parents and grandparents. Molly
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reported that customizing her products in the makerspace “adds a little bit more value” for her.
Chris described in his interview that he often uses the laser cutter for cutting earrings out of
wood for his wife.
An architecture student, Callie, described during our interview that she created some
artifacts for a morphology project for one of her class assignments. She described that they were
“really cool geometric shapes, and so after my class was done, I made them into Christmas tree
ornaments and give them to my dad and he loved them.” This instance demonstrates an
interesting transition of how their academic products served as gifts for loved ones. Here we see
how participants saw the value in repurposing academic-related artifacts for personal use.
Several makers found meaningful ways to apply academic or making skills and produce products
to give to family members or friends.
These examples presented above extend the current literature and work with CLT due to
the unique ways in which students of this study were sharing their work with others: by giving
their work as gifts to others. In these instances, the data supported the interest-powered,
academically oriented, and production-centered principles of CLT in ways that would be
expected, or previously established in research. However, the novel contribution the current
study makes is the ways the makerspaces were identified in the data as being openly networked.
Ito and colleagues’ (2013) original theory of an openly networked learning context is one that
leverages digital tools and the connectivity of the Internet and social media to access information
or ideas, connect with others’ work, and share their own work. While digital tools and
sophisticated use of digital resources were a prominent activity in these makerspaces, the sharing
of their work was not restricted to digital sharing modalities. The participants of this study
demonstrated a desire to move their work from digital into physical models that were then
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distributed directly to others. Some still shared their work via social media platforms with others,
but this was not the main method of sharing work identified in the data. Consideration of how
these findings add to the CLT literature and theory are discussed in greater detail later in this
chapter, in the section: sharing networks.
Use of the Makerspace for Personal Pursuits Only. Students from an engineering
background (CECAS majors) made up the majority of respondents (79%), and 11 of them
selected that they use the makerspace for personal pursuits, exclusively (see Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7
Students Who Use the Makerspace for Personal Pursuits-Only, by College (n = 21)

Even though their majors were engineering-focused and the makerspaces host tools and
equipment helpful to engineering students, these students are only using the space for personal
enjoyment. When considering respondents who selected that they use the space for personal
pursuits only, three patterns exist in their descriptions of what they enjoy most about using the
makerspaces: (a) ease of access to sophisticated tools/equipment (n = 7), (b) ability to be creative
(n = 6), and (c) appreciation of the environment and people of the makerspace (n = 2).
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According to these responses, the respondents seem to generally understand the
significance of access to such sophisticated machines for creating. This pattern is expected since
the makerspaces are equipped with a variety of tools and equipment common in engineering
fields. However, one pattern that emerged was the ability to be creative. All but one student in
this sample have backgrounds in the hard-sciences or STEM, yet they interestingly reported
using the space exclusively for creative and artistic pursuits. An important consideration to this
finding is that the sample includes 92.2% of students who are from STEM fields (CECAS,
CBSHS, and COS). Even so, this percentage is in line with the dispersion of all makers in the
space, according to the data collected by the makerspace staff which reported 82% of users being
from a STEM field.
Use of the Makerspace for Academic Pursuits Only. Conversely, some students
responded that they used the makerspace for academic purposes-only. Most students who
selected this response were nursing majors. Of the 16 students who selected academic-only, two
were from CAAH. Most surprisingly, no students selected academic-only as their influence to
participate in the makerspaces from CECAS. This indicates that those who reported their college
affiliation as CECAS selected their influence for participating in the makerspaces as either
personal-only or a mix of personal and academic pursuits (see Figure 4.8). No students selected
co-curricular or extracurricular as their only influence on participation. When this choice was
selected (n = 9), it was accompanied by at least one other answer choice. I speculate that this was
because students are either not involved in co-curricular or extracurricular activities, or, and most
likely, the way the question was posed may have been confusing.
Figure 4.8
Use of the Makerspace for Academic Purposes-Only by College
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Findings Relative to Research Questions 2 and 2.a
In this section, I present my findings as they relate to the last two research questions of
this study:
RQ2: What are students making within a university makerspace and how do these
products connect to their in-school or out-of-school interests?
RQ2.a: How do these products connect to students’ current work or imagined future
careers?
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Types of Artifacts Made in the Makerspace. As shown in Figure 4.3, 85.4% of the 41
artifacts submitted were for personal pursuits. Students described their personal work as
manipulatives for future special education students; chemistry molecules for teaching; name
plaques for their door and desk; buttons and prize toys; trinkets; dragon head door-knocker; “a
bunch of little organizers for my Q-tips and for my makeup”; laser-engraved family crest on a
YETI water bottle; address labels; Settlers of Catan pieces; laser-engraved charcuterie boards;
21st birthday-themed face masks; a wooden, laser-engraved firetruck; customized skateboard
decks; drink coasters; “large pieces of artwork”; keychains; a plastic piece to fix a broken desk
chair; “a 1:1 scale of the full skeleton of a pterodactyl”; “a walking robot...I can wind it up and it
will walk on its own”; layered-wood lamp; “a large paperclip for my textbooks”; stethoscope
clips; panels and shift knobs for cars; interactive environments; cookie cutters; 3D face masks;
planters and other household items/decorations; and solar-powered battery casings.
Students described their work for academic artifacts as: “anything architecture-related...a
mini-structure of my building”; topographic models for architecture classes; a slide holder for
laboratory work; machine casings for circuits and motors; a 3D-printed water bottle for a class;
laser-engraved artwork originally created and submitted digitally for a class; 3D anatomically
correct heart; section models for architecture; “pieces for an architectural model that will act like
a kinetic skin on top of a canopy that will flutter in the wind”; “a headrest to prevent unplanned
extubations for a nursing class”; a passive walker robot, a mining robot and a double-jointed
trebuchet all for an engineering class; prosthetic hand and bionic device pieces for a nursing
class; test specimens for research; mounting pieces for laboratory equipment; and study models
or diagrams for studying nursing. It is clear to see that the subject of artifacts made in these
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spaces vary greatly. These artifacts are all unique and hint at the identities and personal interests
of the makers who create them.
Patterns in Types of Artifacts
There were four main patterns that emerged among the artifacts that are made: (a) models
or prototypes for personal use; (b) class projects; (c) figurines or miniature characters; (d)
miscellaneous personal items. The first pattern, models or prototypes for personal use, captures
the products made that are created for personal use only. Each artifact included in this category is
a product that serves a specific purpose or function for students. For example, solar-powered
phone chargers, a Pokémon-themed planter, a Mickey Mouse shaped cookie cutter, and drink
coasters. The utility of these products is what differentiates them from figurines and miniature
characters, which have almost no function other than decoration. Images of these artifacts are
included in Appendix L.
The class projects category captures the products students built for a class or are related
to their academic work. These include models or prototypes that are helpful in design iteration or
the final product that will be graded in a class. Examples include wooden laser-cut pieces for a
section model for architecture classes, a structure for an architectural visualization II class, a tube
adaptor that was designed to connect two tubes of different inner diameters for a research course,
morphology project designs (architecture), and other building structures that were a part of
architecture students’ studio projects. See Appendix L for images of these pieces.
Artifacts that were categorized as figurines or miniature characters are those that serve
only aesthetic purposes or celebrate an individual interest. Examples of these have been
previously mentioned; images of these artifacts can be found in Appendix M. Finally, artifacts
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considered miscellaneous personal items are keychains, stickers, and wall decor. These are also
represented in Appendix L.
Findings for Connections Students Identify Between Making and Other Practices
In this section I present my findings as they relate to how students are connecting their
work in the makerspaces to their in-school and out-of-school interests. I define these connections
based on my theoretical framework which describes the connection between students’ spheres of
learning (academic content, peer culture, and personal interests) as purposeful connections, handoffs, or sites of translations—according to participant perspectives—of what they are making or
the making process itself with any other interests. These questions were posed to students
because of the importance CLT places on students’ ability to connect and translate between their
in-school and out-of-school learning. Ito and colleagues (2013) claim by asking students to draw
these connections, “we can guide more young people to engaging, resilient, and useful learning
that will help them become effective contributors and participants in adult society” (p. 46).
Specifically, I asked students in the questionnaire and in interviews whether they could identify
connections between what they have made in the makerspace or the making process with their
academic work, their personal interests, or their future careers. The questionnaire items,
interview questions, and a priori codes related to connections students could draw between inand out-of-school interests or work were all informed by literature (e.g., Barrett et al., 2015;
Halverson et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2013; & Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019) and address
constructs of RQs 2 and 2.a. Findings of the a priori and emergent codes displayed in Table 4.3
are used to address RQ2 and RQ2.a. The questionnaire asked students the following questions:
Q16: Do you believe there are any connections between your making or experiences in
the makerspace and your future goals stated above? Please explain.
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Q13: Can you think of any other connections between your work in the makerspace and
any other interests you have? For example, have you worked on products in the
makerspace that connect to civic or political interests (for example products celebrating
Black History Month, environmental conservation, products that help a particular
community, etc.)? Please explain.
During the interviews, students were asked questions like, I noticed that you said, the way that
you see these experiences in the makerspace connecting to your academic interests is: 'for my
classes, I can mockup fixtures.' Can you explain to me what you meant by that? As a result, the
top two connections students were able to identify with their making practices were 1) their
academic work, and 2) their future, imagined careers.

Table 4.3
A priori and Emergent Codes Relative to RQ2 and RQ2.a
Code

Definition

Files Ref

RQ2A priori Codes
(RQ2)
Connections to
Academic work
(RQ2)
Connections to
Personal Interests

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace
activities and their academic work (in-school).

17

64

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace
activities and their personal interests (out-of-school).

12

18

2

10

8

20

RQ2 Emergent Codes
Students cannot identify any connections between making
No Connections
practices and academic work. Codes: “No” responses;
to Academics
explanations of lack of connections
RQ2.a A priori Codes
Connections articulated by students between their makerspace
(RQ2.a)
activities and their current work (in-school or out-of-school).
Connections to
Codes: evidence of connections to co-curricular activities (ex.
current work
Greek life).
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(RQ2.a)
Connections to
future, imagined
career

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace
activities and their imagined, future career or future ambitions.
Codes: evidence that makerspace activities have a connection to
the student’s anticipated future career; evidence that makerspace
activities have a connection to the student’s future plans not
related to career (personal interests)

13

59

Represents broad connections students draw between making in
the makerspace and their current and/or future work/career.

5

11

Examples of how what students have learned connects or will be
beneficial to their future. Not necessarily in their careers. Codes:
Evidence of benefits of the makerspace for students’ future
Captures student responses that report not seeing a connection
between their making practices and their future goals

5

17

1

8

Captures students’ responses that do not find a connection
between their making practices and their political or civic
interests

1

12

RQ2.a Emergent Codes
(RQ2.a) Broad
Connections to
Current or Future
Career
(RQ2.a)
Connections to
Future in General
(RQ2.a) No
Connections to
Future Goals
No Connections
to Political or
Civic Interests

Connections Between Making and Academic Work
Most students identified connections between their making practices in the makerspace
and their academic work. For example, Alex, one of the semi-structured interview participants,
stated the following when asked what connections, if any, he sees between his making and
academic work:
...it comes together because like there are just so many fun things that kind of become an
interesting thing even in architecture...that kind of question...because like 3D printing is
just, it's like simulating what you would even be building in real life in a small, you
know, certain scale, which is a really nice way to kind of like adapt to it.
Alex is an architecture major, so the connections between what he makes and the skills he needs
for his academic work are pretty clear. Other architecture majors support Alex’s description of
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the explicit connection between the makerspace practices and his academic work. All other
architecture majors identified this connection between their makerspace and formal education
work.
Engineering majors noticed a connection as well, but in a slightly different way; multiple
engineering majors commented on how helpful the process of prototyping their designs for the
iterative engineering and design process. For example, Tomás, a junior in industrial engineering
stated:
For academic purposes... I mean a lot of designing is like 3D modeling program, so I
think it just kind of helps me more practice my solid works skills and everything like
that...it's very helpful academically. Like what we were talking about earlier, about
having like an actual...Like you can make whatever virtual design or something, but
actually having the physical model there, it would be very, very beneficial. So yes, I
definitely think that the makerspace is very helpful and like it's good. Like I think it has a
has a good purpose um both academically and for personal use.
Similarly, Sam and Madeline (both engineering majors) describe the benefit of moving their
designs from digital-to-tangible as a helpful connection between their makerspace practices and
their academic work.
Sam:

Mostly what I see correlated between my major is 3D printing stuff. So,

using the modeling and actually being able to hold something and see it. And I know
when I did my co-op, I did some 3D printing there for some semi-minor parts to go on
their manufacturing line.”
Madeline:

I took the solid works modeling class. And one of the ways that that the

makerspace was beneficial was that...I couldn't really for whatever reason...even though it
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was a 3D model...it didn't...it wasn't clicking like why my piece wasn't working until I 3D
printed it. And I realized I had the threads going the wrong way. And so, like I fixed that,
reprinted it, and I was like, Oh, now it works!
Maggy, a nursing student identifies the connection between her practices in the makerspace and
her current, academic work. But Maggy is able to cite another connection to other disciplines of
the nursing profession:
So, personally, like the thought of even going into the makerspace would have been like
so it was intimidating to me I'm not an engineer I'm not a...I mean like...that's just
something that like I've never really been like interested in or good at so like the thought
of even going in there and like having the right format and the files and all of that was
like super overwhelming, to be honest, but I think that through the process of like being
required to do it, it kind of like pushed me into it and I didn't really have a choice and it
ended up like I feel like I really appreciated the value of like bridging the gap between so
many different like areas of study and, like, I never before would have thought, like oh
yeah like 3D printing or like you know laser printing or anything like that would have
really been relevant to me as a nursing student, but it really kind of like tied together Like
nursing research and nursing innovation and computer informatics in nursing and all of
that tied together and then to have like a tangible product of that at the end kind of made
it all like...It made it worthwhile. I guess, and it kind of made it like stick and I think it's a
really cool opportunity because a lot of like nursing programs don't necessarily like
include this kind of curriculum. And I think that it's cool because you know you always
think of like nurses, you know just working on the floor on a unit, but there are a lot of
different like options to go in the route of nursing so that could be like research or
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computer informatics like that kind of thing. and I think that really kind of even just like
introduced me to the idea that there was so much more.
In addition to these common themes represented by the above examples, 37 questionnaire
respondents identified connections between makerspace practices and their academic work. In
combination with semi-structured and observation interviews, the occurrences of connections to
academic work within the data became the most-referenced code in this category (RQ2). In
general, students described ways that their making practices have helped them think differently
about their academic work, or at least, practice skills needed for their academic work.
No Connections to Academic Work. There were some students who did not identify a
connection between what they had made in the makerspace and their academic work. Of these
seven students, three were in CECAS, one in COE, one in COS, one in CAFLS, and the last
college affiliation is unknown. Two (COS and CECAS majors) reported that they have only used
the space to virtually send in their 3D designs to be printed due to COVID limitations; two (COE
and CECAS) stated that they used the space for personal reasons only, and one (CAFLS) stated
that he used the space for building “complex product enclosures.”
Four of these seven students who did not make a connection on their questionnaire
between their making and academic practices were included in the semi-structured interviews.
Jie, a doctoral student in biochemistry, described that he used the makerspace to create a slide
holder for his research lab. When I asked about how this might connect to his academic work, he
explained that he was first motivated to use the space to try out 3D printing. Once he found a
need to repair a broken slide holder in his research lab, he sought out resources from the
makerspace. Although Sam, a mechanical engineer, stated he did not see a connection to his
academic work on the questionnaire, when asked about this during his interview, he did identify
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a connection. Blake, a wildlife and fisheries biology master’s student, had a similar response to
Sam’s. Although he stated no connection on his questionnaire, during our interview Blake gave a
description of how his interests in green energy and alternative fuels actually do relate to his
academic work, indirectly. Finally, Molly—a special education major—described during our
interview how the products she has made do not relate to her academic work. Molly described
what she makes as:
And since I'm personally interested in [special education], like some other things it's kind
of like manipulatives and like tools that I'll use in the classroom that I'm interested in
using.
While Molly did not articulate an explicit connection between her artifacts and her academic
work, the way she introduced the motivation for creating the products is directly related to her
academic work. Despite other data demonstrating that these makerspaces achieve a connected
learning framework—meeting all six principles of the framework—it is important to note these
outlier responses from students who were unable to identify a connection. In general, students in
this category could not see any direct overlap between their making practices and their academic
work.
Connections Between Making and Their Outside-of-School Interests
Connections that were articulated by students between their making practices and their
personal interests were fewer than those for academic orientations. Students were asked on the
questionnaire and interviews: Can you see any connection between what you make for personal
reasons/uses as helping you with your coursework in some way? Please explain. This question
did not directly address students’ perspectives of the connection between their making and their
personal interests. However, this research question is addressed in other ways in the data. The
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data that address this concept the best are the artifact descriptions and follow up interview
questions about the types of artifacts students create. Of the 41 total artifacts submitted, 35 were
coded for personal pursuits. Besides directly stating the artifacts were for personal use only in
the questionnaire responses, during interviews students were eager to share with me how their
personal interests drive what they have created.
During a participant interview with Michelle, she describes how the makerspace and
making practices have enhanced her personal interests even more than before she began using
the space:
Understanding like the resources we have and different types of like cutting...and
metalworking…and woodworking...it kind of.... [interrupted by her partner asking a
question about their project they are working on]. So, I think in understanding like
learning metalworking and woodworking, and of course like the more technological
resources we have on campus...like the CNC machines and different types of saws we
have in the woodworking studio underneath Lee Hall, it has helped me apply. Some of
the furniture projects I've done are just like working with different types of materials for
hats. It kind of opens my mind up to: how can I apply the things I've already learned in
school? Although, hat making isn't so much architectural, because it isn't really
engineering either.... It is very much like design, but not like structural engineering like
architecture is.
Further supporting this theme, Alex claimed he first began using the space to print out his
architectural designs but then enjoyed it so much he became a staff member. Kate described how
her making practices for her interests in horticulture and gardening “allowed [her] passion to take
off” and she now has an apartment full of plants!
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Isaiah and Tomás both described how they enjoy using the makerspace so much that they
have “played around with the idea” of buying their own 3D printer (Tomás) and building their
own makerspace (Isaiah). Tomás says he would want to do this “so I can print out a bunch of
random stuff that I like.” Sam explains his use of the makerspace for personal projects: “But on
the other side there are passions that I would like to pursue with my engineering mind that the
makerspace lets me have that outlet for.” Madeline describes how she uses the makerspace to
help with organizing both her academic and personal interests:
So, I bullet journal because again I like being creative. And so that's kind of a simple way
for me to like organize my life and be like productively creative—is how I like to phrase
it. Um...And so I needed a more efficient way to get that done. So, I laser cut a series of
circles in a rectangle so that way I had a straight edge as well as different sized circles
that I could use to decorate my journal. So, I think that one would fit better with the
academic and personal connections that I gift per se, but yeah.
These data demonstrate how makers are using the makerspaces to celebrate or expand their
personal interests. In most cases, by using the makerspaces, students created products that
allowed them to practice and engage with their personal interests in new, deeper or more
advanced ways. This learning outcome is described by Ito and colleagues (2013) as students
experiencing a “depth and breadth of interests” (p. 56).
Connections Between Making and Imagined, Future Careers
Totaling 59 individual references, students were able to draw connections between their
making practices and their imagined, future careers more than the connections to their “current
work” (20 references). These connections to their imagined, future careers include a combination
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of how the making concepts and skills learned may transfer, and even soft skills they have
acquired in the social space.
Making concepts and skills. Students identified many ways of how specific design,
engineering, and modeling skills could be applied in their future careers. For example, Alex
explained the potential of these skills in his career as:
I've seen so many things like at architecture firms today...even like for what I'm studying.
They have 3D printers everywhere. They have like, you know, besides giant plotters they
have those 3D printers and you know a lot of them will like laser cut, too. So having the
makerspace is like having a little mini simulation space, you know, even for what I'm
going to get into. It's such a like focused area. There’s companies that just do pure model
making. They have just like basically a portable makerspace everywhere and like they get
hired just like make really pretty models.
Wes made a connection between, specifically, the 3D modeling skills he has picked up from the
makerspace and how he thinks these will be beneficial to his chemical engineering career:
In my future career, especially if I want to go into research and development, a lot of
what I would be doing once I have some sort of process...so if I go into the more process
side of things. I’d have to be 3D modeling reactor vessels, pipe ways that connect the
various mechanisms that I'm working with. But there'd be a lot of 3D modeling that I'd
have to do.
Callie pointed to a unique connection between some architecture firms and makerspace practices
that she has discovered during her job search. She described:
Some of the firms that I want to apply to or potentially work for do require model
building in-house. Some of them outsource and some of them don't. The one firm that I
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really have my heart set on has its own makerspace and they kind of encourage you—
every employee—to spend two hours a week there, if they want, and they kind of
somehow factor that into...I don't know if it's like pay or volunteer but it's somehow
factored into like what you're allowed to do in a general week's breakdown. And I think
they kind of think that like in allowing you to make your own cool stuff that'll help you
be more creative and happier and more productive so.
Callie provides proof that employers, at least in the architecture industry, have noticed the value
in makerspaces and making activities for all employees’ success at work.
In the field of education, Molly explains how she plans to use skills and concepts from
the makerspace in her special education teaching career:
Yeah for sure, like learning how to like apply basic math and like...that kind of stuff for
learning; how to design and create your dimensions; and figuring out like, you know,
what kind of support the model needs. That stuff is very applicable because then you can,
you know, incorporate that into the classroom. Be like, "so here's a real-world example of
how we use this like measurement skill or...I think it's helped me teach stuff that will be
useful in the classroom you know, to get kids excited. Because we're going to be teaching
future engineers and future scientists and all that so like knowing different careers, that
they can follow so...
Madeline is currently in engineering but plans to become an engineering educator as her longterm career goal. She explained during her time in education, she plans to incorporate concepts
of making into her classroom:
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And actually, one of my goals as a PLTW engineering teacher, is I would want to bring
back the Gateway Academy that really got me started with 3D printing, laser cutting, and
engineering in general.
There were also students from the art discipline who identified connections between the
makerspace practices and their future careers. Below are quotes from two of these students on
the questionnaire. Both names are unknown.
Student A:

As a visual arts major with the intent of becoming a studio artist, it is

beneﬁcial for me to gain experience with tools such as the laser printer and the 3D
printers through making items for my personal use/presents for friends.
Student B:

Yes, I could see mastering some of the tools in the makerspace being

beneﬁcial to my studio art practice. There are countless ceramic artists using 3D printing
tech in their making process.
These art students clearly see a shift toward 3D printing and laser printer practices in current and
future art studio work. So, these opportunities naturally provide these students with a competitive
edge in their future careers by having previous experience with these technologies.
Soft Skills. In general, students identified how there were social skills that they have
learned exclusively in the makerspace or by using makerspace practices that will benefit their
future careers. All students who identified these skills described them as a way of thinking about
problems or concepts that they have practiced in the makerspace. Maggy, for example, noted
how she will be able to transfer skills from making into her nursing career:
Baker: Are there any skills you picked up in [the makerspace] that may help you in your
future career?
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Maggy: I don't know that I see myself like 3D printing or like those specific things but,
again, more along the lines of like learning how to use things like outside of like what I'm
comfortable with, and I think that that would definitely like translate into you know just
being able to kind of like question things and be comfortable learning new things.
While Maggy has found value in expanding the way she considers problems—from multiple
perspectives—Jie articulated how he thinks the makerspace develops problem-solving skills and
design thinking. Jie had only used the makerspace for one project so far, but even in his limited
experience he still noticed the following skill-building opportunities:
However, in terms of soft skills. I can say that it will, it helps me being creative in
approaching a problem. Honestly, when you go to industry that will become more
profound because industry people, they don't particularly look at the people...at a person's
grades. It's important, but they mostly take a look at: OK. You are, but you're definitely
creative and I can see you're fitting into this because this or that.... So, I can see like how
you…That's how I think like it involves...and that the makerspaces connect. It's more than
just 3D printing because 3D printing...But when you actually make them, when you're
actually involved in the creative design, you're thinking more than just: This is the part
that I want and also want like and also more like: This is what I want. But these are the
steps that I think I have to take to get what I want. Yeah. That assembly...that thinking
design trial and error. So, all those are all soft skills that you develop. You just persevere
through it.
Finally, Molly who is a staff member in the makerspace noted how she has picked up
some leadership skills. While her connection is not directly related to making practices, Molly
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felt her work within the makerspace as a marketing intern has still served her well for her future
career:
Baker: Can you talk about the value of the makerspace? So specifically, how has what
you've been doing there help you: personally, academically, and in your future?
Molly: Um like on a scale 1-8, or, 1-10: like around eight for each of those categories. I
think, personally, it has helped because you know furthering like leadership skills.
Molly went on to describe her duties as the marketing intern for the makerspace. She described
how she has taken a personal role of raising awareness to other students in education on how the
makerspace can be used for teachers.
Here, it is clear that students are able to identify two ways makerspace practices connect
and prepare students for their imagined, future careers: (1) development of specific skills and
software familiarity, and (2) development of soft skills that are transferrable to any future career
or endeavor. Students identified 3D modeling skills, mathematical concepts, and laser cutting
techniques that, from their perspective, help prepare them for their respective careers. The soft
skills identified included an appreciation or habit for practicing creativity (Callie), an openness to
try new things or explore problems through the lens of other disciplines (Maggy), the
metacognition involved in the iterative design process (Jie), and leadership skills (Molly).
Connections Between Making and Student’s Current Work
The coding pattern that captures students’ current work includes connections students
drew between their making practices and their in-school or out-of-school work that is not directly
related to their academic studies. Other terms such as co-curricular and extracurricular were also
used on the questionnaire and in the interviews to discuss this work with students. The students
identified clubs, Greek organizations, cooperative (internship) appointments, and research
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projects that they are involved in as the types of current work. Jie related his makerspace
activities to his current research work. He described how he used the resources in the makerspace
to solve a problem in his biochemistry research lab:
Our lab is actually pretty rundown. It's not that well maintained and also there are some
parts, that are missing. So, I figured out how. But if I just 3D printed those parts and then
see whether it fits. So, the first part that I made was actually a slide holder about this big
On the questionnaire, a student provided the following way the makerspace has been used for
their club:
Questionnaire Student C: I am the President for [University] Bionics and we incorporate
3D printing into our eﬀorts.
Tomás is involved in a cooperative (internship) for mechanical engineering, and he described
how the makerspace and making practices has helped him visualize:
Yeah. Because I had the issue, the other day at work, we were looking at something and I
didn't realize that the part itself was like three inches I thought it was like three foot. So,
it makes a huge difference in the context of it and seeing like oh okay like this is actually
how small this is or this is actually how big it is...and stuff so you have to take into
account like.... it’s a lot better for context. So, I like being able to see something in
context and be like, oh okay, this is actually how small it is, how breakable it is, and stuff
like that.
Finally, Madeline described how she uses the resources at the makerspace to build projects for
her engineering fraternity that she is in:
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I'm part of an engineering fraternity. And while I was pledging, we had to do a pledge
project to benefit the fraternity and make it more presentable. And so, I laser cut our
crest. So, we had, like...and it was kind of 3D, so we layered the different aspects of it.
These examples demonstrate how the makerspace allows students the opportunity to use the
resources for specific projects they need to create for purposes that fall between their academic
and completely personal interests.

Findings Relative to a Connected Learning Framework
Connected learning theory (CLT) is noted in literature to bridge the gap between in- and
out-of-school interests (Ito et al., 2013); thus, I analyzed data related to each of the six principles
to help explain the connection between making and bridging students’ in- and out-of-school
interests and inform or support findings for RQ2 and RQ2.a. I used a priori coding methods
(Saldaña, 2016) for identifying the six tenants of CLT: interest-based/powered; peer-supported;
academically oriented; openly networked; production-centered; and shared purpose. As
evidenced by an excerpt from my codebook in Table 4.4, all six principles of CLT are evidenced
in the environment of the makerspaces, according to students. I have listed these principles
according to the frequency of references by students.
Table 4.4
A Priori Codes Related to Connected Learning Framework
Code

Definition

Openly Networked The openly networked property of CLT acknowledges the
unique opportunities provided by technology for learning
(i.e., digital and social networks). Codes: ways of sharing
products; media used to learn about, create/design, share
products; evidence that resources are accessible across
time/space; activities are visible to all participants; and
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multiple points of entry and sharing products with others.
Academically
Oriented

Academically oriented contexts happen when learners can
draw connections between their interests and social
interactions to their definition of future success (i.e.,
academic studies, civic or political engagement, or career
opportunities) (Ito et al., 2013). Codes: evidence of
academic relevance of activities; evidence that actives
connect to civic engagement; and evidence activities
connect to career opportunities.

12

47

ProductionCentered

Making opportunities may occur through any hands-on
activity such as: “actively creating, making, producing,
experimenting, remixing, decoding, performing and
designing” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 75). Codes: Use of digital
production tools; use of remixing and curating products;
and circulation and visibility of artifacts.

11

30

Peer-Supported

Peer-supported learning may occur in everyday occurrences
and interactions with peers, friends, or those with similar
interests (not necessarily those who are their same age)
when contributing, sharing or giving feedback on topics
(Ito et al., 2013). Codes: evidence of collaboration, sharing
or giving feedback; evidence of an inclusive, social
environment; unstructured socializing; hanging out or
messing around.

9

27

Interest-Based

Interest-powered contextualized learning occurs when a
topic is personally interesting and relevant to learners, and
where often much higher-order learning takes place (Ito et
al., 2013). Codes: evidence of personal interest or passion
for the product or use of the product.

10

22

Shared-Purpose

Shared-purpose opportunities may occur when individuals
collaborate around a common goal, share knowledge, and
even alternate leadership roles (Ito et al., 2013, pp. 74-75).
Codes: projects that have a collective goal; collaborations
and competitions; cross-generational leadership &
ownership; cross-cultural learning; and cross-discipline
collaboration and learning.

6

11
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Openly Networked
Students describe the makerspaces as a very open environment to join. Alex described
how, before COVID restrictions, entering the space was unrestricted and social interactions were
more prevalent and informal:
Before COVID, people would just come in and do what they needed to, like, you know,
have a nice conversation. So, you know you never need it to be super like officially
business of like ‘Oh, I have an assignment for nursing or something.’
Tomás explained how the students-as-teachers element makes the makerspaces more accessible:
The one guy that helped me out, Travis, he sat next to me in my coding class so like I
already felt like a very personal relationship with him. I think it's definitely helpful. You
just like you just have a sense of kind of knowing and feeling comfortable with like
another student, as opposed to maybe...I don't know, like, I guess, like a professor?... I
think it adds just like a personal...a more personal connection and an easier connection
with someone your own age like trying to help you out and everything.
Tomás’ articulation of the students-as-teachers model in the makerspace directly connects to the
CLT. This construct is called the apprenticeship or mentorship model, in which “everyone can
participate by providing reciprocal help and feedback as peer learning supports” (Ito et al., 2013,
p. 58).
Although Tomás was the only participant who explicitly noted his appreciation for the
leaders in the makerspace being students, or “someone your own age,” several participants
remarked how helpful the makerspace staff members are.
One of the main methods students used to discover designs for their projects and share
what they had made with others was through a website called Thingiverse. Thingiverse is
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described as “dedicated to the sharing of user-created digital design files” (Thingiverse.com,
2021). The website is free to anyone and openly sourced for visitors to post and download
designs that can be directly uploaded into a digital design software and later 3D printed or laser
cut. This website is one of the places students use to source their designs. They also remix the
designs found on the space and produce their own designs or upload their own original creations
to share with others. Since students use this website as a main pathway to participation, and
because the makerspaces are open to all students and all majors, these findings indicate that the
makerspaces meet an essential design principle of a connected learning environment: everyone
can participate. Ito and colleagues (2013) note that these designs invite learners to participate and
provide multiple ways for participants to contribute. This method of sharing their designs with
others via online platforms is expected and aligns well with previous makerspace literature (e.g.,
Cohen et al., 2017; Kwon & Lee, 2017; Peppler & Bender, 2013) as well as CLT.
Offline Gifting Networks. Examples of what students shared and why are provided
above in the section Making for Others; here, I discuss how these examples from the data
contribute to the CLT literature. Methods of sharing, evidenced in my data, that are novel to
previous CLT research were the ways in which students shared their work offline. In the
foundational work by Ito et al. (2013), these authors tout the abilities and unique opportunities
digital media offer for students to share their work with others for learning and feedback.
Because digital platforms offer open-access to users, the authors theorize that sharing work with
others is easier, faster, and allows students to connect with information and peers across time and
space—not restricted to their class time/space. The participants in my study were so proud and
eager to share their making skills with others, they went beyond sharing images online and
shared their work by gifting it to others. Perhaps these findings were due to the unique context
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and age group of the participants of this case study. For example, when asked for a summative
quote or tagline to describe her motivation for using the space, Kate, a political science major,
quipped “why buy it when you can make it?” Kate goes on to explain:
… as college students, we dream big, but we don't exactly always have the bank account
to go after whatever we want. But the creativity.....we have the resources to pursue these
things here otherwise these machines are so, so expensive, and I never would have been
able to interact with them, let alone get familiar with them.
Kate provides a possible explanation as to why these college students may be using these
spaces so often for gift giving. University students are often in the stage of adulthood where
giving gifts to others is expected of them on special occasions, but their financial
circumstantiates and/or status as a student prevents them from going out and buying gifts.
Therefore, those who enjoy making chose to use these free resources as a means toward an end
of being able to give gifts to others while also practicing their creativity. This explanation is
further supported by Madeline’s account of the gifts she created for her family members as
Christmas gifts, the 21st birthday face masks she made for a friend, Chris’ report of making
earrings for his wife, Blake’s account of making a gift for a classmate to celebrate her
graduation, and Isaiah’s report of making a wooden firetruck for his nephew as a Christmas gift.
Academically Oriented
Participants provided evidence that the makerspaces were academically oriented in
multiple ways. Catherine, an Architecture major, described how she uses the makerspaces to
bring her digital designs for architecture classes and her art classes to life. Chris says he uses the
makerspaces with his teammates from his mechanical engineering classes to help produce
prototypes for class assignments as well as models for an undergraduate research course he is in.
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Nursing students reported that as a part of a particular class in their curriculum, they are tasked
with identifying a real-world problem the nursing field faces, developing a possible solution to
the problem, and then utilizing the makerspaces to produce an artifact representative of their
solutions. Due to the structure of this assignment, all 17 nursing students included in this study
were able to identify that their making activities were academically oriented. Kate described how
her personal interests in making pots for her plants in the makerspace also holds an academic
orientation:
Horticulture comes into play in the makerspace because I get to 3D print all sorts of
containers, pots, and nifty little gadgets to help me with my indoor gardening, outdoor
gardening, and it's really allowed my passion to take off and I've got an apartment full of
plants! It's a jungle now! haha.
Jiao says as a psychology major and art minor, she enjoys using the makerspace as a way to laser
cut her digital artwork for classes into permanent works that she can physically see and
appreciate.
Finally, there were 36 individual references made by students to how the use of the
makerspace has helped them learn skills for using the machines and equipment in the
makerspaces. In each of these instances, students identified how knowing how to use this
equipment was beneficial to their academic and/or future pursuits. These examples demonstrate
how the unique higher-education context of these makerspaces fosters opportunity for students to
use these spaces autonomously, but often connects to their academic pursuits. Conversely, in a
K-12 setting, makerspaces tend to be more prescribed, scripted, and teacher-led (Cohen et al.,
2017; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019).
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Production-Centered
For learning environments to be considered production-centered, according to Ito et al.
(2013), they need provide opportunities for interacting with digital tools so students can create a
“wide variety of media, knowledge, and cultural content in experimental and active ways” (p.
74). These authors also suggest a checklist for educators to consider for determining if
environments meet this principle of CLT:
a) Students are provided access to digital production tools
b) Approved and encouraged use of remixing and curating practices
c) Circulation and visibility of artifacts produced (Ito et al., 2013, p. 74).
Findings of this case study indicate a theme central to the makerspace environments is their
focus on production of artifacts. Across all data sources included in this study, the only reason
students were using the space was to produce or create artifacts. This theme was noted to be
referenced in the data only 30 times total, but this is only because the topics of conversation were
already about the artifacts being made. For this reason, references to a production-centered
culture would have been redundant in either conversation during interviews, or as multiple
questions on the questionnaire. Unsurprisingly, the makerspaces included in this study,
demonstrated overwhelmingly strong evidence toward being a production-centered environment.
The academically oriented, interest-based, and production-centered themes overlap with
some of the previous findings discussed in this chapter, and have been discussed in terms of the
themes above: Use of the Makerspace for Academic Pursuits Only, Connections Between
Making and Academic Work, Use of the Makerspace for Personal Pursuits Only, Connections to
Outside-of-School Interests, and Types of Artifacts Made in the Makerspace. Next, I explore data
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that supports the peer-supported, interest-based, and shared-purpose principles of the
makerspace in this section instead.
Peer-Supported
Alex explained from his perspective as a makerspace intern how the purpose is to
scaffold users’ practices and provide support as needed:
I would say that like we're [makerspace staff/interns] kind of like TAs in a way like you
know we're not the teachers, but we're like the teacher's assistants, you know? Just, you
know, you take out the teacher and we're here to, like, you know, chip in if you need us
to. In essence, it's like more like an open-air classroom kind of thing. And that's what like
allows people to kind of like, you know, once they're accustomed to the space, we can,
like, just pull back.
Alex uses phrases like “open-air classroom,” “chip in if you need us to,” and” pull back,” which
describe a key component to the CLT: advocating for learning environments where challenge is
constant (Ito et al., 2013). From the makerspace user perspective, an architecture graduate
student, Callie, explained how this design context of the makerspaces is what makes her enjoy
these spaces more than other spaces:
I do really like it as a resource, and I like that there are staff members who are always
kind of hovering around and ready to help. I think that's one of the biggest differences
between the makerspace in the [an academic building] space; sometimes it feels more
independent and easier to break things when there aren't people. But I'm really glad we
have that.
Again, from the perspective of a makerspace intern, the data demonstrate that the design of the
learning environment is informal and fluid between users. For example, Madeline described how
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users will interact and learn from one another and not necessarily only those who are there as
facilitators:
And definitely when we have more people in this space… [frequent, other users] will also
be kind of up in their business because they're the people who are like patrons or
whatever. Other students/other users are a little less intimidating than those of us who
work here and are like considered experts on each machine. So they'll definitely—like the
other users in the space—they'll have input, like if you see someone laser cutting acrylic,
they're like, ‘Oh, I have a tip for you because I've done this.’
These two examples capture interactions between users and interns that Ito and colleagues
(2013) describe as “everyday exchanges of giving and receiving feedback in inclusive, social
experiences” (p. 62). These instances also further support the existence of an apprenticeship
model within these makerspaces. This apprenticeship/mentorship model exemplified here,
differs from the students-as-teachers dynamic Tomás described earlier; these instances indicate
how learning also happens from one another. Ito et al. (2013) describes this learning as
horizontal learning—learning from and with peers.
Interest-Based
Similar to the production-centered principle of CLT, the number of references to interestbased practices in the makerspaces fall short of displaying the reality of the focus of the
makerspaces on student interests. Evidence of the spaces being interest-based were identified in
the types of artifacts created, and the purposes to which they served. For example, just the use of
the makerspace for any reason other than a class assignment indicated students were using the
spaces for personal interest. There are two attributes of this case which provides potential for an
interest-based learning experience. First, both makerspaces in this study are open-ended and free
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for students to use—for any purpose/topic—on their own schedule. The spaces in this case stand
in contrast to some makerspaces in K-12 settings that are more teacher led (Cohen et al., 2017 &
Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019). The original design of the spaces in this study are ones that
naturally engender an interest-based experience and are student-led. The interest-based principle
of CLT is further evidenced by the number of students who continue to use the spaces for
personal reasons. As previously mentioned, 85.4% of the artifacts reviewed for this study were
for personal interests. Combining this finding with the findings of the qualitative data sources,
the overall story told by the participants demonstrates a clear desire to participate in the
makerspaces for personal pursuits. For these reasons, the makerspaces included in this study
offer interest-based experiences for students.
Shared-Purpose
The theme of shared-purpose overlaps with other principles of CLT that have previously
been discussed. However, a distinguishing element to this theme is the collaborative design that
affords learning across contexts and disciplines (Ito et al., 2013). This context is exemplified best
in the data by a few comments from Kate:
...even when you're working on the machines and you're trying what normally works,
wondering, well, why isn't it working? But that's when I talk to my colleagues and I use
their experiences and their knowledge, combined with my own and we often can reach a
solution. You know? Just...you know, everyone's very bright, very driven, and
super...just...everyone's got a different set of interests, different majors, and different
passions.

It's a space—ha-ha pun intended—it's a space to enjoy the same things in a community.
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I look forward to coming here and I look forward to learning from my peers, working
with my peers and not even.... even if we're just sharing the space and doing our own
things. I feel a sense of solidarity because we're all working towards similar goals.
Kate demonstrates the shared-purpose design of the makerspace by using terms such as
“community,” “solidarity,” “and similar goals.” Kate provided examples that correlate with Ito
and colleague’s (2013) descriptions of shared-purpose learning spaces that occur when
leadership roles alternate. There is opportunity for cross-discipline collaboration.
Blake offered his interpretation of what might connect students who use the makerspace
who are from various disciplines. He speculated:
Because [the makerspace] provides a lot of opportunity for people to meet other people
because we're all working on different projects, but we're all interested in kind of the DIY
aspect of it.
Overall, the data provides strong evidence of all six CLT principles. Ito and colleagues (2013)
claim when these principles are realized in an environment, “deeper learning” is afforded as an
individual outcome for each student that transfers beyond disciplines or content domains (p. 54).

Findings from Emergent Themes
Beyond the data collected that answers the three research questions, the following four
themes emerged during data analysis: (a) makerspace learning, (b) enjoyment of the makerspace,
(c)most-valuable artifacts, and (d) activities in the makerspace.
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Theme 1: Makerspace Learning
The data analyzed demonstrate multiple ways in which makerspaces promote informal
learning. As represented by the codebook in Appendix J, the makerspace learning theme is the
most-frequent theme that emerged in the data. This theme is further broken down into the
following sub-codes: expanding knowledge base, learning about problem-solving and the
iterative design process, and learning in context.
Expanding Knowledge Base. This theme captures students’ growth in skills and tools
used in the makerspace that ultimately expand their knowledge base. Some of these skills and
tools include 3D practices, Adobe software; computer-aided design (CAD) software; efficient
use of specific equipment such as the laser cutter, CNC mills, 3D printers, or vinyl cutters; 3D
modeling file types; virtual reality (VR) tools and practices; coding skills; and general
fabrication skills.
Madeline described how working in the makerspace taught her to handle digital tools she
now regularly uses without taking any formalized training:
I've gotten really good with the Adobe Digital Studios even though I never took a class
on it. But so now I'm like running social [media] and I'm able to create graphics and
whatnot through like something I never really did before. And I'm also like able to see
like 3D models of stuff that I like, I can create...
While Madeline discussed how the skills she acquired in the makerspace are useful and tangible
for her currently; Maggy reflected on how the makerspace experiences have “expanded her
horizons” in general and opened her mind to new disciplines in her field:
I learned like maybe to not be so like skeptical or afraid of like things outside of the strict
little like nursing box and so. Again, like, I never would have been comfortable before
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walking into the makerspace, and I would have felt like a complete like idiot, to be
honest, because I didn't know the first step of what to do...And so now, I think that I've
learned, you know, there's so many like valuable skills and valuable opportunities like
and when we like broaden our horizons a little bit...those have been some of the
experiences that I have learned the most in.
Madeline and Maggy exemplify the patterns captured by this theme: (a) learning about new
software and tools that have tangible uses almost immediately, and (b) learning about processes
or disciplines outside of their current studies that equip them with an expanded knowledge base
for future work. These findings indicate real potential for deep learning within these informal
spaces.
No New Skills or Tools. There were, however, seven students who responded on the
questionnaire that they did not learn any new skills or tools while using the makerspace. None of
the students interviewed reported that they did not learn new skills or tools in the makerspace.
Since these student views do not align with the majority of responses, the respondent
demographics were analyzed for similarities between those who responded this way. Of these
seven students, three were nursing majors who only used the space for a class project, three were
engineering majors who only used the space for making personal figurine projects, and the last
respondent used the space for a research project for an unknown discipline of study. These
findings indicate that those who used the space for a very specific purpose did not find their
experiences as beneficial as those who used the space for multiple purposes or projects.
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Problem-Solving and the Iterative Design Process. The design process is a core activity in
the makerspace. According to the data, the iterative design process is one many students were
either unfamiliar with or had not been given the opportunity to practice in-situ as part of their
formal studies. This theme captures a pattern in the data where students reported learning
problem-solving skills and design process concepts to complete their work. As Chapter 2
discusses, the iterative process is a critical trial and error process engineers and designers in
industry must undergo to reach a successful end product. Most students describe this experience
as the trial-and-error process or ways they thought through solving design challenges of their
projects. Alex described this simply by stating:
3D printers and almost anything you do here is like the definition of iteration because
things fail, things just completely mess up. I mean, you can see the hard time that a laser
cutter can give you.
Other participants noted a thought process that is required when working with 3D modeling. For
example, Jie explained:
When you're actually involved in the creative design, you're thinking more than just: this
is the part that I want and also want and also more like: This is what I want. But these
are the steps that I think I have to take to get what I want. Yeah. That assembly...that
thinking design trial and error. So, all those are all soft skills that you develop. You just
persevere through it.
This quote from Jie holds implications for the types of soft skills developed in the makerspace—
discussed above—but it also demonstrates the thought process he has discovered necessary for
making and design. Jie’s description of the metacognitive process is important, but he also
pointed out a need to “persevere through it” until the end. Jie articulated a nuance to makerspace
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learning that often sets it apart from traditional, formal learning: projects are iterative and often
require multiple iterations before finalized. Oftentimes a paper, project, or exam a student turns
in during a formal learning experience does not require any additional thought or refinements
after receiving a grade.
Learning in Context. The learning in context theme includes data from students that
indicate the learning in the makerspace is contextual. Maggy discussed how she enjoyed learning
through a process that was real-world oriented. She described a nursing course that required
students to identify a real-world problem in the nursing field then identify a solution through
something they could physically create. Maggy discussed how the context of the problem being
real-world oriented helped provide for harder and deeper thinking:
But I think that it was very much like real world centered and it really kind of made you
think a little bit harder and a little bit deeper. Like, not just figuring out a problem but
figuring out like what you could do to kind of fix it. And I think that that's a valuable
skill, even outside of nursing, you know, like just because there's a problem...like we can
all point out problems...but someone has to fix them. So, I think it was a really cool like
definitely real-world centered...and I think that it was very helpful, especially as, like a
new nursing student.
Maggy’s account of how this experience provided a deeper learning experience is a key finding
of this study and supports Ito and colleague’s (2013) claims for the learning outcomes of
connected learning.
Theme 2: Appeal of the Makerspace
This emergent theme captures student responses to the last interview question which
asked students to provide a summary of their experiences in the makerspace; create a tagline for
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what the makerspace offers users, or describe what they enjoy most about using the makerspace.
Students were encouraged to answer the question any way they liked. The other data source this
theme draws on is the questionnaire item which asked students: Is there anything else about your
experiences in the [University] makerspaces that you would like to share? If so, please provide
your thoughts below. Data analysis for this theme resulted in three sub-codes: ease of access;
informal, open-ended context; and ability to be creative.
Ease of Access. Overwhelmingly, students appreciated the ease of access to the
university makerspaces. They expressed this appreciation for these aspects of the makerspace by
commenting on the convenience and ease of accessing the physical space and digital training
resources. A common term used by students in this sub-code was “free!” Although this is an
emergent pattern found in the data, this finding is not extremely surprising when considering the
participant demographics—college students. The following response taken from a questionnaire
from an unnamed respondent represents the sentiment of freely available resources:
There are so many useful things you can make with this machine and they are not readily
available elsewhere for a reasonable price (let alone free to use) which gives the ability to
create some amazing things that otherwise I wouldn’t be able to.
This quote captures both aspects of this pattern. The student articulates how the access to the
machines and equipment afford possibilities for creation that are otherwise unavailable or
unaffordable.
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Informal, Open-Ended Context. This code captures students’ appreciation towards the
freedom and openness the makerspace affords for their work. Students used phrases such as
“freedom of innovation” and “how open it is” to describe what they enjoy the most about using
the space. This emergent code is evidence that students are drawn to the makerspace because of
the “limitless creativity granted by the wide range of machines.” Similar to how the students
described the learning that occurs as a result of making, students appreciated the open format of
these makerspaces, finding it attractive. In a similar way, this finding also indicates that this open
format is contrary to that found in students’ formal education spaces. After the ease of access to
the space, this was the most frequent aspect of the makerspaces that students noted as what they
enjoy most about using the spaces.
Ability to Be Creative. A final sub-code describing what students enjoy about using the
makerspaces is the opportunity to use them to be creative. This response was not limited to only
majors from arts and/or the humanities, as students from STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) backgrounds also displayed a strong affinity for using the space
for the chance to be creative. Sam, an industrial engineering major, offered the following
explanations of how he is drawn to the space for creativity:
I feel like it is a tool to be able to have a creative outlet and in ways I normally wouldn't
have. This doesn't necessarily directly correlate to some of the engineering work I do, but
in the engineering work of like modeling It gives me different ways to think and this lets
me do creative stuff that isn't directed towards assignments….
I think for me it's that my mind works like an engineer, my thought process and Problem
Solving so we have academic stuff this is how my mind works to accomplish X goal over
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here to further career and job. But on the other side there are passions that I would like to
pursue with my engineering mind that the makerspace lets me have that outlet for.
Sam’s sentiment is representative of other engineering students; many participants with an
engineering background shared a common need for less-structured, explorative, creative
experiences to balance out their otherwise prescribed and rigid academic work. This is supported
by the data suggesting every engineering student interviewee used the space for personal “side
projects.” These side projects were an extension of an interest that each student possessed. These
special interests range from an affinity for traditional board gaming, dinosaurs, and Disney
movies to name a few. Two students were slightly different in their reason they used the space to
be creative. Madeline use the space to create things almost only to give away as gifts. Madeline
claimed her love language9 is gift-giving. And finally, Wes reported that he used the spaces as a
creative outlet to make “small, little 3D prints” that he said were items such as bookmarks or
keychains. No matter the specific reason, it is notable that all engineering students interviewed
enjoyed using the makerspaces as a creative outlet.
Theme 3: Most-Valuable Artifacts
An item on the questionnaire asked students: Considering your answer to the above
question [which asked what types of artifacts students had created in the makerspace], which of
these products are the most appealing/important to you, and why? This theme captures the three
sub-codes that students’ answers fall into. Findings of this theme help extend the understanding
of findings relevant to the three research questions of this study. Taking a deeper look at the
types of artifacts students value the most, provides richer context as to why students are making

Love languages refer to the five different ways Dr. Gary Chapman identified people express and receive love. The
five are: 1) words of affirmation; 2) quality time; 3) giving/receiving gifts; 4) acts of service; and 5) acts of service.
9
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the products they are making. The three sub-codes to this theme include most appealing artifacts
due to: a) personal relevance; b) academic relevance; and c) utility or functionality.
Personal Relevance. Students reported the most enjoyment of the artifacts they have
created in the makerspace because of the products’ personal relevance. This code includes
student responses that describe why their personal artifacts are so meaningful or valuable to
them. Student E from the questionnaire explained:
I like having ﬁgurines of characters around on my desk as decoration. I usually paint
them myself, which gives me a creative outlet.
Another student, student F, on the questionnaire responded:
Personal ﬁgurines. They remind me of things I love and things that make me happy. Plus,
I like that I have a personal hand in creating these objects.
Each of these students described why these figurines provide enjoyment. For student E, they
enjoy the act of making, the subject of the artifact, as well as the act of painting it after it is
printed. For student F, they point out that they enjoy both the subject of the artifact and knowing
they made it. These findings are indicative of a personalized or a tailored experience for students
who use the makerspace for personal enjoyment or pursuits.
Academic Relevance. This code captures artifacts that students described as most
valuable to them due to their academic relevance. Students would describe the products’
academic relevance as needed for a class project, as models that will be submitted for a grade, or
included in their portfolio. For example:
Student G: All of my models are important to my grade and portfolio work.
Student H: My nursing class prototype because it is an important part of the class. What
differentiates this code from the previous—other than the context the product will be
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used—is the necessity of the product. Artifacts that were valuable to students due to their
personal relevance were not those that were needed by students; they were just nice to
have. In contrast, products of this category are valuable to students because they serve a
need the student has for an academic purpose.
Utility or Functionality. Students also noted an appreciation for artifacts that they created
in the makerspace that could serve a purpose. The most appealing artifacts due to utility or
functionality were products such as cookie cutters, products created for a nursing class that could
also be used in the real world, product enclosures for engineering designs, and products made for
organization or basic household needs like a toothbrush holder. Kate made the toothbrush holder
and she described that this is the most appealing product she has made by stating:
The toothbrush holder I have used every day since making it and it has been a very
simple but useful item.
The products students made for their nursing course, such as bionic device pieces, were
described as most appealing because “they contribute positively to the livelihood of others”
(Student I). These are more examples that provide further evidence of students’ appreciation for
the work done in the makerspace because it directly serves a real-world purpose. This construct
overlaps with findings of the connections that students’ draw between their makerspace activities
and their future careers, work, or interests outside-of-school previously discussed in this chapter.
Theme 4: Activities in the Makerspace
The activities in the makerspace, according to students, overwhelmingly include use of
the 3D printers. This code was referenced 45 times throughout all data sources. The makerspace
procedures during data collection were modified from their current operations. As a result,
physical access to the makerspace has been drastically reduced. Students’ use of the 3D printers
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involved digitally sending in design files for the makerspace staff to facilitate the fabrication, and
then the students are alerted that their project is ready for pickup. Thus, students never need to
physically access the makerspace to complete a 3D print. There were a few participants who
commented on how these changes in procedures affected their overall experiences with the
makerspace and making. These comments are discussed in the following section of this chapter.

COVID-19-Related Challenges
During data analysis, comments from students related to how COVID-related health and
safety restrictions impacted their making practices emerged. Although an insignificant number of
participants noted these changes in operations as a challenge, it is an important context in which
this research occurred. For this reason, the following comments from students are included in
this chapter to add to the breadth of context of this study. The primary impact the COVID-19
pandemic has had on makerspace opportunities for students is the new, limited capacity of the
space. Due to limited capacity of the physical spaces, students are now required to digitally
design their 3D prints, then upload them to a “queuing system” to be printed by a makerspace
staff member, and when the prints are complete, they will be notified to come pick them up.
Students then need to create a reservation for a time for pickup (in the hallway outside of each
space). These reservations do not provide students with permission to enter the space. The entire
COVID procedure response can be viewed in Appendix N. If a student has a question about their
project, the interns are happy to assist in-person or via digital communication. However, while
this process still affords students the opportunity to continue using the 3D printers, it drastically
reduces the amount of time and exposure to the physical space for students. Students were still
allowed to reserve a time to use specific pieces of equipment in the spaces including two laser
cutters, CNC machine, 3D scanner, assorted power tools and tool kit.
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According to Alex, the structure of the makerspace prior to operational modifications in
response to COVID-19, was very open and casual. He described the space as:
Before COVID-19, people would just come in and do what they needed to, like, you
know, have a nice conversation. So, you know you never need it to be super like official
business or like: ‘Oh, I have an assignment for nursing or something.’
Kate also commented on the social environment of the makerspaces prior to COVID restrictions.
She described how, as a staff member, used to interact with “regulars” in the space:
Before I worked in the space, I didn't have as much of a connection with other makers,
but then I started, you know, especially before COVID, I would see the same faces in
here. And sometimes I will work next to them on finishing tables. And I would say, ‘Hey,
what's your name? I've seen you in here a lot…’ or whatever. And some of us start
working here if we come in enough. Um, that's how I started.
Kate and Alex’s comments on the prior social environment of the makerspace provides context
to how and why students would use the makerspace. Under current operating conditions,
students are required to have a specific need for access to the space, all while a limited number
of patrons are allowed in the space at one time: two in the Fox Center and only one at a time in
the Brooks makerspace.
Tomás, Sadie, and student I from the questionnaire provided examples of how their plans
for making projects were cancelled as a result of the new regulations of access and use of the
spaces. The students commented:
Tomás:

I've had a couple of other couple other like parts I had that like were in the

works, but I just I was in RA and then COVID and everything, so I just never got around
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to it so yeah they're all still on my computer So hopefully one day I can go back in and
print the rest of it off, but yeah.
Sadie described how these changes created challenges for her academic work, and how she
navigated through these challenges:
Sadie:

[The university has] a digital ecologies certificate, so I’m striving for that

this semester. So, it focuses a lot on using these resources like: 3D printing, laser cutting,
ummm that kinda stuff. Which was actually so tough this semester with COVID, because
it’s supposed to be such an iterative process. Like, we should have been living in [the
Architecture] Hall, like all semester. But...
Baker:

Yea, I wrote that down in my notes earlier today...and sort of was thinking

about how that was a challenge for you. So, can I ask, what did it cost for you to have to
do all of that on your own, the 3D printer?
Sadie:

Ummm so I just went for like a budget one, off of Amazon. I think it was

just under like $300...which I mean, definitely at this point I’ve already made my
money’s worth off of it. Even with just one spool of filament, I’ve been able to do a lot.
When asked on the questionnaire what a typical visit to the makerspace involved, student I
responded:
Student I:

Pick-up parts. Unfortunately, I have not used the makerspace to its fullest

potential due to COVID.
Although these comments on this topic were very few from students, this context is still
important for drawing implications from the findings.
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Summary
In this chapter, I discussed university students’ influences towards participation in
makerspaces on campus and how these makerspace experiences connect with their in-school,
out-of-school interests, current work, and imagined, future careers. The data indicated that the
participants of this study (n = 84) were mostly white, undergraduates, from an engineering
background. Male and female students were equally represented. Findings relevant to RQ1
demonstrate students primarily use the makerspace for personal pursuits. Of the 41 artifacts
submitted by students, 85.4% were described as “for personal use.” When asked how students
see their makerspace work and experiences connecting with other pursuits in their lives, the top
two connections were between making practices and a) academic work and b) their future,
imagined careers. Findings provide strong evidence that the makerspace environment
successfully provides a connected learning experience. Data confirm that elements of all six CLT
principles are achieved by the two university makerspaces in this study.
Findings from emergent themes indicate that students learning—as a result of using the
makerspaces—extends their knowledge base, is contextual, and is a way to practice the iterative
design process. According to students’ perspectives, they enjoy using the makerspaces due to the
ease of access; informal, open-ended environment; and their ability to use the spaces just to be
creative. The most-valued artifacts that students made were those of personal relevance, such as
figurines of favorite characters. Students also valued their artifacts due to academic relevance
and utility or functionality. Although some challenges were experienced due to COVID-19related operational procedures, the primary activity the students are involved in within these
makerspaces is 3D printing. In the next chapter, Chapter 5, I discuss the implications of these
results.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Overview
This research used a descriptive case study approach to analyze student participant
perspectives of their experiences using two university makerspaces on a southeastern, public
university campus. This chapter is divided into four major sections: a) discussion of findings, b)
implications of the study, c) limitations and future areas of research, and d) the conclusion. I
discuss my findings in terms of each of my three research questions and then from emergent
data. In general, participants in this study provided evidence that their participation in
makerspaces fostered opportunities for them to build bridges between their formal (academic)
and informal (makerspace) practices and learning. Overall, participants’ decisions to participate
in making activities were influenced by an array of personal and academic pursuits. As a result,
students reported personal enjoyment towards their activities in the space and the artifacts they
produced. Artifacts were produced for personal and academic pursuits, but the most common
objective of their making practices was to create gifts for others. Ultimately, participants within
this case study identified multiple learning outcomes from their use of the open-access and openformat university makerspaces. These outcomes are discussed in terms of implications for
educators and makerspace facilitators, as well as suggestions for future research in this field.

Discussion of Findings Relative to Research Questions
In this section, I report the findings of this descriptive case study in terms of each of my
research questions driving this investigation that resulted from qualitative data analysis.
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Why Students Use University Makerspaces
Research question 1 asked, What influences students’ decisions to participate in a
university Makerspace? The data demonstrated that overall, students used the campus
makerspaces for mostly personal pursuits or a combination of personal and academic pursuits.
This finding aligns with the work of Fields et al. (2018); Li and Todd (2019); Tomko and
colleagues (2017), who agree that most makers are drawn to use makerspaces to further explore
or develop their interests. Undergraduate underclassmen (i.e., freshmen and sophomores)
reported that they used the spaces primarily for academic pursuits. Conversely, upperclassmen
(i.e., juniors and seniors) stated that they used the space for primarily personal or a combination
of personal and academic pursuits. Supporting previous literature (e.g., Fields et al., 2018; Li and
Todd, 2019; Peppler & Bender, 2013; & Tomko et al., 2017) were multiple examples of how
participants described using the makerspaces to extend their personal interests.
Some of these interests include projects for use such as 3D printed pots for plants, 3D
printed models of personally relevant characters, or personalized items that represent their
interests. However, the most common influence toward students making for personal reasons,
was to create gifts for others. Students described how they would use their skills in fabrication or
design to produce personalized, meaningful artifacts for others. This use of the makerspace to
produce artifacts for others aligns with previous work by Tomko et al. (2017). In Tomko and
colleagues’ (2017) study, their participants would make gifts around the holidays for friends or
family. These findings are supported by my study; participants in this study would make gifts
around holidays, birthdays, special occasions, or “just because”.
Another influence toward students using the makerspaces for personal pursuits was for a
creative outlet. This was the case even for students who were in the STEM fields. Makers
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seeking a place to create is a common theme found in previous literature (Kajamaa &
Kumpulainen, 2019; Peppler & Bender, 2013; Tomko et al., 2017). Participants’ desire for a
creative outlet is in line with previous research, and especially Kajamaa and Kumpulainen
(2019)’s study, which concluded that makerspaces offer opportunity for creativity for both
STEM and creative fields. One hundred percent of those from an engineering field in my study
reported that they used the space for primarily personal, creative reasons if not personal and
academic pursuits. However, it is important to note most makerspace participants in this case
study were enrolled in STEM disciplines.
Connections to Previous Research and Theory
Considering the purposes for which students used university makerspaces, my study’s
findings align with those of multiple previous researchers (e.g., Fields et al., 2018; Kajamaa &
Kumpulainen, 2019; Li and Todd, 2019; Peppler & Bender, 2013; & Tomko et al., 2017).
Specifically, Tomko and colleagues’ (2017) findings which reported university students are
using the spaces for (1) class projects, (2) personal projects for themselves or friends/family such
as creating gifts, and (3) extracurricular needs. Similarly, authors Li and Todd (2019) reported in
their study of 21 sixth to tenth graders, that student motivations for participation included to
make, to learn, to hang out, and engage in personal interests.
Conversely, my findings contrast with those of Pettersen et al. (2020). Pettersen and
colleagues (2020) claim that their participants used the makerspaces for extracurricular purposes
only. However, the context of the Pettersen et al. (2020) study occurred at a Norwegian
University focused on entrepreneurial skill development. The makerspace activities were heavily
focused on digital programming and were concentrated on entrepreneurial projects. Moreover,
the makerspace used in their study included more prescribed activities than those of the current
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study. The makerspace usage as well as the activities within my study were completely voluntary
and student driven. This offers a possible explanation for the discrepancy between the findings of
the Pettersen and colleagues’ (2020) study and this research.
Making for Others. A significant finding of my study is students’ desire to create
artifacts for others. This finding overlaps between previous research by Tomko et al. (2017).
Their data provided evidence the makerspace was used most often around holidays and
university deadlines (exam periods). The authors claim this finding supports their theory that
students enjoy using the spaces to create gifts for others—hence the heightened levels of
participation surrounding holidays—and to make projects for class assignments. Overall,
findings from my study provided firm evidence to support the work of this previous research.
The findings of my study demonstrated that students were drawn to make out of pure enjoyment
for the process/products, and they enjoyed making in a social environment with and for others.
Making in a Social Context. In the review of the literature in Chapter 2, I described how
makerspaces engender a participatory culture (Jenkins, 1992) among makers. Constructs of a
participatory culture provide a means to understanding the phenomenon described above. Such
as (1) opportunities for peer-to-peer learning, (2) alternative views toward ownership of
information or knowledge, (3) diversification of cultural expression, (4) development of new
skills valued in the modern workplace, and (5) a more empowered concept of citizenship
(Jenkins et al., 2006). According to the data of my study, students were drawn to participate in
the makerspaces out of personal interests and an enjoyment which aligns with the foundational
research surrounding participatory cultures. When looking for a possible explanation for this
from previous studies, Halverson et al. (2018) and Fields et al. (2015) claim participatory
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cultures often evolve in marginalized, informal spaces (e.g., makerspaces) at institutions due to
the traditional classroom’s lack of interest-based learning.
Interest-Driven Pursuits. As evidenced by questionnaire and interview data, students in
my study suggested a strong desire to participate in making around interests. However, many
participants described that their initial participation in the makerspaces was for academic
pursuits. After this introduction to the makerspaces for their academic project(s) students then
found ways to use the space for personal, interest-driven pursuits. For example, students
described wanting a place to practice their creativity, wanting a way to produce personally
relevant artifacts, and even share their creative talents with others. Akin to claims by previous
research (Fields et al., 2018; Li and Todd, 2019; Peppler & Bender, 2013; & Tomko et al., 2017),
these reasons for using the makerspaces in the current study are evidence that students are
choosing to use these spaces to satisfy learning desires that are not readily available in their
formal learning curriculum.
Motivations to Making. Some researchers posit that influence is synonymous with
motivation when detailing participation in makerspaces. For example, Rusk (2016) suggests a
unique distinction between the Maker Movement and traditional classroom learning is the type
of motivation driving participation. The latter, according to Rusk, is often based on developing
extrinsic motivations for students to participate and learn. Whereas, making encourages an
interest-based, or intrinsic motivation toward participation. This intrinsic motivation, Rusk
claims, is evidenced by participant-reported enjoyment of the making process. As stated, this
case study identified an inherent enjoyment of making and/or the making process as a key theme
for influences toward participation. This type of enjoyment of the process and drive to make
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based on personal curiosity aligns with claims by Kwon and Lee (2017) that makers are largely
propelled by challenges that are engaging based on their individual interests.
Impacts of Making. Student perspectives within my case demonstrated (1) agency and
choice over their participation in the makerspaces, (2) a social connection with other makers, and
(3) deep learning as a result of their making experiences. By having students identify the skills
and competencies their makerspace experiences offered during data collection, according to
Rusk (2016), this offered implications of deep learning for the participants of this study. These
three findings of making impacts in my study are aligned with claims by Rusk (2016). Since
students are given a chance to practice the theoretical learning from their core curriculum, their
makerspace experiences position the participants to develop deeper interests in their academic
and/or personal interests. Rusk (2016) identifies three means to this end: (1) providing agency
over their learning experiences; (2) help students develop a sense of connection with other peer
makers; and (3) help them recognize the skills and competencies afforded by sharing and
reflecting on their work. Rusk asserts that this intrinsic motivation is particularly suited for
creative endeavors and learning in complex situations.
Rusk (2016) also makes a case that creating opportunities to help young people develop
intrinsic motivation for learning is more important than ever before to prepare them for today’s
complex and changing world. Kwon and Lee (2017) cite the positive impacts of intrinsic
motivations claiming that makers work harder when they are intrinsically motivated. For this
reason, these authors argue that university makerspaces should provide opportunities for users to
be intrinsically motivated to use the space (Kwon & Lee, 2017). The authors suggest universities
ensure that the makerspaces are open to all and allow for unstructured, open-ended tinkering,
hacking and experimenting with individual’s curiosities as opposed to being forced to use the
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spaces for a class assignment. Based on these claims from previous literature and the findings of
my study, it is clear to see that there is potential for long-term impact of these makerspace
experiences when they elicit opportunity for intrinsically motivated experiences, in particular.
Connections to new media literacies. Although I did not use Jenkins et al. (2009) NML
for coding procedures, these literacies are foundational to the theory building by Ito et al. (2013)
in creating their connected learning framework. First, evidence of purposeful play (Jenkins et al.,
2009) is identified across the data sources. Student self-reported use and activities within the
makerspace, observations, and their artifact creation all tell a story of participants who genuinely
enjoy the open-ended freedom to explore, tinker, and play afforded by the makerspaces. Some of
the terms participants used when describing their activities in the makerspace included messing
around, hanging out, and socializing while working (before COVID restrictions). Participants
also described how so much of their work involved trial and error to reach a final solution or
design. These thought processes and patterns of behavior, I argue, is captured by Jenkins et al.
(2009)’s term multitasking. Attempting to solve problems or design flaws through multiple lines
of inquiry is made possible by the transdisciplinary and social environment created by the
makerspaces. The guidance of the makerspace interns and interactions with makers of variable
discipline backgrounds, I argue, provides evidence of both distributed cognition and collective
intelligence among the makers.
When makers in this study used Thingiverse as a starting point for their designs, this is
evidence that students were demonstrating appropriation that Jenkins and colleagues (2009)
describe as the “ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content” (p. xiv). Participants in
my study reported that they would often use Thingiverse to find designs that were already
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available (for free) that were similar to the goals of their projects. Participants would download
the appropriate files and then work to remix the design into one that better suited their needs.
Finally, Jenkins et al., (2009) contends that networking is also a critical skill for 21st
century learning with new media. Makers’ networking activities in the makerspace are evidenced
across the data sources of my study by reports of their use of open-access internet websites,
peers, professors, and the makerspace interns. This collection of researches orchestrated by each
maker is all in effort to find and synthesize the information to completing their projects.
While many of the NML identified by Jenkins et al. (2009) are identified by the data in
this study, there are three that were not identified. These include: (1) judgement—the ability to
evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information sources; (2) negotiation—the
ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning, and respecting multiple perspectives,
and grasping and following alternative norms; and (3) performance—the ability to adopt new
identities for the purpose of improvisation and discovery (p. xiv). The first two of these NML
were simply not found in the data, but performance was identified in the interview data of three
participants. Notably, all three of these participants worked as an intern in the makerspaces.
Kate, for example, described how she transitioned from an uncertainty about machines into
someone who has confidence in her ability to troubleshoot and even help others with the
makerspace machines and equipment. This finding points to Kate’s transition of identity of a
female, non-engineering or hard science major intimidated by the makerspaces at first, into
someone who now has a more robust repertoire of practice with machines, equipment, and
concepts common to the engineering field.
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Research Question 2 a& 2.a: What Students are Making and For What Purpose
Research questions 2 and 2.a asked, What are students making within a university
makerspace and how do these products connect to their in-school or out-of-school interests?
And, (RQ2.a) how do these products connect to students’ current work or imagined future
careers?
What Students are Making. The findings related to what students were making in the
makerspaces provided insight into the diversity of their interests within the space. Artifacts made
in these spaces varied greatly. These artifacts were organized into the following four themes: (a)
models or prototypes for personal use; (b) class projects; (c) figurines or miniature characters; (d)
miscellaneous personal items (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.1
Four Artifacts Themes
Theme 1: Models or
prototypes for
personal use

Examples

•

•
•

Manipulative
s for special
education
purposes
Skateboard
decks
Pieces for lab
equipment

Theme 2: Class
projects

•
•
•

3D printed
Architectur
e structures
Study
models or
diagrams
for studying
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Theme 3:
Miniature
figurines or
characters
• Robots
• Models of
movie,
game, or
other
popular
culture
character
s

Theme 4:
Miscellaneous
personal items
•
•
•
•
•

Home décor
Customized
cups
Drink
coasters
Key chains
Personalize
d cutting
boards
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These artifacts were all unique and hinted at the identities or personal interests of the makers
who created them. For example, Blake (a wildlife, fisheries and biology master’s student),
reported that he enjoyed using the makerspace to produce battery casings for solar-powered
batteries for mobile devices he had developed. During our interview, Blake described how he has
a passion for green and renewable energies. Thus, what Blake made in the makerspaces was
representative of his passions. According to Garcia (2014) artifacts or products created in a
making environment can project positive points of self-identification.
More examples of the types of artifacts created included manipulatives for educational
purposes, home décor, personalized cups, drink coasters, cutting boards, keychains, customized
skateboard decks, 3D printed or laser printed/engraved artwork, robots, solar-powered battery
casings for mobile devices, architectural structures, buttons, jewelry, custom board game pieces,
3D printed models or prototypes for a class or for personal use, pieces for laboratory equipment,
and study models or diagrams for studying nursing. This listing of the specific types of artifacts
created by university students were key findings of my study that add to the current body of
literature on makerspaces. Current research falls short of offering exhaustive lists of the specific
artifacts that makers are producing in makerspaces. Some authors (e.g., Barron & Martin, 2016;
Garcia, 2014; Hynes & Hynes, 2018; Kafai et al., 2014; Peppler & Bender, 2013; Rusk, 2016;
Tomko et al., 2017; Wong & Partridge, 2016) have offered examples of the digital products,
class-related projects, or circuits that makers have produced, but there is little consensus on the
non-academically related—personally-relevant—products that are created.
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Connecting Making with Other Pursuits. Overall, participants in my study identified
connections between their making practices, and two main areas outside of the makerspaces: a)
their academic work; and b) their future, imagined careers. In general, students described ways
that their making practices have helped them think differently about their academic work, or at
least, practice skills needed for their academic work. These findings extend the knowledge base
and begin to test the claims by Barrett et al. (2015) and Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019) that
makerspace environments can foster students’ ability to draw connections between in- and outof-school knowledge and learning. My findings suggest that university students can indeed
metacognitively draw connections between their in- and out-of-school pursuits, but also add to
the knowledge base by offering student perspectives of the types of connections students can
identify.
For example, engineering and architecture majors appreciated the makerspaces for their
ability to quickly print prototypes of their designs so that issues or design flaws could be
identified right away (academic connections). A nursing major described how using the space
helped her consider problems from new discipline perspectives such as nursing research and
innovation (academic and future career connections). In general, participants agreed that the
makerspaces offered opportunities for extending theory or ideas learned in their courses into
valuable practice. According to Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019), making environments have
been observed to connect with student interests outside of school. However, this case study adds
to these findings by offering insights on these connections—according to student perspectives.
For example, when struggling with a flawed digital design, both Madeline and Sam 3D
printed their digital models. After seeing the model physically, they were able to identify design
issues and subsequent solutions. Connections between making practices and outside-of-school
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interests that participants were able to identify included a means to enhancing or expanding
current interests. These findings align with previous study findings such as Li and Todd (2019),
Garcia et al. (2014), Peppler and Bender (2013), and Fields et al. (2018). Students reported a
drive for creating personally interesting artifacts that celebrate, represent, or help them engage
with their interests. Akin to claims by Ito et al. (2013), a key finding in these connections that
students articulated was students’ opportunities to experience a deeper and wider breadth of
interests while making. In other words, students would learn new skills, approaches, solutions, or
even new lines of inquiry through a natural engagement with their work, the equipment, or other
makers. The social environment of the makerspaces, particularly prior to COVID-19 capacity
restrictions, afforded opportunities for cross-disciplinary idea sharing and feedback among
participants.
Students connected making to their future careers in two ways: (1) strengthening useful
making-related concepts and skills, and (2) honing soft skills. The combination of these hard and
soft skills that participants claimed were honed in the makerspace supports the original work of
Peppler and Bender (2013) on the maker mindset. These authors claim that makers share a
common do-it-yourself (DIY) approach to problems which employs making practices (hard
skills) and a mindset of producing, creating, or making (soft skills) that demand perseverance
through iteration process.
The hard skills included specific design, engineering, and modeling skills needed in
making and their future careers. Callie, an architecture major claimed even employers, at least in
the architecture industry, have noticed the value in makerspaces and making activities for all
employees’ success at work. Two students who study art noted a shift in their industry to 3D
printing and laser printer practices. Thus, they believed their experiences in the university
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makerspaces have helped better prepare them, giving them a competitive edge in their future
careers. These findings are consistent with Li and Todd’s (2019) findings of the desired
opportunities and outcomes of makerspaces, according to (young) student perspectives. The soft
skills participants claimed the makerspaces engender included: an appreciation or habit for
practicing creativity; an openness to try new things or explore problems through the lens of other
disciplines; metacognitive practices necessary for the iterative design process; and leadership
skills.
Connections to Previous Research and Theory
Purpose of Artifacts
Considering the themes identified that are representative of the purpose of artifacts made
by students for prototype models, class projects, figurines, and other personal items, findings
from this study align with previous research studies. Authors Hynes and Hynes (2018) and Wong
and Partridge (2016) claim a common goal of university makerspaces is to provide the tools and
other resources necessary for prototyping of ideas alongside of peers. Interestingly, the
makerspaces in this case study were not designed to serve this singular purpose for students, but
students still used the space for these reasons. According to their mission statement, the
makerspaces included in this study were designed to provide technology to users and a space to
“create anything they might dream up” (University Website [anonymized], 2021). It is important
to note there was no predetermined intent for how these spaces in the current study could or
should be used by students. That said, it is clear that, the purposes for which participants are
using the spaces, and the artifacts created, were representative of ways university students may
choose to use makerspaces when given the autonomy to do so.
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Perhaps due to the completely open use of these university makerspaces, the artifacts
created within offer a unique insight not only into the academic work these student makers are
producing, but also, a glimpse into the identities and personal interests of participants. Drawing
on the foundational work of Brahms and Crowley (2016), we can see a list of qualities that are
common among makers which are supported by the data in my study. First, these authors report
the most common way the makers (n = 465) self-identified, was primarily by their diverse
interests outside of their professional (disciplinary) affiliations (2016). Brahms and Crowley
report that makers often practice purposeful play when making as a way of learning by doing.
Looking across all of the data sources of the current study, the story told by the participants
support these claims by Brahms and Crowley (2016). The data from this case study tells a story
of makers who enjoy the process of making or tinkering just as much as their finished product(s),
are motivated by their curiosity, are resourceful, and enjoy customizing and sharing their work
with others.
Connections Between Making and Other Pursuits
Two of the driving research questions in this study sought to identify connections that
participants drew between their making practices and other pursuits such as their academic work,
their future work, and any other personal interests that are considered extracurricular. Since the
study uses a CL framework to guide the investigation, the goal is not to identify points of full
integration of students’ three spheres of learning (peer culture, personal interests, and academic
pursuits), rather, a CL approach seeks to help students build connections between these various
learning contexts while leveraging their preexisting experiences (Ito et al., 2013). Findings of the
connections that students were able to identify are discussed below in terms of connections to
academic pursuits; outside-of-school interests; reciprocal connections; and future careers.
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Academic Pursuits
Findings of this study offer strong support for connections between participants’ making
practices and their academic work. Drawing on a CL framework (Ito et al., 2013), we can see
how these connections that participants identified carry implications for developing more
engaging, resilient, and useful learning that these authors posit will produce more effective
contributors and participants in adult society. Students described how the makerspaces allowed
them to put their academic theories and knowledge into practice. This activity is one that Ito and
colleagues (2013) claim is central to mobilizing skills and knowledge. The authors explain that it
is not enough for students to only hold knowledge in their heads and be expected to transition the
knowledge to varied settings on their own. Rather, young people need opportunities that afford
them chances to connect their academic, social, and interest-driven learning (Ito et al., 2013). In
my study, it was clear that the university makerspaces in this case offered relevant hands-on
experiences that were easily connected with their formal work in their academics.
For example, Callie, an architecture major, described how the makerspace is directly
connected to her academic work. She describes how, in her architecture classes, they are “really
harshly graded” on their physical models turned in and “having better techniques and skills” for
3D modeling and printing helps her to receive a better grade. Similar instances were also
reported by many engineering majors. Academic connections that were unexpected were
reported by nursing majors, a wildlife and fisheries biology major, a horticulture student, and a
student who is a special education major. The horticulture student, Kate, drew a surprising
connection between her work in the makerspaces and her academic work in horticulture. Kate
explained that she enjoys having plants in her apartment, so she began using the makerspaces to
3D print customized pots for her plants. Kate described how she would have never thought she
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would be in a space working with “these awesome machines” but her affinity for adding plants to
her home provided a pathway into participation. It is clear to see that by using the makerspaces
to print pots for her plants, Kate is afforded the chance to practice horticulture concepts such as
proper drainage of her various plants; a connection she identified between her making and
academic pursuits.
Blake, a wildlife and fisheries biology major, discussed how his interests in green energy
sources led him to the makerspace to create products that use renewable energy sources. An
example of one of Blake’s artifacts created in the makerspaces is a solar-powered USB charger
for phones and other portable devices. When asked how the products Blake has made in the
makerspaces connect with his academic work, Blake says he certainly can identify a connection
between the two. He claims: “a future where we're not reliant on fossil fuels is beneficial to all
aspects of biology.” He continues by adding that the area of biology he is particularly interested
in, conservation science, there is “more and more work that implements technology.”
Specifically, the study of environmental DNA which interests him most is now relying heavily
on “a lot of different kinds of equipment on methods to filter the water, to store the water, to
amplify the DNA... And so, there's a lot of things that could be built either using a CNC laser
cutter or using 3D printing that could be used. Here, Blake articulates an unexpected connection
between his skills he has developed by working with the equipment in the makerspaces and how
these skills, tools, and equipment connect with his current academic interests.
Outside-of-School Interests
These connections describe how students identified the influences between making and
their personal interests. Students’ personal interests explored in the makerspaces included:
horticulture and gardening; fabrication in fashion; printing architectural designs; “random,
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personal projects”; journaling; graphic design; woodworking; board gaming; robotics; dinosaurs;
and 3D modeling to name a few. Findings indicate that student makers would use the
makerspaces to design and fabricate artifacts related to the aforementioned contexts. As a result
of this engagement in making related to their personal interests, the data provide evidence that
students were able to identify ways of taking a deeper dive into their interests by using the
makerspaces. These deeper dives often occurred through social interaction with others
surrounding their topic of interests. The social environment of the makerspaces offers an openaccess and open-ended learning landscape for which students are free to make, explore, tinker,
and problem-solve. Using a CLT lens, these social interactions with their peers where makers
were seeking guidance or advice, provided a means for peer-support and shared-purpose
interactions (Ito et al., 2013). Further, the interactions observed and reported by participants were
reciprocal. Peers would quickly alternate roles of teacher/student providing advice, feedback, and
questions depending on the needs of the project.
Participants’ ability to draw these connections to their personal interests, according to Ito
et al. (2013), lay the groundwork for more entry points or pathways toward learning and offer a
greater diversity of opportunities. Students being afforded these diverse pathways to participation
with their personal interests, according to Ito et al. (2013), hold implications for students
discovering new skills or special talents. These new skills and talents developed by engaging
with their interests—with the support of others—can assist in identity formation and an increase
in efficacy making artifacts representative of their interests.
Reciprocal Connections
Most interesting of all are the bidirectional connections identified by participants. Some
students (n=8) identified connections between their interests and their making in a way that their
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interests (academic or not) were their initial influences to using the makerspaces. Then, after
engaging in the making process, their making practices helped them discover deeper or
completely new interests which would bring them back again for a new project. This theme of
reciprocal connections is best represented by students’ accounts of how their initial use of the
makerspaces for academic reasons was transformed after using the space. Eight students reported
that a class assignment originally propelled them to use the makerspace. Once experiencing what
the makerspaces had to offer, students identified new opportunities to use the space for personal
reasons. And, in these eight instances, participants took initiative to become staff members of the
makerspaces. These eight students identified a clear benefit to using these spaces. All eight are
able to articulate the academic relevance to using these spaces, but also see how enriching the
makerspaces can be for makers who wish to pursue a personal interest.
These findings serve as initial insights into how makerspaces might be positioned to
create opportunity for university students to practice with their personal interests, academic
interests, and even find a place of work while in school. These eight participants’ decision to
transform their enjoyment of making practices into a job indicates a robust impact the making
experiences had on these participants. Not only are students able to continue to use the
makerspaces for honing skills related to their academic work, they have broadened their use of
the spaces into personal pursuits. And these personal pursuits of the makerspace then connect
back to their academic work in a uniquely bidirectional way. Ultimately, these findings indicate
there is potential for these makerspaces to hold lasting and strong impacts on student makers.
Not only are students seeking out opportunities to continue to be involved in the makerspaces as
a job, but there are implications that these students may hold even deeper connections between
their making practices and other contexts in their lives. The unique, strong connections these
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student-workers are able to identify between making and other contexts are an exciting finding of
this study. Additional research is needed to understand if these stronger connections students
identify may hold new learning, self-efficacy, or future career outcomes for students.
Future Careers
Findings also provided strong evidence that students could identify connections between
their making practices and their imagined, future careers. For example, participants were able to
identify specific ways that their making practices could transfer into their future careers. These
connections included fabrication skills needed for the architectural industry, 3D modeling and
iteration useful in engineering fields, designing new solutions for types of pumps in chemical
engineering, overall concepts of making that will be useful in education of future students, and
CNC milling skills needed for manufacturing careers. When evaluating these findings through
the lens of a CL framework, we see that these connections are addressing a gap left by their
formal learning: connecting the utility or transferability of their learning/knowledge to everyday
life and their future work (Ito et al., 2013). These authors make a case for how traditional, formal
learning often falls short of this outcome, and yet advocates for the importance of formal,
structured education for future life opportunities. Value in formal, structured educational
experiences is indisputable. However, the findings of this study contribute further evidence to Ito
and colleagues’ (2013) theory that open-ended, self-directed, interest-based learning experiences
are poised to afford students direct connection and application of their repertoires of practice to
better prepare them for a successful future career.
Deeper Engagement in Interests
Findings also indicated that students were able to engage deeper with their interests as a
result of the social interaction engendered by the makerspaces. This was evidenced by students’
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descriptions of engaging with concepts in new ways that differ from their formal education or
previous work surrounding their interests. Wes offered a great demonstration of this deeper
engagement with engineering concepts. He reported that in chemical engineering courses, they
were presented the types of pumps that are often used in the industry. Wes reflected that by using
the makerspaces, he had been able to move beyond the limited types of pumps available and
began to practice making new pumps of his own designs, extending his engagement with these
concepts. This “deeper” learning supports previous research by Ito and colleagues (2013) that
assert deeper learning is achieved when students experience metacognitive practices such as
systems thinking across-disciplines and contexts, creativity, conscientiousness, adaptability,
persistence, and self-regulation. These constructs are found in the soft skills participants
identified which include an openness to try new things or explore problems through the lens of
other disciplines, metacognitive practices necessary for the iterative design process, and
leadership skills.
Theoretical Framework Contributions
As previously presented in Chapter 4, all six principles of CLT were evidenced in the
data of this study. Much of the findings relative to principles of CLT were expected and align
with previous literature; however, there were three findings relative to three CLT principles
which offer novel contributions and implications of how a CL makerspace functions within a
university context. These findings and their respective contributions to literature are discussed
below; these include the following CLT principles: openly networked, academically oriented,
and interest-based.
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Openly Networked
Social media and otherwise digital media networks are acclaimed by Ito et al. (2013) to
be the key to new learning environments in providing easier and more open pathways to
participation. Specifically, these digital networks work to blur the boundaries of school, home,
and afterschool settings wherein students are able to access, engage with, and produce resources
across time and space. The makerspaces in this study indeed offered opportunities for
engagement with advanced technologies and digital platforms for artifact creation. However,
sharing of resources and final products were evidenced to occur much more offline than previous
research conducted using CLT.
Since an open network of resources, information, and assistance using digital tools was
established, according to the data, the makerspaces of this study were deemed to meet this
principle of CLT. Where the stories of these participants provide a new contribution to open
networks is in the methods used to share their final products. I call this pattern of sharing their
work: Offline Gifting Networks. The gifts given were the final products or artifacts created within
the makerspaces. The recipients of the gifts in this study varied; they included parents, siblings,
extended family members, friends, classmates, teachers, teammates, and so on. The gifts
celebrated or marked special occasions, accomplishments, or were just for fun. Participants
would gift items that were created with the recipient in mind or were originally created for
academic or personal pursuits. These findings imply that participants truly enjoyed the process of
making. Participants noted they enjoyed giving their artifacts as gifts because they were more
personal or cheaper than a store-bought gift.
Ultimately, participants enjoy working in a technologically advanced and digital space
and producing artifacts that demonstrate their skills or make others happy. This implies that
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students enjoy opportunities to use their skills for real-world impacts, or for demonstrating what
they know. Gifting a friend a homework assignment for a psychology 101 class may not be as
exciting as something produced in the makerspaces. So, perhaps participants have helped point
out a key difference in their academic work and their work completed in the makerspaces: when
their work and achievements can be made visible and sharable across settings, as Ito et al. (2013)
claims, these experiences can afford students opportunities to connect learning experiences and
outcomes across settings. By building these connections, these authors claim students have a
more resilient, adaptive, and effective learning experience.
Academically Oriented
The academic orientation of the makerspaces was mostly due to course assignments that
allowed for, encouraged, or even required students to use the makerspaces in order to complete
the activities. As a result, the spaces exhibited academic orientation according to Ito and
colleagues (2013). According to the stories told by the participants, some of them were using the
makerspaces only for academic purposes (45%), for personal pursuits only (47%), or a
combination of academic and personal pursuits. For those using the spaces for academic
purposes only, they reported being required to use the space for class assignments. Or, they
chose to use the space to help them complete their academic assignments but were not required
to do so. In either case, it is clear to see students were able engaging in these spaces in ways that
held academic connections or implications for them.
For example, a nursing major, Maggy, discussed during an interview how her nursing
course that required her to use the space for a class assignment as a freshman, initiated an interest
for her in a specialized nursing field. Within this example, the student articulates the most
common way makerspaces in K-12 have been observed to be academically oriented: teachers
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create a lesson plan and assignment which requires students to make artifacts to demonstrate
what they have learned in that unit (Blikstein, 2018; Dougherty, 2012). A contribution this work
makes to this foundational literature are the unprompted, unassigned, and voluntary reasons
student makers are using the university makerspaces. Given complete autonomy to using the
space, students are still finding ways that their making activities and pursuits connect to their
academic work or hold real-world and future value. These findings suggest that an academic
orientation of making can still be achieved when the spaces are made to be autonomous.
However, since use of the space is optional, an implication of these findings is that if students are
encouraged to use the spaces for academic purposes, they may identify extended uses for the
space that move beyond the original assignment. Ultimately, the original assignment can act as
an on-ramp for students into using the makerspaces for more personal and/or academic purposes
at their own choice.
Interest-Based
Findings indicative of the makerspaces of this study achieving an interest-based ethos
supports much of Ito and colleagues’ (2013) work which touts the benefits of students being able
to engage with personal interests. Specifically, the data of this study demonstrate that students
are indeed using the makerspaces for personal pursuits/interests. Moreover, students are using
these spaces for personal interests more than they are for academic reasons. However, Ito et al
(2013) also claim that these interests are best explored when they are supported and guided by
peers, experts, and/or caring adults. Findings of this study did not demonstrate a presence of
supports that were older than the participants; the supports in this study were limited to peers or
online resources. This delineation from the original theory is likely a result of the university
context in which the study took place. In other words, Ito and colleagues’ (2013) development of
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their CLT was based on research conducted on youth or young people who were in grades K-12.
An outcome the authors claim that precipitates from the involvement of caring adults in students’
learning experiences is new peer and adult relationships.
Within the context of K-12 settings, these relationships with caring adults who support
students’ interests are key to students’ construction of their sense of self or shaping their current
and future identities (Ito et al., 2013). However, according to the data of this study, students are
not connected with caring adults or industry experts as a part of the design of the makerspace
environments. These findings imply there are missed opportunities for university students to
continue to hone or explore their sense of self and shape their identities if connections could be
made with mentors who are from industry or university instructors. Nevertheless, participants of
this study reported social connections and relationships with peers that ultimately guided their
completion of their projects. While the guides and supports in this study are peers, the peers
serve as the more-knowledgeable-others in the space who are there to assist participants when
they become stuck by a design challenge. These findings beg for a new avenue for investigation
into whether support of interests by peers is sufficient for participants to explore their interests;
or, would students benefit more from incorporating faculty or industry experts into the
makerspaces to support the varied interests represented? Finally, these findings offer new
considerations for how a CL framework may look different within a university context as
opposed to K-12. When spaces and learning opportunities are completely autonomous and
student-led, advanced supports or guides may be missing from the model that could extend
engagement even further.
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Evidence of Apprenticeship Model
Some of the connections that students were able to identify between making and their in- and
out-of-school work—such as with their academic pursuits and imagined, future careers—have
already been discussed in this chapter. Here, I review an underlying principle of the CL
framework, the apprenticeship model, and how this theory informs the implications of this case
study. See Table 5.1 in Appendix O for the complete CL framework adapted from Ito et al.
(2013). The fundamentals of an apprenticeship model include learning experiences that occur in
real-world contexts wherein learners are submersed into just-in-time learning experiences as
challenges arise naturally from their surrounds—not simulated challenges (Dennen & Burner,
2008).
One student described the social environment of the makerspaces as a students-asteachers model, wherein the student staff members were considered the experts, or teachers, in
the environment and were there to scaffold learning, offer feedback and ideas, and ask questions.
Ito and colleagues (2013) term this learning as “fluid” and “reciprocal” and include these
interactions in their framework as “peer-supported” (pp. 62-81). Ito and colleagues (2013) relied
on an apprenticeship model to build their CL framework. Traditional education tends to consider
the expert as the one teacher providing information to the learners, whereas the apprenticeship
model positions the “teacher” as a more experienced person—and not necessarily someone who
is older—and the learner as someone who is less experienced (Ito et al., 2013). Students also
described an ability to connect their learning to real-world problems, because of the relevance
and multifaceted disciplines required to solve the problems. A central goal of the apprenticeship
model is to ensure tasks are relevant to the real-world, and not merely classroom-type exercises
(Dennen & Burner, 2008).
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Discussion of Emergent Findings
In this section, I report the findings of this descriptive case study that emerged from the data
in the following themes: (1) types of makerspace learning; (2) appeal of the makerspaces to
students; and (3) the most-valuable artifacts to students. I acknowledge that there is some overlap
with my abovementioned themes. However, my emergent themes have nuanced differences that
include ways students are describing their learning; characteristics of the makerspaces in this
case that are attractive to makers; and a deeper understanding of why students enjoy making
what they are making in makerspaces.
Emergent Finding 1: Makerspace Learning
Types of makerspace learning is represented in the data in multiple ways. Using pattern
coding (Saldaña, 2016), I organized the data into the following three themes: (1) expansion of
students’ knowledge base; (2) problem-solving skills and practice with the iterative design
process; and (3) learning within context.
Expansion of Knowledge Base. Findings from this theme provide evidence that student
makers are gaining skills in disciplines or areas where they already have a basic understanding,
but, more importantly, students are also expanding their skills and knowledge base into new
disciplines or lines of inquiry. For example, the data offer multiple illustrations of these new
skills and tools students have acquired in the makerspaces. These include 3D printing practices;
Adobe software; computer-aided design (CAD) software; efficient use of specific equipment
such as the laser cutter, CNC mills, vinyl cutters; 3D modeling file types; virtual reality (VR)
tools and practices; coding skills; and general fabrication skills. Interview participants offered
insights into how these aforementioned skills offer benefits to students to be used immediately
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and how their new knowledge created helps to expand their knowledge bases and equip them for
future work.
These findings support previous claims from researchers on makerspace learning.
Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019), for example, report that making environments promote
students’ knowledge creation. These authors offer a possible explanation for how this knowledge
building occurs in makerspaces; they describe that makerspace activities do not follow a
sequential “script” or a preplanned lesson designed by a teacher (Kajamaa & Kumpluainen,
2019, p. 276). Rather, the authors describe that making demands that participants integrate
knowledge from various resources and domains to accomplish tasks or solve problems. When
students are presented real-world challenges such as complex making challenges that require
pulling knowledge from multiple disciplines, as described above, they engage in
transdisciplinary learning (Falls, 2020).
Falls (2020) describes how this transdisciplinary approach to learning in makerspaces
provides a pathway for students to build bridges between in-school learning and application to
out-of-school, real-life problems. Therefore, pairing the findings of this case study that
demonstrated students’ expansion of their knowledge bases as a result of their transdisciplinary
thinking and activities, with theory from previous research (Blikstein, 2013; Falls, 2020; &
Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019), I concluded a major finding of my study is that university
makerspaces offered opportunities for students to build bridges between their formal learning
practices and real-world contexts. This conclusion was further supported by the original claim by
Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019) and the connections that student makers in this case study
articulated between their making practices and other contexts previously discussed.
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This is an exciting conclusion of this research which holds important implications for
university and K-12 educational settings. However, Cohen and colleagues (2017), Rusk (2016),
and Ito et al. (2013), all point to a principal construct that must be achieved for these learning
outcomes to be realized. These authors all agree that learning built upon student interests is the
key to unlock deeper and richer learning outcomes such as those described above. According to
the findings of this study, some students were assigned to use the makerspaces in this study as
means to completing a class project. These assignments were open-ended and tasked students
with developing prototypes of designs that offered a solution to a real-world problem of their
choosing within their respective fields. Students not only claimed to enjoy these assignments, but
also described how these experiences opened them up to further engage with the makerspaces on
campus after their assignment was complete. These findings point toward a need for instructors
to consider these types of open-ended assignments, often found in transdisciplinary learning, as a
means toward an end of interest-based learning experiences.
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Problem-Solving and the Iterative Design Process. The multiple data sources of this
case study—questionnaires and interviews—provided insight into the problem-solving strategies
and practices that are necessary during making activities. These problem-solving skills appeared
to naturally occur within the iterative design process. Several students offered examples of how
they have used the makerspace to help identify flaws in their designs or encountered problemsolving challenges as part of their making processes. As Alex explained, “3D printers and almost
anything you do here is like the definition of iteration, because things fail, things just completely
mess up.” Baron et al. (2016), Brahms and Crowley (2016), Rusk (2016), and Tomko et al.
(2017) suggest that this iterative tinkering and testing process that makerspaces often require is
commonly enjoyed by makerspace users. Rusk (2016) explains that makers often enjoy this
process of identifying problems and testing new designs or approaches just as much as their final
product.
This type of thinking and enjoyment for iteration is valued in industry—particularly
engineering and design industries. Support for this claim is evidenced in several reports that
describe how iteration is a valued practice in making as well as engineering and design (Barrett
et al., 2015; Barton et al., 2017; Becker et al., 2017; Bekker et al., 2015; Brahms & Crowley,
2016; Garcia et al., 2014). This approach has been adopted because working with physical
models as opposed to digital/conceptual for identifying design flaws is more cost-effective.
Madeline and Sam, both engineering majors in this case study, articulated how working with a
physical, tangible model of their design was immensely helpful to reaching their final product.
Alex and Callie, both architecture majors in this case study, suggested that architecture firms also
recognized the value of 3D printing/prototyping for the success of the iterative design process.
While the practice of iteration is well established in the literature, it is important to note that in
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the findings of this case students reported an enjoyment of the prototyping as well as tangible
benefits as they worked in the makerspaces. This implies that working in university makerspaces
holds potential for students to hone this valued, important skill of iteration. Additionally,
students’ appreciation for the iterative design process was not limited to those with a hard
science background. If university students are to have a competitive edge in prototyping postgraduation in an engineering or design industry, the current study offers evidence that campus
makerspaces are a means toward that end.
These benefits are not, however, reserved only for students who are seeking an
engineering or architecture-related career after graduation. The problem-solving skills and
thinking involved in the iterative design processes identified can also be described as
metacognition. A biochemical doctoral student in this study pointed to metacognitive thinking
and perseverance that he needed in the makerspace to achieve his goal. This type of learning and
thinking embodied by makerspaces, according to Cohen et al. (2017), is one way we can prepare
students to solve the problems of the future. Another scholar, Blikstein (2013) reports that
makerspaces and fabrication in educational settings helps to cut out the mundane issues of the
“middleman” of manual dexterity and materials when creating prototypes. Instead, students are
able to focus on improving their design. Blikstein’s claim is substantiated by findings of this
study.
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Learning Across Contexts. Maggy, a nursing major, described it best when she
discussed how her nursing assignment that required use of the makerspace propelled her to think
and interact with nursing-related problems in a real-world setting. Although the real-world
setting was not in a medical facility, Maggy described how her experience with attempting to
solve a real-world issue currently faced in the medical field, offered a unique contextual insight.
According to Maggy, she was able to view the problem through the lens of a real nursing
innovator. Maggy identified a principle of learning through making that is well documented in
foundational literature. Earlier work by Blikstein (2013) reports that fabrication and making offer
students opportunity to engage with scenarios in a “highly meaningful, engaging, and
contextualized fashion” (p. 219). In Blikstein’s (2013) study, he reports the students were able to
engage with STEM disciplines, in particular, in this unique, contextualized manner. For this
reason, Blikstein (2013) claims learning through making affords participants to practice with
abstract concepts and ideas in a way that is concrete and meaningful, because abstract ideas are
often necessary to accomplish making tasks.
Similarly, Ito et al. (2013), describes that in-school learning is often disconnected from
relevance or contextualization for learners. Instead, a connected learning experience such as
those identified in the makerspaces of this study, offer learners practice with concepts that are
relevant, immediately useful, and real-world oriented. According to Maggy in this case study,
this type of interaction with nursing concepts offered her the chance to engage with the material
in a deeper way. Maggy described that she felt the need to think deeply and more critically about
the problem her group was trying to solve. This claim by Maggy aligns with previous literature.
Schad and Jones (2020) state, when learning is situated within real-world contexts, it allows
students to begin to develop a deeper understanding of the real world around them.
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Other Emergent Findings
The following findings draw on the emergent findings identified in Chapter 4. These
findings are discussed collectively here due to their common relevance to students’ affinity for
making and the overall appeal of using the makerspaces. These findings are discussed in terms of
the following themes: (1) appeal of the makerspaces, (2) value and significance of the artifacts
created, and (3) activities within the makerspace.
Appeal of the Makerspaces. A common, emergent theme in this case study’s data was
participants’ appreciation for the ease of access to the makerspaces. Students commented on the
convenience and ease of accessing the physical space and digital training resources. Participants
reported how the access to the machines and equipment in the makerspaces afford possibilities
for creation that are otherwise unavailable or unaffordable. This finding aligns with a principle of
CLT, that everyone can participate, wherein Ito et al. (2013) claim a CL experience is possible
when participants are given many pathways to participation. In this case study’s context, the
makerspaces are open to all majors, for any reason, in a wide range of hours during the day. This
open-door policy, arguably, makes the makerspaces more inclusive and attractive to majors that
may not necessarily be engineering-related. Previous literature describes that most makerspace
participants are those from science or engineering-backgrounds (Holbert, 2016). Building on this
claim, Morocz and colleagues (2016) add that they found that those who participate in
makerspaces are often less anxious about performing engineering tasks. These authors report that
these results suggest that anxiety might be a significant barrier for students to start participating
in university makerspaces” (Morocz et al., 2016, p. 11).
The current study’s findings add to the previous literature by offering a possible solution
to one of the barriers to participation described by Morocz et al. (2016). When the makerspaces
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on university campuses are designed in a way that everyone can participate—as suggested by Ito
et al. (2013)—this may work to remove some of the barriers to participation of other makerspace
designs. Since the literature demonstrates that students can be intimidated by the robust
equipment and the engineering-focused activities, ensuring that these spaces display an open,
accepting, and inclusive stance may prove to establish a larger and more diverse participant pool
(Peppler et al., 2018). It is clear that the participants of this case study feel welcomed and
supported in using the makerspaces on their campus and indicates that a wider inclusion of
majors is possible.
Informal, Open-Ended Context. Similar to the makerspaces’ open participation
orientation, the activities within the spaces are also unstructured, informal, and open to students’
choice. Participants described this autonomy as freedom of innovation and how open it is. These
campus makerspace characteristics, according to participants, were the second most frequently
noted reason students used the makerspaces in this study. These findings align with research by
Rusk (2016) who reported that the ability to make anything they wanted was a key attraction of
Rusk’s participants for making. According to claims by Haynes and Haynes (2018), when
makerspaces are designed to bring together students from various disciplines across campus, like
the makerspaces included in this research, they hold potential for unique cross-disciplinary
connections to be made between students that may lead to work that will solve the world’s grand
challenges.
Another way this open and autonomous work has been described in literature is “messing
around” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 81). Ito and colleagues (2009) reported that young people in their
study required a certain amount of autonomy and unstructured time to “mess around” to explore
knowledge and become self-directed learners. “Messing around” is one of three genres of
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participation the young people of their study displayed. The authors note that this activity of
experimentation and play is a precursor to the “geeking out” phase of participation which
captures an intense engagement and production of high-quality products within technology-rich
environments (Ito et al., 2013, p. 66).
Ability to Create. Finally, the university students in this study collectively reported a
third means of enjoyment when using these makerspaces as an ability to be creative or to create.
The students described a drive to create artifacts in the spaces that are not necessarily purpose
driven. The participants—across all majors—described an enjoyment of having a creative outlet
at their disposal which seemed to satisfy a desire for exploration, creation, and unstructured play.
These findings support previous research on making. For example, the work of Tomko and
colleague’s (2017) report of the motivations for making: (1) invention, the quest to solve a
problem; (2) art, the desire to create beauty; and (3) process, the love of the activity of making.
Similarly, Brahms and Crowley (2016) capture these activities as makers’ desire to explore,
question, tinker, test, iterate, seek out resources, hack and repurpose, combine and complexify,
customize, and share. It is clear that these findings from previous literature and the current study
tell an analogous story of makers’ desire to design, tinker, play, and make.
Significance of Artifacts. The findings yielded three ways that participants found value
in their artifacts made in the makerspaces: (1) personal relevance; (2) academic relevance; and
(3) utility or functionality. The work of Barron and Martin (2016) describes what digital makers
produced, Kafai et al., (2014) describe e-textile artifacts that adolescent females made in a
makerspace, and Li and Todd (2019) offer some examples of products made in two library
makerspaces. However, the following findings, combined with the descriptions by participants of
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artifacts created, offer novel insights into the types of products and relevance of the respective
products for university students included in this study.
Personal Relevance. Participants described personal enjoyment and value of their
artifacts created in the makerspaces. A value of personal relevance—pride in knowing that they
had been the one to make the product—was represented in the findings for an array of artifact
subjects. Subjects included popular culture, books, video game characters, board games, school
clubs, music, and more. Products that carry strong personal relevance to participants were
figurines or models of characters that were meaningful to the makers. These findings supported
previous claims in literature by Li and Todd (2019), who report that 15 out of their 21
participants described a personal enjoyment and play as their artifact’s relevance rather than for
practicality. The current study’s findings add to the current literature by offering ways in which
university students are thinking about their artifacts. The previous study mentioned was
conducted on young people in grades six to ten. Thus, the ages of participants and developmental
levels in the Li and Todd (2019) study represent a notably younger perspective than those
represented in the current study.
Academic Relevance. Participants in this case study described an academic relevance of
the artifacts they created. This relevance was identified in two ways. First, the engineering and
architecture students, specifically, felt enabled to apply theory from their courses into making
practices. This construct was previously discussed by the findings relative to RQ 2 and RQ2.a
above. Thus, here I present the second way in which makerspace artifacts hold academic
relevance for participants. Participants described how some of the products they created were
valuable because they serve a need the student has for an academic purpose. In addition to the
products being a useful practice of design principles, a novel finding of this study is that
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university students are using their artifacts as class projects to be turned in and graded for their
design execution. Makerspaces as they are defined for the purposes of this research are spaces
void of formal assessment practices (Barton et al., 2016; Kajamaa & Kumpulainen, 2019; & Li
& Todd, 2019). Even so, university students of this study are using the makerspaces as a means
to fabricate products that will be formally assessed and graded.
Utility and Functionality. University students in this study described how some of their
products made in the makerspaces were specifically built with the intent of using them for a
precise purpose. An implication of these student perspectives is that students were able to make
items in the makerspaces that have real-world impact. Students felt empowered that they could
build anything they wanted or needed without having to purchase it somewhere else. This theme
overlaps with findings from the connections students drew between makerspace activities and
their future careers, work, or interests outside-of-school. Students saw value and connection
between their making and real-world contexts. When this was achieved, according to Ito et al.
(2013), learners were able to flourish, realize their potential, and what is learned is made more
meaningful.

Implications of the Study
In seeking to contribute to the understanding of university student perspectives of their
experiences within campus makerspaces, findings from this study offer several key implications.
My study noted that university student makers craved opportunities to create artifacts that were
personally relevant, that these makers enjoyed gifting their work to others, and the makers
identified real-world connections between making practices and their academic and future
pursuits. It was also evident that when spaces were created with a student-focus and the work
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within is interest-driven, informal, and supported by more-knowledgeable-others, there is
potential for deep, engagement and learning. I discuss each of these implications below.
Implications of RQ1 Findings
University students in this case study used the makerspaces for mostly personal reasons.
These students also enjoyed gifting their work to others. A key delineation of this study’s
findings and the foundational literature on the maker movement is the center focus on “sharing.”
Yes, some of the participants in this study shared their designs with others online, via social
media, or on Thingiverse. However, I did not identify sharing designs with others as described in
earlier literature as a central attraction of university students to the makerspace. Foundational
research on making communities and the broader maker movement describe this sharing practice
as being at the core of the movement where makers share and access “the stuff of making”
through open-access resources that afford users the opportunity to present, receive, and
communicate about their products with others (Brahms and Crowley, 2016, p. 24). Participants
in this study valued sharing, but in a way that differs from the current research landscape. It is
clear university that students value using the makerspace for producing artifacts to give to others.
This can also be considered a form of sharing their creative talents with others, but in this case
the makers are not necessarily receiving anything back in return. These findings imply that the
makers using these university makerspaces valued the process of making and enjoy these making
activities so much so, that they took pride in gifting the results of their work with others.
Students who used the space for multiple reasons seemed to reap the most benefits.
Compared to findings from Pettersen et al. (2020), the current study findings indicated that
university students would use the space for a wider variety of purposes when the space was
designed to be open and interest driven. Since it is clear students enjoyed using the spaces for
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personal pursuits, and particularly for creating gifts for others, these findings imply that these
university students have found a tangible way of displaying and sharing their knowledge with
others. Similar to children’s artwork displayed on the family refrigerator, these college students
take great pride in using their making skills to create items for the enjoyment of others. The
makerspaces of this study were designed to be freely used by students with no set goals or
predetermined agendas.
For this reason, influences toward students’ participation in these spaces were evidence
of characteristics that university students are looking for in a makerspace. Findings indicated
students are intrigued by informal spaces on campus where they are free to make. Moreover,
college campus makerspaces that are reserved for specific disciplines or fields of study may
prevent the transdisciplinary interactions made possible by the open-access infrastructure of the
makerspaces in this study. I also concluded from the findings that students who visited the
makerspace more often were more likely to experience these transdisciplinary, social interactions
with peer makers. Findings demonstrated that when students use the space for multiple pursuits,
they seem to reap the most benefit from their experiences.
Implications of RQ2 & RQ2.a Findings
In considering RQ 2 and RQ2.a, results from this study imply students’ making practices
have helped them think differently about their academic work, or at least, practice skills needed
for their academic work. According to Ito et al. (2013), what most formal educational learning
experiences lack is real-world relevance. Conversely, the findings of this study indicate that
makerspaces offer a pathway for students who study design concepts (e.g., engineering,
architecture, graphic design) to connect and apply their formal learning constructs to real-world
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challenges. For these reasons, students—especially those from STEM backgrounds—were able
to easily connect their making practices to their academic work.
Students who were not from a STEM background, identified connections between
making and their work outside of the makerspace in other ways. These students expressed how
their making practices helped to expand their current interests so that they were able to engage
with these interests in deeper and more meaningful ways. Ultimately, these findings suggest that
makerspaces provide an informal space for students to develop soft skills, applicable across any
field or industry, and continue to explore personal interests to a deeper degree. Although this
case study took place on a university campus, these findings imply that the availability of a
makerspace in tandem with formal education practices, may offer educational institutions a
means toward a more holistic educational experience for students.
Using a CLT lens for evaluating the connections that students were able to articulate
between their making practices and work outside of the makerspace, it is clear these spaces offer
relevant, meaningful, and enjoyable learning opportunities for students. Students were able to
self-identify connections to current work and their work in their imagined, future careers. These
findings offer implications for leaders in higher education, librarians, community center leaders,
K-12 administration and staff, and other makerspace facilitators that when spaces are created
with a student-focus and the work within is interest-driven, informal, and supported by moreknowledgeable-others, there is potential for deep, engagement and learning.
Implications of Emergent Findings
A major finding of my study is that university makerspaces offer opportunities for
students to build bridges between their formal learning practices and real-world contexts. This
study’s findings support Halverson and Sheridan’s (2014) previous claim that the “maker
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movement stretches across the formal/informal instructional divide, creating an opportunity in
research and in practice to understand learning and schooling as related but independent
concepts” (p. 503). Kajamaa and Kumpulainen (2019) offer a similar argument for makerspaces.
These authors suggest that makerspaces help students build bridges between their formal and
informal learning. In addition to makerspaces helping students build connections between their
learning, this study’s findings imply that makerspace activities provide opportunities for deeper
engagement with concepts from formal classroom instruction. Considering these results, another
implication of this study is that makerspaces may provide opportunities for students to extend
and build on their foundational knowledge of engineering and design developed in the
classroom. Alternatively, for students whose academic work is not design or engineering related,
makerspaces foster opportunity for students to engage with fabrication concepts in an authentic
way, to create new learning experiences.
According to Mersand (2020), very few makerspace studies in previous research have
examined different forms of making—digital and non-digital fabrication practices—or how
participation in these practices influence outcomes. These authors questioned whether it is the
technology or the process of making that leads to the cognitive, psychomotor, and socioemotional (attitude enhancement) learning potentials identified in makerspaces. This case study
report extends the current body of literature and provides empirical findings and implications for
these activities. This case study report offers findings of university makers who practiced with
digital and non-digital forms of fabrication, and the learning and metacognitive outcomes
associated with these practices. We can see that students who engage with technology or
digitally oriented equipment for making and those who engage with textile or offline tools have
similar perspectives of the making process and outcomes. Thus, educational institutions or those
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seeking to start a makerspace may start with textile and offline tools for making and may yield
similar outcomes to technology-rich making environments.
These results provide an interesting discovery that, no matter the age (from young
adolescent to young adult), there exists a commonality between makers: they thoroughly enjoy
playing, exploring, tinkering, messing around, etc. with matters that are personally interesting.
Claims by Brahms and Crowley (2016), Rusk (2016), Dougherty (2016), and Tomko et al.
(2017) collectively describe that the act of making or being a maker common among most
humans. Not everyone will use advanced or digital technologies to make things, but the concept
of making things on your own (e.g., cooking, gardening, knitting and sewing, or repairing a car)
are all skills that reflect tinkering skills (Dougherty, 2016). These types of tinkering, exploring,
or playful approaches to problems are frequently identified among makers and makerspaces
(Brahms & Crowley, 2016; Fields et al., 2015; Peppler & Bender, 2013; Rusk, 2016; Schad &
Jones, 2020; Turner, 2018), and those in this case study. University students of this study
collectively tell a story of a common desire to be creative for personal and academic pursuits.
This practice is most often fulfilled by 3D printing, prototyping, and model building. As a result,
students identify personal, academic, and functional relevance of the products created in the
makerspace. These findings imply that when students are afforded the autonomy to make
artifacts of their own choosing, with minimal scaffolding, students’ desire for creativity and
innovation is satisfied and a deeper and wider breadth of engagement is realized.

Limitations of the Study
The principle limitation to this study was the timing of data collection which resulted in
less student participation overall, and limited sample of students to interview. Data collection
occurred between fall of 2020 through spring of 2021 in the context of a global COVID-19
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pandemic. As a result, the university adjusted their in-person courses to almost completely
virtual modalities, and the allowed capacity in the makerspaces was drastically reduced. The
spring semester in 2021 offered more in-person courses, but still only a fraction of the usual
face-to-face offerings were available. Since the modalities of courses shifted so significantly,
there were far fewer students on campus who may have usually participated in the makerspaces.
A combination of wave one and two of questionnaire distribution only returned 151 responses
out of 4,091 total possible participants, providing only a 3.7% total response rate. For this reason,
these are limitations to the conclusions that can be drawn from the perspectives of students
working in these spaces.
Qualitative researchers understand that descriptive case study research, in particular, is
not generalizable due to a narrower focus and small sample size of these study designs (Merriam,
1998). However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the goal of this study was not to formulate general
hypotheses that apply to contexts and populations outside of this study. Rather, the intent of this
descriptive case study report was to present basic information about informal learning spaces
(makerspaces) on a university campus and begin building a database or wider knowledge base
for future comparison and theory building in the field of education.
Another limitation of this study was that the data relied on participant perspectives and
self-reporting. In this case, participants perspectives only reflected what students chose to share.
For example, one participant assumed I worked for the makerspace staff until halfway through
our interview. Therefore, it is possible that other participants may have thought the same and
chose not to share any negative or adverse experiences they experienced in the makerspaces.
I also acknowledge that this study originated out of a personal interest in makers and their
abilities to create in ways I find remarkable. I held my own beliefs about what I may find in the
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data, and this may have impacted the way in which I interpreted my findings. However, I took
steps in my data collection and analysis to mitigate the possibility of confirmation bias
(Nickerson, 1998) by including another observer and interview coder. These two other
researchers assisted me in confirming or refuting the codes or themes I was seeing in the data,
but I do acknowledge that there is still possibility of confirmation bias as I conducted a majority
of the data collection and analysis as a sole interpreter.
Although the diversity of disciplines represented by the participants of this study is
similar to previous research (engineering and hard science focused), I acknowledge that the
perspectives represented in this case study report are skewed toward engineering and hard
science disciplines. The lack of diversity in race (91.2% white or Caucasian) and major or
academic orientation (55.2% in the college of engineering and related sciences) of my
participants was a clear limitation of this study as these proportions may not be representative of
most makers. Due to the homogeneity of the participants, it is difficult to generalize findings of
this study beyond those who participated within the boundaries of this case.
Suggestions for Future Research
Barrett et al. (2015) calls for additional research on the impact of university makerspaces
on (a) the university and (b) the student participants. This work offers findings, from university
students’ perspectives, of the impact of makerspaces on student participants within the context of
this case. Although the sample size for this study is not robust enough to generalize out to other
university contexts, the methodology employed can be generalized. Findings of this study imply
a significance to the intent and goals of campus makerspaces for how students will utilize and
perceive them. This begs the question if the makerspaces were more or less structured, would
similar results still be identified? Additional research is needed to determine if limitations are
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placed on how students are expected or allowed to use a makerspace, how might this impede or
enhance the learning potential?
Although maker identities or identity development is not a focus on this study, some of
the emergent findings suggest those who use the makerspace often may have an opportunity to
expand their repertoires of practice or even transition their self-identified identities. The
implications of these findings indicate that further research is needed to understand how
makerspace participants might be thinking differently about their abilities or identities as makers.
Another line of inquiry related to this topic should include a comparison of participants who take
on a role as both a makerspace user and a makerspace staff member/intern. It is possible that
those who take on this dual role may be more invested in making, in general, or are simply
provided more exposure to the advanced equipment which therefore provides increased
confidence with the tools and concepts of making.
The dynamics of “student” and “teacher” roles vary across makerspaces. Those identified
in this study were: students, or anyone who wished to participate in the makerspaces; and
teachers, or trained, university students who are makerspace staff members, or student makers
who had more experience with a practice than another. Therefore, these roles were fluid and
reciprocal. There were no faculty members or professors in these makerspaces facilitating the
activities. Due to this unique structure of students-as-teachers, additional research would be
needed to determine if this type of teaching and learning from and with peers offers any
exclusive outcomes that differ from those of makerspaces led by faculty or fulltime university
staff members.
When considering the disciplines represented by the participants of this study, disciplines
such as marketing, management, economics, criminal justice, English, history, physics,
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performing arts, health science, or agriculture were underrepresented. Although there were
participants from special education and nursing that were represented by the findings of this
study, future investigations into impacts of an even more diverse makerspace participation pool
is needed. For instance, this study concluded that even given the participant dispersion across
majors in the context of this study that was heavily weighted toward the hard sciences, findings
demonstrate that transdisciplinary experiences and learning occurred. Thus, additional research is
needed to determine if these benefits may be enhanced by the addition of a wider range of
university student participants in makerspaces.

Conclusion
Berman (2020) claims researchers would benefit from closer attention to how students
“move in, inhabit and reconfigure,” as well as how they make sense of their experiences of these
different learning spaces and activities (p. 135). In response, this research draws on multiple data
sources within a descriptive case study approach to answer questions that still exist in the
literature. In this descriptive case study, I drew on data collected from a questionnaire,
interviews, observations, and artifact analysis to provide insights into what influences students to
participate in university makerspaces, what artifacts are created, and how these artifacts connect
with students’ in- and out-of-school interests. Findings from this study yielded implications that
university students enjoyed the creative process of making, especially for personally relevant
artifacts. These student makers enjoyed the making process so much that they create artifacts to
share with others as gifts. According to student perspectives, I concluded when students use the
space for multiple pursuits, they seem to reap the most benefit from their experiences.
All six principles of the Connected Learning framework (Ito et al. 2013) were identified
in the makerspaces of this case study. This CL framework was used as a lens to evaluate the
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findings of this study. As a result, I found evidence of an apprenticeship model existing between
the makers and their peers, and the makers and the makerspace staff members. Consequences of
this type of model imply informal learning potential that is further evidenced by the self-reported
learning gains of the participants. Specifically, participants identified ways the makerspaces
fostered opportunity for expanding their knowledge base, problem-solving and practice with the
iterative design process, and learning within contexts.
When asked about connections students could identify between their making practices
and their in- and out-of-school practices and interests, participants identified connections to their
academic work as well as their imagined, future careers. These findings imply strong evidence
for development of academic and metacognitive competencies through their hard and soft skill
expansion within the makerspaces. Participants indicated a deep appreciation for the open-access
and autonomy offered by the makerspaces.
As with any case study, there are limitations to the generalizability of these findings. This
descriptive case study report offers basic information about informal learning spaces
(makerspaces) on a university campus so that future work may use these findings to build a
broader knowledge base for future comparison and theory building in education. This work
demonstrates the many benefits and learning outcomes of offering a university makerspace to
students, as told by their perspectives. By understanding student perspectives of their makerspace
practices, educators and makerspace facilitators can help students identify ways of engaging with
their personal interests in meaningful ways that hold strong implications for learning and success
in their academic work and future careers.
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Appendix A
Figure 1.2.
Graphic Depicting the Rise of the Maker Movement (Make Community, 2020)
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Appendix B
Survey Email Invite for Participants
[Date]

Dear [Participant Name],

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Dr. Dani Herro and her Graduate
Assistant, Abby Baker, at Clemson University. Your participation is voluntary, you will be given
a copy of this form for your records. The study is surrounding the examination of student
perspectives of using a university makerspace. The research is specifically focused on: (1) what
influences students to use a makerspace; and (2) what types of artifacts are created, and how
those are connected to in-school or out-of-school interests.
We are interested in sending you a questionnaire and asking you some specific questions related
to your perspectives of using university makerspaces. We will be collecting names and other
identifiable information; however, all of the data collected by this study will remain confidential,
and participants will be assigned an anonymous identifier to ensure the anonymity of participants
to anyone other than the research team.
The benefits of participating in this study include sharing your work and perspectives with a
broader audience, which may in turn allow you to reflect on the value of your productions and
help the university improve the experiences as it relates to using a university makerspace.
Additionally, the researchers will use the data collected to further extend the understanding of
university students’ perspectives of using, learning, and making in a university makerspace. The
results of this study will help educators and makerspace facilitators in developing and bettertailoring makerspace opportunities for learning to meet the needs of the students using these
spaces.
We expect the questionnaire [# of questions] to take a total of 15 minutes of your time.
Sincerely,
Dr. Dani Herro & Abby Baker
Clemson University
aeholco@clemson.edu
864-656-1410
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Appendix C
Interview Email Invite for Participants

[Date]

Dear [Participant Name],
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Dr. Dani Herro and her Graduate
Assistant, Abby Baker, at Clemson University. Your participation is voluntary, you will be given
a copy of this form for your records. The study is surrounding the examination of student
perspectives of using a university makerspace. The researchers will be specifically focused on:
(1) what influences students to use a makerspace; and (2) what types of artifacts are created, and
how those are connected to in-school or out-of-school interests.
The researchers are interested in interviewing you and asking you some specific questions
related to your answers to our original questionnaire sent to you on [date]. We will be collecting
names and other identifiable information; however, all of the data collected by this study will
remain confidential, and participants will be assigned an anonymous identifier to ensure the
anonymity of participants to anyone other than the research team.
The benefits of participating in this study include providing your perspectives and experiences as
it relates to using a university makerspace. Additionally, the researchers will use the data
collected to further extend the understanding of university students’ perspectives of using,
learning, and making in a university makerspace. The results of this study will help educators
and makerspace facilitators in developing and better-tailoring makerspace opportunities for
learning to meet the needs of the students using these spaces.
We expect the interview to take a total of 30 minutes of your time. Interviews will be conducted
either face-to-face or via Zoom for those of you who are off-campus. If you would like to
participate in this study, please the days and time you would be available on the attached form.
Sincerely,
Dr. Dani Herro & Abby Baker
Clemson University
aeholco@clemson.edu
864-656-1410
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Appendix D
Informed Consent Statements
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF A UNIVERSITY MAKERSPACE
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
STUDENT SURVEY
Key Information About the Research Study
Voluntary Consent: You are invited to participate in a research study of how you perceive your
experiences working within a university makerspace. I am not evaluating your techniques nor
testing your knowledge in any way. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may
have before agreeing to be in the study.
The study is being conducted by Dr. Dani Herro and her graduate student, Abby Baker, at
Clemson University.
You may choose not to take part or may leave the study at any time. Leaving the study will not
result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are entitled. Your decision whether or not to
participate in this study will not affect your current or future relations with the investigator(s).
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to explore the perspectives of university students
participating in campus makerspaces.
Activities and Procedures:
If you agree to be in the study:
1. We will collect your responses to this attached questionnaire
2. You may be asked to participate in a follow-up interview if you indicate on the
questionnaire you are willing to do so. In which case, we will provide you with an
additional consent form for participation.
Participation Time: It will take you about [x total minutes] to complete this questionnaire.
Risk and Discomforts: There is a risk of possible loss of confidentiality, protections for which
are described below.
Possible Benefits: You may understand more about the influences that propel students to
participate in a university makerspace; perceived learning occurring in the spaces; and the types
of artifacts produced in these spaces. As well, by participating, you are allowing educators and
makerspace facilitators to learn more about how students are using these spaces and help them to
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understand how to best-structure these spaces in the future to meet the needs of university
students.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Audio recordings will be used for education purposes, and then they will be destroyed after 3
years’ time of the study’s completion.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
We will be collecting names and other identifiable information; however, all of the data collected
by this study will remain confidential, and participants will be assigned an anonymous identifier
to ensure anonymity of participants to anyone other than the research team.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator for
future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants or legally
authorized representative.
CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please contact the
Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 or
irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the ORC’s
toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer some studyspecific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the research staff cannot be
reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the research staff.
For study-related questions about the study contact the researcher:
Dr. Dani Herro at 262-337-0205 or dherro@clemson.edu.
CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written above, been
allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take part in this research. You
do not give up any legal rights by taking part in this research study.
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STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF A UNIVERSITY MAKERSPACE
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
STUDENT INTERVIEW
Key Information About the Research Study
Voluntary Consent: You are invited to participate in a research study of how you perceive your
experiences working within a university makerspace. I am not evaluating your techniques nor
testing your knowledge in any way. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may
have before agreeing to be in the study.
The study is being conducted by Dr. Dani Herro and her graduate student, Abby Baker, at
Clemson University.
You may choose not to take part or may leave the study at any time. Leaving the study will not
result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are entitled. Your decision whether or not to
participate in this study will not affect your current or future relations with the investigator(s).
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to explore the perspectives of university students
participating in campus makerspaces.
Activities and Procedures:
If you agree to be in the study:
1. We will interview you and audio-record you
2. We may also follow up by email or phone with final questions
Participation Time: It will take you between 30-45 minutes to participate in this interview.
Risk and Discomforts: There is a risk of possible loss of confidentiality, protections for which
are described below. As well, there is a potential that you will feel uncomfortable being recorded
or interviewed.
Possible Benefits: You may understand more about the influences that propel students to
participate in a university makerspace; perceived learning occurring in the spaces; and the types
of artifacts produced in these spaces. As well, by participating, you are allowing educators and
makerspace facilitators to learn more about how students are using these spaces and help them to
understand how to best-structure these spaces in the future to meet the needs of university
students.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
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Tape recordings will be used for education purposes, and then they will be destroyed after 3
years’ time of the study’s completion.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
We will be collecting names and other identifiable information; however, all of the data collected
by this study will remain confidential, and participants will be assigned an anonymous identifier
to ensure anonymity of participants to anyone other than the research team.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator for
future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants or legally
authorized representative.
CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please contact the
Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 or
irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the ORC’s
toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer some studyspecific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the research staff cannot be
reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the research staff.
For study-related questions about the study contact the researcher
Dr. Dani Herro at 262-337-0205 or dherro@clemson.edu.
CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information written above, been
allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing to take part in this research. You
do not give up any legal rights by taking part in this research study.
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Appendix E

Authorization for Use of Photographic/Image/Video/Voice Recording
Name: ___________________________________

Date: ________________

PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. It affects the rights you may have
concerning the use by Clemson University of any photographs, video or images taken of you
during the Program identified above.
In consideration for my participation in the above referenced Program at Clemson
University, I, __________________________ hereby grant permission to Clemson University
and its representatives and employees to take photographs, video and audio recordings of me
and/or my performance. I give Clemson University permission to use these images, recordings,
my name, likeness, and biographical information as follows:
1. To copy, reproduce, distribute, modify, display and perform.
2. To use in composite or modified forms in any media, now known or later developed,
including but not limited to publications, newspapers, television, radio, soundtrack
recording, motion picture, filmstrip, still photograph, the Internet, the world wide
web, or any transcript.
3. For any purpose throughout the world and in perpetuity, including but not limited
to education, research, trade, advertising, and promotion.
I agree that I will receive no consideration for these uses and that Clemson University
owns all rights to the image. I waive the right to inspect or approve uses of these images,
recordings, and written copies of works featuring me and/or my performance, and I
understand that Clemson University is not obligated to use any of the rights granted by me
under this Agreement.
I affirm, represent, and warrant that I have the right, power, authority, and the ability to
enter into this release agreement and perform all actions in connection herewith and that I am
not under any contract or other arrangement with any person or entity which would interfere
with any aspect of my performance under this release agreement or diminish its value to
Clemson University. I hereby release Clemson University, its representatives, agents,
employees and assigns from any claims that may arise from these uses, including claims of
defamation, invasion of privacy, infringement, or rights of publicity or copyright. This release
is binding on me, my heirs assign, and estate and represents the entire agreement between me
and Clemson University regarding the matters herein.
Participant’s Signature _______________________________ Date: ________
I, (printed name) ___________________________________________ , am the parent or legal guardian of
the Participant who has signed above. I have read and I understand the Provisions of this document, I consent
to the participant taking part in this Activity described above, and I fully enter into and agree to the terms in
the above Authorization for Use.
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Appendix F
Observational Protocol
Date:
Time:
Length of activity:
minutes Site:
Participants:
Grand tour question:
Descriptive Notes

Reflective Notes
Physical setting: visual
layout

Description of
participants
Description of
activities
Description of individuals engaged in activity
The sequence of activity over time
Interactio
ns Unplanned
events
Participants comments: expressed in quotes
[The researcher’s observation of what seems to
be occurring]

[Reflective comments: questions to self, observations
of nonverbal behavior, my
interpretations]

[Reflective comments: questions to self, observations
of nonverbal behavior, my
interpretations]
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Table G.1
Data Analysis Procedures Relative to RQ
RQ

Measure(s)

Tool

Product(s)

RQ1 & 2: Student
perspectives of
influences to
participate in a
makerspace

Questionnaire*

Reasons and examples supporting
perceptions indicated on the questionnaire.

Interview*

Emergent themes from coding. Reasons and
examples of student perspectives of the
connections originally drawn between inschool and out-of-school interests

RQ1& 2:

Observed CLT
principles

Observations

Observational evidence from the
researcher’s perspective of the 6 learning
and design principles of CLT

RQ1& 2:

Final products

Artifacts

Physical evidence (artifacts) created by the
participants in the makerspace
representative of student interests (academic
and/or personal) and/or reasons for using
the space

* = student self-reported perceptions
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Appendix H
Table 3.6
Timeline for Study Completion
Activity

Date of Completion

Literature Review/Exploratory Research

Fall 2019

Proposal Development

Spring 2020

Apply for IRB approval

Summer 2020

Make contact with site administrators

Summer 2020

Obtain user data from Makerspace Exec Board

Fall 2020

Distribute questionnaire to participants

Fall 2020 – Spring 2021

Recruit Participants for Interviews

Fall 2020 – Spring 2021

Interviews with Participants

Fall 2020 – Spring 2021

Data Analysis and Transcription

April 2021

Writing of Results/Discussion/Conclusions

April 2021

Final Completion of Research

May 2021
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Interview Questions
Section I – Influences to using a University Makerspace
1. What is/are the most important influence(s) to your participation in a university
makerspace? Please describe. (open response)
2. Are any of the influences you mentioned above that are connected with either your inschool or out-of-school interests? If so, please explain. (open response)
3. What do you enjoy the most about using the makerspace?
Section II – Practices in the Makerspace
4. What actives, practices, or projects do you typically participate in within the
makerspace(s)? Please describe at least one.
5. What types of artifacts/projects/products do you usually create in the makerspace (e.g.,
digital fabrications, models, vinyl printed images, t-shirts, buttons, etc.)? (open response)
6. Do you typically use the makerspaces for personal or academic purposes? Or a mixture of
both? Please explain. (free response).
7. Have you made any connections with peers or other Clemson users of the makerspace
that you might not have made outside of the makerspace?
8. What are your future career goals, besides just the field? (For example, one answer could
be: “Become a computer programmer, and open my own practice”
9. What are your future personal goals (not career-oriented) after graduation? (e.g., write a
book; learn to sew; start your own blog; establish a healthy work-life balance; etc.)
10. Can you see any connection with your making or experiences in the makerspace and your
future goals stated above? Please explain.
Section III – Demographics
11. Your name
12. Age
13. Sex
a. Male
c. Not listed (please specify)
b. Female
d. Prefer not to say
14. Race
a. American Indian or Alaskan
e. Hispanic or Latino
Native
f. Middle Eastern
b. Asian
g. White/Caucasian
c. African American
h. Two or more races
d. Native Hawaiian or Pacific
i. Not listed (please specify)
Islander
j. Prefer not to say
15. What is the highest level of education your parent(s) or legal guardian(s) received?
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a. Some high school, no diploma
b. Some college, no degree
c. Associates degree
d. Technical/Trade/Vocational training/degree
e. Bachelor’s degree
f. Master’s degree
g. Professional degree
h. Doctorage degree
16. Are you a currently enrolled undergraduate or graduate student at Clemson University?
17. Please provide your CUID username
18. Which classification best describes you?
a. Undergraduate, Freshman
b. Undergraduate, Sophomore
c. Undergraduate, Junior
d. Undergraduate, Senior
e. Graduate, Masters
f. Graduate, Doctoral
19. Do you currently have, or have you previously held unpaid work position(s) during your
time in college (such as part-time jobs, internships, co-ops, etc.)?
a. Yes, please describe
20. What is your major? (choice of majors sorted by colleges).
Section IV – Willingness to Participate in Follow-up Interview
21. Would you be willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview to expand on the
responses you have provided today
a. No
b. Yes
c. Maybe
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Appendix J
Table J.1
Codebook Organized by Theme
Theme Name Code

Code Description

Files References

A-priori Codes and/or Codes Related to RQs
(RQ1) Ability to be Creative Evidence that student enjoys using the space to be creative; evidence the
student uses the space for a creative outlet
(RQ1) Academic Pursuits or Evidence of how students are using the makerspace for academic purposes
Projects

RQ1 Results

3

7

23

83

(RQ1) Access

Evidence of how “access” influences students’ participation in the spaces

9

11

(RQ1) Affordability

Evidence of how “affordability” influences students’ participation in the
spaces

11

18

(RQ1) Co-Curricular
Pursuits

Evidence of how Greek organizations or other university-affiliated clubs
influence students’ participation in the spaces

3

5

(RQ1) Customizability

Evidence of how “customizability of products” influences students’
participation in the spaces

3

5

(RQ1) Making Gifts for
Others

Evidence of gifts made for others

7

25

(RQ1) Personal Pursuits

Evidence of how students are using the makerspace for personal purposes

48

93

(RQ1) Prototyping

Evidence of students’ desire to use the space to transition their digital designs
into physical, tangible objects; to create models of their designs; or to create a
prototype to test their design

4

17
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Theme Name Code

Code Description

Files References

(RQ1) Saves Time

Evidence of how “saving time” influences students’ participation in the spaces

3

5

(RQ1) Tools and or
Equipment

Evidence students are attracted to use space due to access to the tools within
the space or for a way to extend their production capacity

2

10

(RQ2) Connections to
Academic work

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace activities and
their academic work (in-school)

17

64

(RQ2) Connections to
Personal Interests

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace activities and
their personal interests (out-of-school)

12

18

(RQ2) Type of Product
Made-Class Projects

Captures the products made for class projects, or that are academically
oriented. These include models or prototypes that are helpful in design
iteration, or the final product that will be graded in a class

12

13

8

8

19

19

8

8

(RQ2) Type of Product
Captures the products students have made that are figurines or miniature
Made-Figurines or Miniature characters that are meaningful to them. These artifacts are generally not
Characters
functional and are only decorative
RQ2 Results

(RQ2) Type of Product
Captures the products made for personal use-only. For example, pots for
Made-Models or Prototypes plants, seedling trays for gardening, board game pieces, cookie cutters, face
for Personal Use
masks, etc.
(RQ2) Type of Product
Made-Personalized Items

Captures the items made that are personalized. These products range in the
medium or materials used, but are generally made with the intent of
customizing an item with names, initials, family crests, club-affiliations that
the students are involved in

(RQ2) Types of Products
Being Made

Student descriptions of the products they typically make or have made
previously in the makerspace

19

83

No Connections to
Academics

Captures students’ lack of connections between making practices and
academic work

2

10
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Theme Name Code

RQ2.a
Results

Code Description

Files References

(RQ2.a) Broad Connections Represents broad connections students draw between making in the
to Current or Future Career makerspace and their current and/or future work/career.

5

11

(RQ2.a) Connections to
Current Work

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace activities and
their current in-school work, out-of-school work, or other co-curricular
activities

8

20

(RQ2.a) Connections to
Future in General

Connections articulated by students of the makerspaces’ benefits for their
futures, not necessarily in their careers

5

17

(RQ2.a) Connections to
future, imagined career

Connections articulated by students between their makerspace activities and
their future ambitions, career plans, or other personal interest-related plans

13

59

(RQ2.a) No Connections to
Future Goals

Captures student responses that report not seeing a connection between their
making practices and their future goals

1

8

CL_Academically-Oriented

Academically oriented context occurs when learners can draw connections
between their interests and social interactions to their definition of future
success (i.e., academic studies, civic or political engagement, or career
opportunities) (Ito et al., 2013).

12

47

10

22

Connected
Learning
FrameworkRelated
CL_Interest-Based
Results

Codes: evidence of academic relevance of activities; evidence that actives
connect to civic engagement; and evidence activities connect to career
opportunities
Interest-powered contextualized learning occurs when a topic is personally
interesting and relevant to learners, and where often much higher-order
learning takes place (Ito et al., 2013).
Codes: evidence of personal interest or passion for the product or use of the
product
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Theme Name Code
CL_Openly-Networked

Code Description

Files References

CLT’s openly networked property acknowledges the unique opportunities
provided by technology for learning (i.e., digital and social networks) (Ito et
al., 2013).

9

57

9

27

11

30

6

11

13

120

3

15

Codes: ways of sharing products; media used to learn about, create/design,
share products; evidence that resources are accessible across time/space;
activities are visible to all participants; and multiple points of entry and sharing
products with others
CL_Peer-Supported

Peer-supported learning may occur in everyday occurrences and interactions
with peers, friends, or those with similar interests (not necessarily those who
are their same age) when contributing, sharing, or giving feedback on topics
(Ito et al., 2013).
Codes: evidence of collaboration, sharing or giving feedback; evidence of an
inclusive, social environment; unstructured socializing; hanging out or messing
around

CL_Production-Centered

Making opportunities may occur through any hands-on activity such as
“actively creating, making, producing, experimenting, remixing, decoding,
performing and designing” (Ito et al., 2013, p. 75).
Codes: Use of digital production tools; use of remixing and curating products;
and circulation and visibility of artifacts

CL_Shared-Purpose

When individuals collaborate around a common goal, share knowledge, and
even alternate leadership roles (Ito et al., 2013, pp. 74-75).
Codes: projects that have a collective goal; collaborations and competitions;
cross-generational leadership & ownership; cross-cultural learning; and crossdiscipline collaboration and learning
Emergent Themes

Summary of the Making or Captures one-liners or taglines students created to represent their experiences
Appeal of
Makerspace Experience
with, feelings toward, or attributes of the makerspaces/making
Makerspace
to
Enjoy-Ability to be Creative Captures students’ responses that mention creativity, throning the digital into
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Theme Name Code
University
Students

Code Description

Files References

something tangible, identify ability to be creative as the aspect of the
makerspace(s) they enjoy the most
Enjoy-Ease of Access

Captures students’ responses that identify the makerspace(s)’ ease of use,
access, or the free cost as the aspect of the makerspace(s) they enjoy the most

1

22

Enjoy-Interest-Driven or
Open-Ended

Captures responses from students that identify the open-ended, interest-driven,
or self-directed nature as the aspect of the makerspace(s) that they enjoy the
most (i.e., they can create whatever they want)

1

16

Enjoy-Makerspace
Environment

Captures student responses that identify the social atmosphere or environment,
in general, created in the makerspace by the student staff members and peer
makers

1

13

Enjoy-Specific Tools or
Equipment

Captures student responses that identify specific tools or equipment in the
makerspace as the key factor that they enjoy the most about the space(s)

1

11

Makerspace Environment

Student descriptions of the makerspace environment

6

11

Captures projects that were made in the makerspace to solve a “problem”
related to real, personal obstacles or theoretical, academic challenges

2

2

Captures students’ responses that mention the equipment and/or tools they
report using in the makerspaces during a typical visit

1

45

9

72

1

7

Making to Solve a Problem
Activities in
the
Makerspace Use of 3D printers

Expanding Knowledge Base Captures the skills (physical or analytical) and/or specific tools (physical or
digital) that students claim they have learned as a result of their makerspace
use
Makerspace
No New Skills or Tools
Learning
Learned

Captures students’ “no” answers to the question: “Can you identify any skills
you have learned in the makerspace that could apply elsewhere? For example,
are there specific technological, communication, fabrication, coding, problemsolving skills you think you may be able to use in your future? Please explain.”
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Theme Name Code
Learning in Context

Code Description

Files References

Captures opportunities and description of learning or learning environments
that are “embedded in everyday activities, contexts, and culture” of the
makerspace (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 300).

5

13

Codes: evidence of a learning experience or environment that is: (a) realworld; (b) social, (c) unintentional, (d) progressive with learners’ participation;
and/or (e) passed from MKOs to newcomers
Problem-Solving and
Iterative Design Process

Captures students’ descriptions of how what they learned from the makerspace
is the design process (i.e., trial and error, iteration, troubleshooting designs)

7

17

Academic Relevance

Captures students’ value placed on the artifacts they have made due to the
products’ academic relevance (i.e., needed for a class project)

1

12

Captures student’s value placed on the artifacts they have made due to the
products’ personal relevance

1

14

Captures student’s value placed on the artifacts they have made due to the
products’ utility or functionality

1

8

2

53

COVID-Related Challenges Captures challenges that were created by COVID-19 health and safety
regulations imposed on the makerspaces or COVID-related limitations
students experienced individually which prevented their use of the space how
they would have liked

9

14

No Connections to Political

1

12

MostPersonal Relevance
Valuable
Artifacts to
Participants
Utility or Functionality

Other Structural Codes
(CL-D) Pathways to
Participation

Captures students’ descriptions of how the makerspace is openly networked,
how openly networked actions/activities were practiced to create their
products, or the software or people used as resources

Captures students’ responses that do not find a connection between their
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Theme Name Code

Code Description

Files References

or Civic Interests

making practices and their political or civic interests

Sharing Work-Digitally

Evidence of the digital modes used to share or distribute products with others
(e.g., online, email, text message, via photos, social media)

1

19

Sharing Work-Physically

Evidence of the physical modes used to share or distribute products with others
(e.g., presentations, gifting of work to others)

1

27

Use of Hand Tools

Represents the equipment and/or tools students report using in the
makerspaces during a typical visit (e.g., mention of using hand tools available
to students such as soldering irons, screw drivers, pliers, tweezers, hammers)

1

8

1

16

15

15

Use of Laser Cutters or CNC Represents the equipment and/or tools students report using in the
Mill
makerspaces during a typical visit (e.g., mention of using the Epilog laser
cutter/engraver or the Othermill CNC machine in the space)
Participant-Reported Demographics & Plans After Graduation
Academic Major(s) and/or
Minor

Participant-reported academic major(s) and/or minor(s)

Experience with
Makerspaces or Equipment

Captures the students’ level of experience with makerspaces, in general as well
as the equipment being used

8

8

Goals_Continue Making

Captures students’ desire to continue current making practices

4

12

Goals_Establish a Family

Captures students’ desire to start/establish a family in their future

1

9

Goals_Healthy Work-Life
Balance

Captures students’ desire to establish a healthy work-life balance after
graduation

1

15

Goals_Learn New Skills

Captures students’ desire to learn new making practices, skills, or disciplines

1

9

Goals_Maintain Happiness

Captures students’ desire to “be happy” in their futures

1

7

Goals_Serve Others

Captures students’ desire to volunteer and/or serve others in their future

2

5

Goals-Travel

Captures students’ desire to travel as a personal goal after graduation

1

6
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Theme Name Code
Other Making Practices

Code Description

Files References

Making practices participants describe that occur outside of the makerspace/on
campus. Experiences, or practices they describe as personal interests, but still
involve making

Personal Hobbies or Interests Student interests or hobbies outside of academics

4

5

12

14

Prof Goal_Pursue an
Advanced Degree

Captures student’s desire to continue their education to an advanced degree or
certification

5

16

Prof Goal_Work in a
Medical Field

Captures students’ desire to work in a medical or healthcare field

3

21

Prof Goal_Work in an Arts
or Humanities Field

Captures students’ desire to work in an art or humanities-related field

6

9

Prof Goal_Work in an
Engineering Field

Captures students’ desire to work in an engineering field, including computer
science/engineering and construction science

6

33

Prof Goal_Work in
Education

Captures students’ desire to work in the education field after graduation

3

5

Student Status

Participant-reported status: Undergrad or Grad student

13

16

Student Class Status

Participant-Reported Class Status: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Grad,
Master Grad, Doctorate

10

10

Note. Qualitative questionnaire data were collated into one file. Thus, there are instances of many references, but few individual files
noted above because of this design.
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Appendix K
Questionnaire Respondent Demographics
Figure K.1
Questionnaire Respondents by College (n =84)

Figure K.2
Questionnaire Respondents by Race (n =84)
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Figure K.3
Questionnaire Respondents by Sex (n =84)

Figure K.4
Questionnaire Respondents by Student Class Status (n =84)
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Semi-Structured Interview Participant Demographics
Figure K.5
Semi-Structured Interview Participant Race (n = 13)

Figure K.6
Semi-Structured Interview Participant College Affiliation (n = 13)
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Figure K.7
Semi-Structured Interview Participant Sex (n = 13)

Figure K.8
Semi-Structured Interview Participant Class Status (n = 13)
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Observation Participant Interviewee Demographics

Figure K.9
Observation Interview Participant College Affiliation (n = 6)
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Appendix L
Artifacts Created for Personal Enjoyment

Student Description: “Functional trumpet buttons with Canadian dimes inset of my own
design”

Student Description: “My custom board game for personal use”
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Student Description: “Dice towers for my board games”

Student Description: “A small planter designed to look like Bulbasaur (a Pokémon)”
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Appendix M
Models or Prototypes for Personal Use

Student Description: “A solar USB charger for phones and other portable devices”

Student Description: “A solar-powered FM radio designed to look like an old tabletop radio
from the 40’s”
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Student Description: “A strandbeest with a verge escapement”

Student Description: “A 3D printed enclosure for a Raspberry Pi (a type of single board
computer”
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Academically Oriented Artifacts

Student Description: “Morphology project for a structures class Fall 2018”

Student Description: “Morphology project for structures class in Fall 2018”
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Student Description: “Project for Visualization II class”

Student Description: “Laser cut the pieces to the facade section model for my Fall 2019
semester long architecture project.”
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Artifacts Representative of Figurines or Miniature Characters

Student Description: “Rocket ship for Grand Challenge scholars”

Student Description: “A large and small R2D2 model that I designed and 3D printed”
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Student Description: “Figurine for personal use”

Student Description: “First CAD creation; Masterball”
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Student Description: “Figurine for personal use (not an actual weapon)”

Student Description: “A 1:1 scale of the full skeleton of a pterodactyl”
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Artifacts Representative of Miscellaneous Personal Items

Student Description: “Wall decor for a friend of mine. It was a graduation present. It’s an
outline of a Hellbender, a giant aquatic salamander (her study species).”

Student Description: “A design printed onto a decorative wooden B for personal use”
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Student Description: “This is a Clemson keychain I made for my Nursing 1400 class”
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Appendix N
Canvas Announcement Re: Makerspace reopening procedures
The [University] Makerspace is open for business! We are so excited to see each of you back in
the Makerspace again, however there have been a lot of changes applied. Please read this
announcement thoroughly before reserving a spot at the Makerspace.
3D printing:
○ 3D printing will continue to be done entirely through our queuing system
[link provided here]
○ for the rest of the semester
■ The only exception to this are the 6 Lulzbot Mini Printers
located in Brooks Makerspace in Brooks Library, which can
be used by making a space reservation for Brooks
Makerspace. For more about reservations, see below.
● Part pick up will also require a reservation.
● Please reserve your spot through the link that is provided with the email that confirms
your part has been printed.
● Part pick up will occur in the hallway of the Fox Center just outside the exit door in
the makerspace.
● A part pick up reservation does not allow for students to enter into the makerspace
room for any reason. If you need to remove support structure, sand down a part or
other part clean up processes, you will need to create a "In-Space Reservation"
following the steps below.
Using the Makerspace (reservations required):
○ You must have a reservation to enter Fox or Brooks Makerspace
○ There will be 2 reservation spots for Watt and 1 reservation spot for
Brooks. Interns will also be in the space at all times: 2 in Watt and 1 in
Brooks
○ A reservation grants access to all tools and machinery (laser cutters, CNC
machine, 3D scanner, assorted power tools, and tool kit, etc) housed in
that space except for the 3D printers as stated above.
○ To make a reservation, please follow this link [link provided here]
■ This link will bring you to the main home menu where you
will select "In-Space Reservation for COVID." The other
selections for "lasers" "3D scanner" "button maker" and
"CNC" will not be used for reservations this semester. If you
want to use these machines you will need to book an "InSpace Reservation for COVID.”
● After Selecting an "In-Space Reservation for COVID" you will be taken to a weekly
calendar, select an open spot and fill in the appropriate information. You may be
prompted to sign in before reserving a time slot, please do so with your [University]
username and password.
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● Please Note there are 3 spots to reserve at any given time, Red and Blue reservations
correspond with Fox, while Green corresponds with Brooks. These are not
switchable; you will not be permitted to enter with an improper reservation. You will
be given 1.5 hours of reservation time each week, this is to ensure that as many
people as possible can reserve a spot in space. If a person fails to show 10 min after
their reservation starts their reservation will be canceled and the spot will be open for
someone else to reserve.
Other COVID Procedures:
We strive to make the Makerspace as safe as possible, but we will need your help. Masks are
required inside the Makerspaces. We are providing Clorox wipes, and Hand sanitizer for you to
use. We encourage each of you to wipe your station and tools before every use, and after you are
done. For the Watt Makerspace, clear enter and exit doors have been marked and should be
followed any time you enter or exit the space. In accordance with [University] policy we
encourage you to stay home if you feel sick or have recently come in contact with someone that
has tested positive for COVID-19.
We look forward to seeing you soon!
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Appendix O
Table 5.2
The Connected Learning Framework
Connected Learning Knits Together 3 Crucial Contexts for Learning:
In their everyday exchanges with peers and friends, young people are contributing,
Peer-Supported sharing, and giving feedback in inclusive social experiences that are fluid and highly
engaging.
When a subject is personally interesting and relevant, learners achieve much higherInterest-powered
order learning outcomes.
Academically Learners flourish and realize their potential when they can connect their interests and
oriented social engagement to academic studies, civic engagement, and career opportunity.
Core Properties of Connected Learning Experiences [Contexts] Include:
Digital tools provide opportunities for producing and creating a wide variety of
Production-Centered
media, knowledge, and cultural content in experimental and active ways.
Social media and web-based communities provide unprecedented opportunities for
Shared-Purpose cross-generational and cross-cultural learning and connection to unfold and thrive
around common goals and interests.
Online platforms and digital tools can make learning resources abundant, accessible,
Openly Networked
and visible across all learner settings.
Design Principles Inform the Intentional Connecting of Learning Environments
Everyone Can Experiences invite participation and provide many different ways for individuals and
Participate groups to contribute.
Learning Happens Learning is experiential and part of the pursuit of meaningful activities and projects.
by Doing
Everything is Interests or cultivation of an interest creates both a “need to know” and a “need to
Interconnected share.”
New Media Amplifies Opportunities for Connected Learning by:
Fostering Interactive, immersive, and personalized technologies provide responsive feedback,
Engagement and support a diversity of learning styles and literacy, and pace learning according to
self-expression individual needs.
Increasing Through online search, educational resources, and communities of expertise and
Accessibility to interest, young people can easily access information and find relationships that
Knowledge and support self-directed and interest-driven learning.
Learning
Experiences
Expanding social Through social media, young people can form relationships with peers and caring
Supports for adults that are centered on interests, expertise, and future opportunity in areas of
Interests interest.
Expanding Diversity New media networks empower marginalized and non-institutionalized groups and
and Building cultures to have voice, mobilize, and build economic capacity.
Capacity

Note. Adapted from Ito et al., 2013 (p. 12)
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